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NOTICE TO READERS
This industry audit guide presents recommendations of the AICPA Civil 
Aeronautics Subcommittee on the application of generally accepted auditing 
standards to audits of financial statements of airlines. This guide also presents 
the committee’s recommendations on and descriptions of financial accounting 
and reporting principles and practices for airlines. The AICPA Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee has found this guide to be consistent with 
existing standards and principles covered by Rules 202 and 203 of the AICPA 
Code of Professional Conduct. AICPA members should be prepared to justify 
departures from the accounting guidance in this guide.
Auditing guidance included in an AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide is an 
interpretive publication pursuant to Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 
No. 95, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards. Interpretive publications are 
recommendations on the application of SASs in specific circumstances, includ­
ing engagements for entities in specialized industries. Interpretive publications 
are issued under the authority of the Auditing Standards Board. The members 
of the Auditing Standards Board have found this guide to be consistent with 
existing Statements on Auditing Standards.
The auditor should be aware of and consider interpretive publications applica­
ble to his or her audit. I f  the auditor does not apply the auditing guidance 
included in an applicable interpretive publication, the auditor should be pre­
pared to explain how he or she complied with the SAS provisions addressed by 
such auditing guidance.
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Accounting and Auditing Publications
This guide reflects relevant guidance contained in authoritative 
pronouncements through May 1, 2002:
FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or 
Disposal of Long-Lived Assets
FASB Interpretation No. 44, Accounting for Certain Transactions 
Involving Stock Compensation— an Interpretation of A PB  Opinion 
No. 25
FASB Technical Bulletin 01-1, Effective Date for Certain Financial 
Institutions of Certain Provisions of Statement 140 Related to the 
Isolation of Transferred Financial Assets
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adopted at meetings of the EITF held through January 2002
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Preface
V
This audit guide has been prepared to assist the independent public account­
ant in conducting audits of financial statements of airlines. The guide describes 
conditions and procedures that are unique to the industry and illustrates the 
form and content of airline financial statements and informative disclosures 
pertaining to such statements.
Civil Aeronautics Subcommittee
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The Airline Industry 1
Chapter 11 
The Airline Industry
Characteristics of the Industry
1.01 The United States first began promoting the airline industry 
through the adoption of the Air Mail Acts of 1925 and 1926, which transferred 
the carriage of mail from the U.S. Post Office to private carriers. Previously, 
though there had been interest in the development of military aircraft, private 
carriers had been unable to generate profits in substantially cargo-related 
efforts. After passage of the Air Mail Acts, growing demand, created by a small 
but competitive airline industry, stimulated the production of aircraft specifi­
cally designed for passenger and cargo service.
1.02 The airline industry continued to grow despite the depression of the 
1930s. Technological developments and a new network of lighted airports with 
reliable communication equipment created the environment for industrial 
growth. In 1938 the Civil Aeronautics Act provided government regulation of 
market entry and exit, air safety, and rates.
1.03 World War II stymied airline industry growth, since military de­
mands limited the amount of equipment and service that was available for 
civilian passenger service. However, military developments in aviation pro­
duced many improvements that were to result in more efficient and affordable 
service.
1.04 Jet service was introduced in the late 1950s. Subsequent technologi­
cal advances and improvements resulted in an increase in property and equip­
ment investment by U.S. scheduled airlines from $364 million in 1950 to over 
$62 billion in 1990.
1.05 The airline industry has been regulated in three major areas: market 
entry and exit, rates, and air safety. All three areas of regulatory responsibility 
came into existence with the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. The act created the 
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), whose primary duty, until amended by the 
Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (ADA), was to promote and regulate the 
airline industry. The board’s mandate was two fold: to maintain the highest 
priority for safety and to encourage competition in the airline industry. The key 
elements of deregulation are freedom of market entry and exit and freedom of 
pricing. A third element is protection of service to small communities.
Deregulation
1.06 The ADA terminated the CAB’s authority over rates and route access 
on January 1, 1983, and its responsibility for evaluating the fitness of new 
entrants on January 1 , 1985.
1.07 In addition to liberalizing the general provisions for awarding certifi­
cates to new airlines, the ADA established new provisions for automatic 
market entry and issuance of experimental certificates on a temporary basis. 
Other provisions eased restrictions on suspension and reduction of service and 
expedited market entry and exit. As a result, the ADA has enabled many new
1 Paragraphs 1.06 through 1.08, 1.10 through 1.16, 1.31, and 1.32 have been incorporated from 
SOP 88-1, Accounting for Developmental and Preoperating Costs, Purchases and Exchanges of 
Take-off and Landing Slots, and Airframe Modifications.
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entrants to gain access to domestic markets and has allowed trunk, local 
service, and commuter carriers to expand and otherwise alter their service 
patterns. Airlines are now classified as certificated scheduled (route) airlines, 
certificated nonscheduled (charter) airlines, air-cargo airlines, and intrastate 
airlines. Within the route airline classification, airlines are now identified as 
major, national, regional, and air-taxi operators.
1.08 In addition, the ADA transferred responsibility for overseeing airline 
operations to the Department of Transportation (DOT). The DOT has assumed 
responsibility for both monitoring the air safety and fitness characteristics of 
the various airlines and approving merger proposals and sales of airline routes. 
In this new competitive environment, marketing strategies, pricing of tickets, 
and costs of service have become important business issues for the airlines.
1.09 For a “New Entrant” to enter a market, gates and take-off and 
landing slots (slots) must be available at the applicable airports. The frequency 
of take-offs and landings at some airports are currently at capacity; and at 
other airports the frequencies during popular travel times are at capacity. This 
situation hampers the ability of a new entrant to access the necessary airport. 
To reduce the problem and foster the policy of “new market access” the DOT 
has adopted a rule whereby slots at airports may be sold or traded to the new 
entrant by the airline presently using the slot. These transactions generally 
include the sale of a gate or access to gates for the new entrant. While these 
slots, particularly those in high demand time periods have always had value, 
the DOT policy has made this value “liquid” and, today, represents a resalable 
intangible asset.
International Air Transportation
1.10 Airline operations between countries continue to be governed by 
specific bilateral agreements between the countries. The access of U.S. airlines 
to routes between the United States and other countries requires the approval 
of the respective countries for both landing rights at specified airports and 
frequency of flights.
1.11 The International Air Transport Association (IATA), a voluntary 
organization of international airlines, was established in 1946 to negotiate 
international air fares, cargo rates, conditions of service, and ancillary matters. 
The Federal Aviation Act required U.S. airlines participating in such an 
organization to obtain approval from the CAB. In 1946, the CAB granted U.S. 
airlines immunity from antitrust laws, permitting them to participate in IATA 
conferences for the purpose of establishing fares and rates. Agreements 
reached by the airlines at those meetings are subject to the approval of the 
respective governments.
1.12 In anticipation of deregulation in the United States, IATA estab­
lished two types of airline participation: one deals with facilitation matters and 
is mandatory for all members; the other sets fares and rates for air transpor­
tation. Participation in the latter is optional, but a member choosing to partici­
pate in fare and rate conferences must do so for all areas served.
Air Transport Association of America
1.13 Founded in 1936, the Air Transport Association of America (ATA) is 
a trade and service organization representing member U.S. scheduled airlines. 
The joint interests of the airlines as an industry are expressed through a 
system of councils and related committees on which airline and ATA repre­
sentatives work together.
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1.14 Because travel agent sales constitute a significant portion of the 
airline business, the ATA designed the Area Settlement Plan (ASP), which is 
operated by the Airlines Reporting Corporation. The plan enables each travel 
agent to submit one sales report to an area processing center that then 
distributes the agent’s sales and receivable transactions to the respective 
airlines. Because the dollar volumes involved and competitive needs for sales 
information are substantial, the ASP program requires continuous monitoring 
and updating. This service is provided to the airlines and travel agents by the 
ATA.
1.15 Other plans, called bank settlement plans (BSPs), have been estab­
lished recently in Japan, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Ger­
many, and other countries. The BSPs, although not identical to the ASP, 
contain many of the same features.
Regional Airline Association
1.16 The Regional Airline Association, formerly the Commuter Airline 
Association, is the national association of member airlines engaged in sched­
uled air transportation of passengers and cargo in local, feeder, and short-haul 
markets throughout the United States and its territories. In addition, the 
association’s finance and accounting committee has developed a uniform sys­
tem of accounts for regional airline use.
Air Safety
1.17 The Air Mail Acts introduced the first federal legislation dealing 
with air safety, though the 1938 Civil Aeronautics Act delegated responsibili­
ties to a separate federal body—the Air Safety Board. In 1958 the Federal 
Aviation Act delegated air safety to the Federal Aviation Agency. Today the 
Federal Aviation Agency exists as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
which is an operating body of the DOT.
1.18 Air safety regulation takes many forms and includes such regulatory 
measures as pilots’ qualifications, continuing flight training programs, aircraft 
maintenance requirements, and review of aircraft safety in design, manufac­
ture, and operation.
Unionization
1.19 Labor relations are obviously a significant factor in the administra­
tion of an airline, since the existence of several unions per carrier means that 
contract negotiations are constantly in progress. Airline industry employee 
unions are governed by the Railway Labor Act, which permits Congress to 
intervene in the negotiation or settlement of strikes that create a national 
emergency by threatening to cripple the transportation industry. Under terms 
of the Railway Labor Act, contract employees may not walk out at the expira­
tion of a contract. Negotiations begin before expiration and continue until a 
settlement is reached or until an impasse develops. In the event of an impasse, 
an outside arbitrator from the National Mediation Board may be called in to 
continue negotiations. Union members may call a strike after negotiations 
become deadlocked.
Aircraft Investment
1.20 The airline industry is characterized by substantial aircraft invest­
ment. The demand for air transportation generated by the economies of scale
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introduced by the jet engine is predominantly responsible for the increase in 
such investment since 1950. For example, the jet aircraft introduced in the late 
1950s cost approximately $5 million while in 1990 certain jets may cost in 
excess of $126 million.
1.21 Because of traffic projections and lengthy production schedules, 
most airlines acquire air fleets over a number of years. The large manufactur­
ers typically require progress payments during the manufacturing period, with 
balloon payments upon delivery.
1.22 Historically, most aircraft replacement has resulted from obsoles­
cence due to technological advances and not from physical deterioration. These 
FAA Stage II Aircraft regulations required U.S. airlines to eliminate certain 
aircraft from their passenger fleets by the end of 1999. Such aircraft, referred 
to as Stage II aircraft, included Boeing 727s, 737-100s/200s, and 747-100s; 
McDonnell Douglas DC-9s (except 80s) and certain DC-10s; BAC-111s; Fokker 
28s; and any Boeing 707s or DC-8s that have been retrofitted to Stage II.
The FAA’s regulations provide that Stage II aircraft can qualify as Stage III if 
carriers fit those older model aircraft with so called hush-kits which reduce the 
excess noise levels they generate.
1.23 The rapidity of technological advances and the substantial plant 
and equipment investment needs have created large capital requirements, 
which cannot be met by internal funding alone. Cyclical earnings also 
hamper the ability of some airlines to raise money through equity and 
unsecured debt issues. This has increased reliance on secured debt, leasing, 
and other similar forms of financing. The large financing requirements that 
are characteristic of the industry make interest and rent expense a major 
component of fixed cost.
Maintenance Requirements
1.24 Maintenance requirements are dictated by the highly sophisticated 
nature of the industry’s equipment. The timing and extent of maintenance 
procedures are determined by individual carriers using studies based on actual 
experience which demonstrate airworthiness to the FAA.
1.25 Most carrier maintenance is provided in-house, requiring mainte­
nance facilities outfitted with specifically designed equipment. Although 
equipment is usually available from the manufacturer, most large air carriers 
have found that it is more economical to design and construct their own testing 
equipment; this requires engineering departments and technical machinists. 
Some forms of maintenance—especially on engine cores and sophisticated 
electronic navigational equipment—may be performed by authorized outside 
facilities under contract.
1.26 Maintenance costs in 1990, both direct and indirect, represented as 
much as 12 percent of the combined operating expenses of the route air 
carriers. Maintenance costs include labor costs.
1.27 To provide more efficient maintenance, some air carriers have en­
tered into pooling agreements. Pools of materials and parts are maintained 
separately by the individual carriers and made available to other carriers as 
required. Benefits result from reduced inventory requirements.
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1.28 Local governments play a major role in air transportation by financ­
ing, owning, and operating terminal facilities necessary for air travel. Gener­
ally, the cost of landing and terminal facilities and their maintenance is 
reimbursed by the air carriers through landing fees, charges for terminal 
facility rentals, and passenger facility charges (PFCs).2 In some cases, air 
carriers initially fund construction and modifications and are later reimbursed 
from proceeds of bond issues and/or rental credits.
1.29 Local governments place maintenance and construction responsibil­
ity with agencies or authorities within their taxing districts.
1.30 Historically, carriers have informed government authorities of their 
facility needs; more recently, however, the authorities propose construction 
and terminal modifications and submit their plans to technical committees 
composed of representatives of the servicing carriers.
Regulations and Reporting
1.31 Although the CAB is no longer in existence, airline accounting 
information continues to be reported to the DOT in conformity with the 
Uniform System of Accounts and Reports (USAR) previously issued by the 
CAB. The USAR consists of a list of titles and account numbers and instruc­
tions for their use. DOT—and, previously, CAB—policy has been to conform its 
accounting requirements to generally accepted accounting principles.
1.32 Financial data and reports based on the USAR must be filed with the 
DOT on Form 41 quarterly and annually. Securities and Exchange Commis­
sion filings and annual financial reports frequently follow the wording and 
captions of the USAR accounts.
1.33 For reporting purposes, the financial statement presentation of an 
airline organization is similar to that of other commercial enterprises. The 
USAR provides for the grouping of revenues and expenses by both objective 
and functional activity and for varying detail information, depending on the 
accounting requirements and the capacities of the air carrier. Generally, the 
income statem ent presentation is divided among operating revenues, operat­
ing expenses, nonoperating income and expense (net), income taxes, and net 
income.
1.34 The functional classifications for revenues are basically divided 
among transport revenues and transport-related revenues. Transport reve­
nues include all revenues for air transportation provided to all classes of traffic; 
they are broken into subclassifications for scheduled and nonscheduled serv­
ices. Transport-related revenues result from services that are incidental to air 
transportation, such as liquor sales, sublease income, and maintenance work 
performed for other airlines.
1.35 The functional classifications for operating expenses are based on 
the type of activity or service rendered. Essentially, operating expense func­
tions fall into eight major categories, represented by the following captions:
2 See paragraphs 1.36 through 1.39 for a description of reports on PFC schedules and on PFC 
internal controls.
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Classification
Flying operations
Maintenance
Passenger services
Aircraft and traffic 
servicing
Reservations, sales, and 
advertising
General and 
administrative
Depreciation and 
amortization
Transport-related
Expenses Included
In-flight operations and 
holding of aircraft (except 
depreciation) and 
operational personnel in 
readiness for assignment 
to an in-flight status.
Direct and indirect 
expenditures for repair 
and maintenance.
Expenditures relating to 
comfort, safety, and 
convenience in flight and 
during delays.
Compensation to ground 
personnel and other 
expenses incidental to the 
protection and control of 
in-flight aircraft 
movement, handling and 
servicing while in 
operation, scheduling and 
preparation of operational 
flight crews for 
assignment, and handling 
of ground property and 
equipment.
Outlays to create a public 
preference for an air 
carrier, to stimulate the 
development of an air 
transportation market, or 
to develop air 
transportation in general.
Expenditures of benefit to 
more than one operating 
function.
Depreciation of operating 
property and equipment 
and amortization of 
intangible assets with 
finite useful lives.
Costs relating to 
generation of 
transport-related 
revenues.
Major Items
Fuel, flight personnel 
(except flight attendants) 
payroll, employee benefits, 
and aircraft rentals.
Labor, material, outside 
services, and general or 
overhead expense 
allocations.
Personnel and flight 
attendants’ payroll and 
passenger food and 
supplies.
Payroll costs and 
employee benefits, general 
services purchases, and 
servicing supplies, landing 
fees, and facility rentals.
Passenger handling and 
traffic solicitations, 
payroll and benefits, 
travel agent commissions, 
and advertising.
Record-keeping and 
statistical personnel, 
federal excise and state 
taxes, stationery supplies, 
etc.
Depreciation of flight 
equipment, maintenance 
equipment, and ground 
property; amortization of 
airport gate leasehold 
rights, take-off and 
landing slots; and 
capitalized leases.
Liquor, maintenance for 
other carriers, and costs of 
subleases.
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1.36 The FAA issued final rules establishing a PFC program in 1991. The 
PFC program authorizes local airport authorities to impose specified per- 
passenger charges at commercial-service airports to finance airport improve­
ments. Beginning in 1992, the rules require carriers (including non-U.S. air­
lines) that collect more than 50,000 passenger facility charges to provide for an 
annual audit of their PFC accounts. Auditors engaged to audit PFC accounts 
are required to report “on the fairness and reasonableness of the carrier’s 
procedures for collecting, holding, and disbursing PFC revenue.” In addition, 
auditors are required to report whether the quarterly reports that must be filed 
by the carriers “fairly represent the net transaction in the PFC account.” In 
July 1999, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued an interim draft 
Passenger Facility Charge Audit Guide for the air carriers (the “Draft Audit 
Guide”). The Draft Audit Guide provides auditors with a comprehensive set of 
procedures for examining air carrier’s passenger facility charge collection, 
remittance, and reporting practices. The Draft Audit Guide is not intended to 
define the sole method of complying with the audit requirements. The Draft 
Audit Guide also recommends that auditors perform certain agreed-upon 
procedures which are set forth in the Draft Audit Guide and report on such 
agreed-upon procedures. The FAA expects to issue notification finalizing the 
Draft Audit Guide during the first half of 2002. The AICPA has worked with 
the FAA and industry representatives to develop the following illustrative 
reports that satisfy both existing professional literature and the FAA’s 
requirements.
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1.37
Illustrative Report on PFC Schedules
Independent Auditor’s Report
XYZ Airline, Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying Schedules of Passenger Facility Charges 
Collected, Withheld, Refunded/Exchanged, and Remitted by XYZ Airline, Inc. 
(the Company) for the year and each quarter during the year ended December
31, 200X (the Schedules). The Schedules are the responsibility of the Company’s 
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Schedules 
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America and the Federal Aviation Administra­
tion Passenger Facility Charge Audit Guide for Air Carriers.* Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the Schedules are free of material misstatement. An audit 
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and 
disclosures in the Schedules. An audit also includes assessing the accounting 
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall presentation of the Schedules. We believe that our audit 
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Schedules were prepared for the purpose of complying with the regulations 
issued by the Federal Aviation Administration of the U.S. Department of 
Transportation [14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 158] to implement Title 
49, United States Code, Sections 46110 and 40117, as amended. Those regula­
tions define collection as the point when agents or other intermediaries remit 
passenger facility charges to the airlines. Accordingly, our audit did not encom­
pass tests of the underlying documentation supporting the reports submitted 
by such agencies and intermediaries to the Company.
In our opinion, the Schedules referred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the passenger facility charges collected, withheld, refunded/ex­
changed, and remitted by XYZ Airline, Inc. for the year and each quarter during 
the year ended December 31, 200X, as defined in regulations issued by the 
Department of Transportation.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of 
Directors and management of XYZ Airline, Inc., the appropriate airport 
authorities, and the Federal Aviation Administration, and is not intended to 
be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
[Signature]
[Date]
* At this time, the Passenger Facility Charge Audit Guide is not complete and is in draft form; 
thus it is subject to change. Also, use of the guidance contained in the Draft Audit Guide is voluntary, 
although the FAA will have greater confidence in audits conducted in accordance with the Draft Audit 
Guide.
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Illustrative Report on Internal Control Used in 
Administering PFCs (Attestation Standards)
Independent Accountant’s Report3
XYZ Airline, Inc.
We have examined management’s assertion, included in the accompanying 
[title of management report],4 that XYZ Airline, Inc. maintained effective 
internal control over administering passenger facility charges collected, with­
held, refunded/exchanged, and remitted during the year ended December 31, 
20XX, for the purpose of complying with the regulations issued by the Federal 
Aviation Administration of the Department of Transportation [14 Code of 
Federal Regulations Part 158] to implement Title 49, United States Code, 
Sections 46110 and 40117, as amended, based on criteria established in Inter­
nal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission. XYZ Airline, Inc.’s management 
is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over administering 
passenger facility charges collected, withheld, refunded/exchanged, and remit­
ted. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on management’s assertion 
based on our examination.
Our examination was conducted in accordance with attestation standards 
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the 
Federal Aviation Administration Passenger Facility Charge Audit Guide for 
Air Carriers and, accordingly, included obtaining an understanding of internal 
control over administering passenger facility charges collected, withheld, re­
funded/exchanged, and remitted, testing, and evaluating the design and oper­
ating effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other procedures 
as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our exami­
nation provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control, misstatements due to 
error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Also, projections of any evaluation 
of internal control over administering passenger facility charges collected, 
withheld, refunded/exchanged, and remitted to future periods are subject to the
1.38
3 This illustrative report should be used when a practitioner expresses an opinion on 
management’s assertion about the effectiveness of an entity’s internal control. When expressing an 
opinion on management’s assertion about the effectiveness of an entity’s internal control, 
practitioner’s should refer to Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 10, 
Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification, Chapter 5, Reporting on an Entity’s Internal 
Control Over Financial Reporting.
SSAE No. 10 enables true direct reporting on subject matter. If practitioner examines and reports 
directly on an entity’s effectiveness of internal control (vs. the responsible party’s written assertion), 
the practitioner should refer to paragraph 5.48 of SSAE No. 10 for an example of the report to be used.
In January of 2002, the A ICPA  Auditing Standards Board issued SSAE No. 11, Attest 
Documentation, which amends SSAE No. 10 to reflect the concepts and terminology used in SAS No. 
96, Audit Documentation. SSAE No. 11 is effective for attest engagements when the subject matter or 
assertion is as of or for a period ending on or after December 15, 2002. Earlier application is 
permitted.
4 The practitioner should identify the responsible party’s report examined by referring to the 
title used by the responsible party in its report. Further, he or she should use the same description of 
the entity’s internal control as the repsonsible party uses in its reports, including the kinds of controls 
(that is, controls over the preparation of annual financial statements, interim financial statements, 
or both) on which the responsible party is reporting. If the presentation of the assertion does not 
accompany the practitioner’s report, the phrase “included in the accompanying [title of responsible 
party’s report]” would be omitted.
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risk that the internal control may become inadequate because of changes in 
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies and procedures 
may deteriorate.
In our opinion, management’s assertion that XYZ Airline, Inc. maintained 
effective internal control over administering passenger facility charges col­
lected, withheld, refunded/exchanged, and remitted during the year ended 
December 31, 20XX is fairly stated, in all material aspects, based on criteria 
established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Commit­
tee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of 
Directors and management of XYZ Airline, Inc., the appropriate airport 
authorities, and the Federal Aviation Administration and is not intended to be 
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Illustrative Agreed-Upon Procedures Report Related 
to a Carrier's Evaluation of its Compliance with the 
Requirements of 14 Code of Federal Regulations 
Part 158
Independent Accountant’s Report5
XYZ Airline, Inc.
We have performed the procedures enumerated below, which were agreed to 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), XYZ Airline, Inc., and the 
applicable airport, solely to assist the specified parties in evaluating XYZ 
Airline’s, Inc. compliance with the requirements of 14 Code of Federal Regula­
tions Part 158, “Passenger Facility Charges.” Management is responsible for 
XYZ Airline, Inc.’s compliance with those requirements. This agreed-upon 
procedures engagement was conducted in accordance with attestation stand­
ards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The 
sufficiency of these procedures is solely the responsibility of those parties 
specified in this report. Consequently, we make no representation regarding 
the sufficiency of the procedures described below either for the purpose for 
which this report has been requested or for any other purpose.
[Include paragraphs to enumerate procedures and findings.]
We were not engaged to and did not conduct an examination, the objective of 
which would be the expression of an opinion on compliance. Accordingly, we do 
not express such an opinion. Had we performed additional procedures, other 
matters might have come to our attention that would have been reported to 
you.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of 
Directors and management of XYZ Airline, Inc., the appropriate airport 
authorities, and the FAA and is not intended to be and should not be used by 
anyone other than these specified parties.
[Signature]
[Date]
1.39
5 This illustrative report should be used when a practitioner is engaged to perform agreed-upon 
procedures related to passenger facility charges. This report is based upon SSAE No. 10, Attestation 
Standards: Revision and Recodification, Chapter 6, Compliance Attestation.
In January of 2002, the A ICPA  Auditing Standards Board issued SSAE No. 11, Attest 
Documentation, which amends SSAE No. 10 to reflect the concepts and terminology used in SAS No. 
96, Audit Documentation. SSAE No. 11 is effective for attest engagements when the subject matter or 
assertion is as of or for a period ending on or after December 15, 2002. Earlier application is 
permitted.
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Chapter 21 
Accounting and Auditing in an 
Airline Environment
Accounting Environment
2.01 Many airline activities are unique, and, as a consequence, several 
aspects of internal control, relating to control activities, are peculiar to the 
industry.
The Revenue Cycle
2.02 The most unusual characteristic of the airline industry is its revenue 
cycle. Sales may be made at numerous locations by either the carrier or third 
parties (travel agents or other carriers); for some carriers, third parties handle 
a substantial portion of the ticket transactions. Tickets sold are not necessarily 
used, in whole or in part, on the carrier making the sale, and some tickets are 
refundable if  not used by the customer for up to one year after the sales date. 
Other tickets are non refundable but exchangeable with payment of a fee, and 
other tickets are nonrefundable and non-exchangeable. The determination of 
revenue earned may be decidedly complex, particularly for larger carriers.
2.03 Accordingly, controls over the following areas are very important:
•  Unused ticket stock.
•  Ticket sales, particularly sales by travel agents or other third parties.
•  The passenger boarding process and lifting of flight coupons.
•  Settlements between carriers—either through interline clearing­
houses or directly between the involved parties—for providing travel 
services on tickets sold by other carriers.
•  Ascertaining that the correct fares have been charged.
•  Accounts receivable processing and collection.
•  Ticket refund and exchange transactions.
•  Processing flight coupons.
•  Accounting for travel agent commissions and credits.
A  discussion of the specific control activities and auditing procedures for these 
areas is contained elsewhere in the guide.
Inventories
2.04 The inventories in an airline operation are for internal consumption 
and not for sale; they therefore differ substantially from the classical defini­
tion. Inventories in an airline operation comprise primarily expendable (spare) 
parts and materials and supplies used in the airline’s operation. Such invento­
ries are valued at cost, less an allowance for obsolescence that corresponds to 
the lives of the related fleets.
1 Paragraphs 2.09 through 2.13 have been incorporated from SOP 88-1, Accounting for Develop­
mental and Preoperating Costs, Purchases and Exchanges of Take-off and Landing Slots, and 
Airframe Modifications.
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Fixed Assets
2.05 A major portion of an airline’s fixed assets comprises aircraft and 
other flight equipment. Because such assets are constantly changing locations, 
the responsibility for physical custody and control of aircraft is substantially 
different from that of nonmobile fixed assets. (It should be noted that all 
aircraft are registered with the Federal Aviation Administration.)
Overhaul
2.06 As a result of overhaul requirements established by the FAA, air­
craft airframes and engines must be overhauled within specific intervals. The 
value (and usefulness) of an aircraft is heavily dependent on its stage of 
overhaul.
Revenue Recognition
2.07 Airline tickets usually are sold in advance of the transportation date, 
and the ticket sales date usually does not coincide with the revenue recognition 
date (the date that service is provided). Revenue recognition procedures are 
generally complex in the airline industry as a result of the volume of transac­
tions to be processed; the multitude of fares that may be available for the same 
service; and the possibility that one or more segments of a flight may be on 
another airline, requiring the fare to be prorated between airlines.
Flight Compensation
2.08 Compensation of flight personnel usually represents a significant 
portion of an airline’s operating expenses. The amount of compensation is 
generally dependent on a number of variables, including, among others, flying 
status, type of equipment flown, hours flown, whether flights are made during 
the day or at night, and employee seniority.
Computerized Reservation Systems
2.09 Computerized reservation systems (CRSs) developed by several air­
lines (CRS vendors) have significantly affected the industry. The systems are 
marketed to travel agents as an efficient method of accessing airline schedules 
and information regarding hotels, car rentals, and so forth. The CRSs permit 
the agency user to, among other things, check seat availability, make reserva­
tions, and print tickets for flights on participating domestic and international 
airlines. In 1984, the CAB ordered the elimination of display preference in the 
systems for all participating airlines (those paying a fee to participate) and 
required CRS vendors to charge uniform booking fees for airline users of CRSs, 
based on the level of service received. Nonparticipating airline schedules are 
also included in the CRSs for informational purposes.
2.10 The CRS vendors receive booking fees per segment from participat­
ing airlines on which flights are booked and user fees from the travel agencies. 
Some airlines have contracted with CRS vendors to process all of their reser­
vations through the CRS vendors’ reservation systems, thereby eliminating 
the need for the airlines’ in-house reservation systems.
2.11 The CRSs increase the amount of information that may be captured 
online at the time the reservation is booked. This information normally in­
cludes passenger name, ticket number, the travel agent selling the ticket, 
itinerary, class of service, and price.
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Marketing Arrangements
2.12 One of the developments in the deregulated environment is the hub 
and spoke strategy that has been adopted by many airlines. Under this 
concept, the airline identifies certain cities as hub cities to serve both long-haul 
flights and connecting short-haul flights. This strategy has led carriers operat­
ing from a hub city to enter into agreements with other carriers to coordinate 
flight schedules at the hub city to facilitate the interchange of passengers. The 
advantage to both airlines is that each feeds passengers to the other. The 
agreements may include joint promotion and advertising efforts, use of the 
major carrier’s reservation system, and dual designation of flights in a CRS or 
other reservation systems and the official airline guide. The dual designation 
of flights (that is, a national or regional flight arriving at or departing the hub 
city using the same flight number as the major carrier) is called code sharing. 
In addition, to improve access to international markets, various U.S. and 
foreign carriers have developed global alliances.
Commissions
2.13 Before deregulation, commissions to travel agents were limited to 
amounts authorized by the CAB or foreign governments. Since deregulation, a 
myriad of commission arrangements has evolved both domestically and inter­
nationally. In addition to basic commissions, travel agents may be entitled to 
incentive commissions for certain routes, travel periods, and defined volumes. 
The independent accountant should consider the increasingly significant cost 
of travel agents’ commissions when designing compliance and substantive 
tests of commissions expense.
Decentralized Operations
2.14 The operations of an airline are, by necessity, decentralized. Sub­
stantially all aspects of airline operations are performed at the various station 
locations, which extend throughout an airline’s route system. For most air­
lines, however, most accounting functions (recording of revenues, disburse­
ments, revenues, and so on) are controlled and centralized at one location.
Potential Problems
2.15 In addition to understanding the unique aspects of the airline indus­
try, the auditor should be aware of potential problem areas that may exist in a 
company engaged in airline operations. Such areas may include the following:
•  Unreported ticket sales, which can result from delays or from lack of 
controls surrounding the matching of tickets lifted with tickets sold.
•  Expenses incurred at the local level in the pursuit of passenger service, 
including meals, transportation, and accommodations of various kinds 
for both scheduled and delayed passengers.
•  Commissions, authorized or unauthorized, on sales of aircraft in 
foreign countries.
•  Improper commissions or unauthorized payments to travel agents.
•  The risk of ticket exchange transactions, whether authorized or un­
authorized, and similar arrangements that are inherent in a business 
devoted to the sale of an attractive but perishable commodity.
•  The failure to act properly or promptly on audit findings, including 
those of internal auditors and regulatory agency auditors.
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Audit Documentation
2.16 The auditor should prepare and maintain audit documentation, the 
form and content of which should be designed to meet the circumstances of the 
particular audit engagement. Audit documentation is the principal record of 
auditing procedures applied, evidence obtained, and conclusions reached by 
the auditor in the engagement. The quantity, type, and content of audit 
documentation are matters of the auditor’s professional judgment.
2.17 Audit documentation serves mainly to:
а. Provide the principal support for the auditor’s report, including the 
representation regarding observance of the standards of fieldwork, 
which is implicit in the reference in the report to generally accepted 
auditing standards.2
b. Aid the auditor in the conduct and supervision of the audit.
2.18 Examples of audit documentation are audit programs,3 analyses, 
memoranda, letters of confirmation and representation, abstracts or copies of 
entity documents, and schedules or commentaries prepared or obtained by the 
auditor. Audit documentation may be in paper form, electronic form, or other 
media.
2.19 Audit documentation should be sufficient to (a) enable members of 
the engagement team with supervision and review responsibilities to under­
stand the nature, timing, extent, and results of auditing procedures performed, 
and the evidence obtained;4 (b) indicate the engagement team member(s) who 
performed and reviewed the work; and (c) show that the accounting records 
agree or reconcile with the financial statements or other information being 
reported on.
2.20 In addition to the requirements discussed in paragraphs 2.16-2.19 
above, SAS No. 96, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
1, AU sec. 339),* provides further requirements about the content, ownership 
and confidentiality of audit documentation. Moreover, Appendix A  to SAS No. 
96 lists the audit documentation requirements contained in other statements 
on auditing standards.
Internal Control
2.21 SAS No. 55, Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial State­
ment Audit, as amended by SAS No. 78, Consideration of Internal Control in a 
Financial Statement Audit: An Amendment to SAS No. 55, and by SAS No. 94,
2 However, there is no intention to imply that the auditor would be precluded from supporting 
his or her report by other means in addition to audit documentation.
3 See Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 22, Planning and Supervision (AICPA, 
Professional Standards, vol. 1, A U  sec. 311.05), for guidance regarding preparation of audit programs.
4 A  firm of independent auditors has a responsibility to adopt a system of quality control policies 
and procedures to provide the firm with reasonable assurance that its personnel comply with 
applicable professional standards, including generally accepted auditing standards, and the firm’s 
standards of quality in conducting individual audit engagements. Review of audit documentation and 
discussions with engagement team members are among the procedures a firm performs when 
monitoring compliance with the quality control policies and procedures that it has established. (Also, 
see SAS No. 25, The Relationship of Generally Accepted Auditing Standards to Quality Control 
Standards [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, A U  sec. 161].)
* SAS No. 96 supersedes SAS No. 41, Working Papers, and is effective for audits of financial 
statements for periods beginning on or after May 15, 2002. Early application is permitted. If SAS No. 
96 has not been adopted, auditors should refer to SAS No. 41 for guidance.
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The Effect o f Information Technology on the Auditor's Consideration of Internal 
Control in a Financial Statement Audit, provides guidance on the independent 
auditor’s consideration of an entity’s internal control in an audit of financial 
statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. It de­
fines internal control,5 describes the objectives and components of internal 
control, and explains how an auditor should consider internal control in 
planning and performing an audit.
2.22 Internal control is a process—effected by an entity’s board of direc­
tors, management, and other personnel—designed to provide reasonable as­
surance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following categories: (a) 
reliability of financial reporting, (b) effectiveness and efficiency of operations, 
and (c) compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Internal control 
consists of five interrelated components:
a. Control environment
b. Risk assessment
c. Control activities
d. Information and communication systems
e. Monitoring
In all audits, the auditor should obtain an understanding of each of the five 
components of internal control sufficient to plan the audit by performing 
procedures to understand the design of controls relevant to an audit of financial 
statements and determining whether they have been placed in operation. In 
obtaining this understanding, the auditor considers how an entity’s use of 
information technology (IT )6 and manual procedures may affect controls rele­
vant to the audit. The auditor then assesses control risk for the assertions 
embodied in the account balance, transaction class, and disclosure components 
of the financial statements.
2.23 The auditor may determine that assessing control risk below the 
maximum level7 for certain assertions would be effective and more efficient 
than performing only substantive tests. In addition, the auditor may determine 
that it is not practical or possible to restrict detection risk to an acceptable level 
by performing only substantive tests for one or more financial statement 
assertions. In such circumstances, the auditor should obtain evidential matter 
about the effectiveness of both the design and operation of controls to reduce 
the assessed level of control risk. Such evidential matter may be obtained from 
tests of controls planned and performed concurrent with or subsequent to 
obtaining the understanding.8 Such evidential matter also may be obtained
5 Internal control also may be referred to as internal control structure.
6 Information technology (IT) encompasses automated means of originating, processing, stor­
ing, and communicating information, and includes recording devices, communication systems, com­
puter systems (including hardware and software components and data), and other electronic devices. 
An entity’s use of IT may be extensive; however, the auditor is primarily interested in the entity’s use 
of IT to initiate, record, process, and report transactions or other financial data.
7 Control risk may be assessed in quantitative terms, such as percentages, or in nonquantita­
tive terms that range, for example, from a maximum to a minimum. The term maximum level is used 
in SAS No. 55, as amended, to mean the greatest probability that a material misstatement that could 
occur in a financial statement assertion will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by an 
entity’s internal control.
8 If the auditor is unable to obtain such evidential matter, he or she should consider the 
guidance in SAS No. 31, Evidential Matter (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, A U  secs. 326.14 
and 326.25), as amended by SAS No. 80, Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards No. 31, 
Evidential Matter.
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from procedures that were not specifically planned as tests of controls but that 
nevertheless provide evidential matter about the effectiveness of the design 
and operation of the controls. For certain assertions, the auditor may desire to 
further reduce the assessed level of control risk. In such cases, the auditor 
considers whether evidential matter sufficient to support a further reduction 
is likely to be available and whether performing additional tests of controls to 
obtain such evidential matter would be efficient.
2.24 Alternatively, the auditor may assess control risk at the maximum 
level because he or she believes controls are unlikely to pertain to an assertion 
or are unlikely to be effective, or because evaluating the effectiveness of 
controls would be inefficient. However, the auditor needs to be satisfied that 
performing only substantive tests would be effective in restricting detection 
risk to an acceptable level. When evidence of an entity’s initiation, recording, 
or processing of financial data exists only in electronic form, the auditor’s 
ability to obtain the desired assurance only from substantive tests would 
significantly diminish.
2.25 The auditor uses the understanding of internal control and the 
assessed level of control risk in determining the nature, timing, and extent of 
substantive tests for financial statement assertions.
Control Environment
2.26 The independent auditor should consider the following factors, 
which may be present and can affect his audit:
•  An effective organizational structure with clearly defined manage­
ment responsibilities.
•  Detailed procedural manuals to control field (station) operations and 
purchasing or procurement operations.
•  A  comprehensive budgeting process with close monitoring of vari­
ations between the budget and actual results.
•  An effective internal auditing function.
•  Board of directors or audit committee participation.
•  Competence and integrity of personnel.
•  Management’s philosophy and operating style.
•  Assignment of authority and responsibility.
•  Human resource policies and practices.
Internal Auditors
2.27 Although not unique to the airline industry, an internal audit group 
may be a factor to be considered by the auditor in determining the nature, 
timing, and extent of auditing procedures to be performed. An important 
responsibility of the internal audit function is to monitor the performance of an 
entity’s controls.
2.28 SAS No. 65, The Auditor’s Consideration of the Internal Audit Func­
tion in an Audit o f Financial Statements, states that when obtaining an 
understanding of internal control, the auditor should obtain an understanding 
of the internal audit function sufficient to identify those internal audit activi­
ties that are relevant to planning the audit. Independent auditors are con­
cerned with obtaining knowledge about whether controls have been placed in
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operation in order to determine that the entity is using them. Evidential 
matter about the effectiveness of the design and operation of controls is 
obtained to support the assessed level of control risk. The control aspects of the 
internal audit function may be of special importance, particularly to airlines 
with numerous airport (station) locations and city ticket offices, if the airline’s 
internal audit group conducts audits of stations on a regular basis.
Information Technology
2.29 Because of the volume and complexity of transactions associated 
with airline operations, the auditor can expect to encounter the use of IT, 
ranging from smaller carriers’ limited use through service bureaus to extensive 
use of sophisticated IT applications with a variety of equipment types. Airlines 
may use batch processing systems, on-line systems, or minicomputers. The 
types of applications that the auditor may encounter in the airline industry 
include
•  On-line information systems that may allow third-party access to the 
system.
•  Sales audit applications, including matching of passenger tickets lifted 
with tickets sold, testing of fare computations and any applicable 
commissions, and segregating and billing of interline transactions.
•  Inventory systems to control and segregate rotable and expendable parts.
•  Revenue applications utilizing sophisticated statistical sampling tech­
niques to determine earned revenue.
•  Payroll applications to effectively control and prepare complex flight 
payrolls.
(See chapter 3 for further discussion.)
2.30 An entity’s use of IT may affect any of the five components of internal 
control relevant to the achievement of the entity’s financial reporting, opera­
tions, or compliance objectives, and its operating units or business functions. 
The use of IT also affects the fundamental manner in which transactions are 
initiated, recorded, processed, and reported. The nature, timing, and extent of 
procedures the auditor chooses to perform to obtain an understanding of each 
of the five components of internal control will vary depending on the size and 
complexity of the entity, previous experience with the entity, the nature of the 
specific controls used by the entity including the entity’s use of IT, the nature 
and extent of changes in systems and operations, and the nature of the entity’s 
documentation of specific controls. The auditor should consider whether spe­
cialized skills are needed for the auditor to determine the effect of IT on the 
audit, to understand the IT controls, or to design and perform tests of IT 
controls or substantive tests.
Station Locations
2.31 Each station location is responsible for providing substantially all 
aspects of airline operations. While most accounting functions for the stations 
are performed at a central location, all of the stations located throughout an 
air carrier’s route system are responsible for performing, in whole or in part, 
most of the following functions:
•  Ticket sales, reservations, and control of unused tickets.
•  Collection of proceeds from ticket sales, including compliance with 
approved credit policies.
•  Control over passenger boardings.
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•  Approval or control of local expenditures, including payroll, passenger 
food, landing fees, fuel, passenger refunds, and special expenses for 
delayed flights.
•  Aircraft maintenance.
•  Custody of inventory and fixed assets.
•  Collection of certain incidental revenues, such as in-flight liquor sales.
2.32 Control activities have various objectives and are applied at various 
organizational and data processing levels. The extent and degree of control 
activities may vary, primarily with the size of the stations. Adequate segrega­
tion of duties may not be practical at smaller stations.
2.33 Because a substantial portion of an air carrier’s sales may be made 
at the stations, which approve or control a variety of expenditures, the inde­
pendent auditor is concerned with the control activities in existence at the 
station locations. The auditor should obtain a copy of the standard procedures 
manual, which should be available at the station, and should become familiar 
with the procedures to be followed. As part of his audit, the auditor should 
evaluate the adequacy of controls at the station locations, as well as the home 
office’s controls over station operations.
Analytical Procedures
2.34 SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures,9 provides guidelines for the 
auditor to consider in his application of analytical procedures. SAS No. 56, 
paragraph 2, states that “analytical procedures are an important part of the 
audit process and consist of evaluations of financial information made by a 
study of plausible relationships among both financial and nonfinancial data.” 
One purpose of the auditor’s use of analytical procedures is to identify, through 
the deviation from expected patterns or results, those areas or items that the 
auditor should investigate further. The investigation normally consists of 
obtaining explanations from management, which the auditor then evaluates, 
relying on his knowledge of the company and the industry and other informa­
tion already obtained during the audit, some of which may require corroboration.
2.35 The auditor typically emphasizes the comparison of financial infor­
mation with anticipated and prior-year results. The auditor also studies the 
relationship of financial and nonfinancial data by focusing on operational 
statistics developed independently of the accounting process and their relation­
ship to current accounting data. It is this aspect of analytical procedures, as it 
pertains to the airline industry, that this section will address. The common 
nonfinancial statistical data will be defined, and their uses will be described.
2.36 The airline industry lends itself very readily to analytical procedures 
in both the operational and financial areas. This is particularly true for the 
larger carriers, for which statistical data is very useful. Through the study of 
certain operating data and statistics, the auditor can consider revenue trends, 
aircraft efficiency, capacity utilization, labor productivity, unit costs and prof­
itability, and return on investment.
9 In January 2002 the AICPA Auditing Standards Board issued SAS No. 96, Audit Documenta­
tion (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, A U  sec. 339). SAS No. 96 supersedes SAS No. 41, 
Working Papers, and, amends several other statements on auditing standards, including SAS No. 56, 
Analytical Procedures, by adding documentation requirements. SAS No. 96 is effective for audits of 
financial statements for periods beginning on or after May 15, 2002. Early application is permitted.
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2.37 Various units of measurement may be used in performing analytical 
procedures—such as cost per unit, physical quantities, ratios, or percentages. 
The data can be found in the carrier’s monthly financial statements and 
operating reports and, with additional details, in periodic reports filed with the 
DOT. Similar data for the industry and other carriers are available from the 
DOT, the ATA, and the LATA.
2.38 Using these sources, the auditor can extract or derive key operating 
data and statistics, such as yield, load factor, break-even load factor, aircraft 
utilization hours, fuel burnout (consumption), and cost per available seat mile.
2.39 The available comparative cost data from independent public 
sources is a powerful tool for the auditor. Using data from such public sources 
as the DOT, ATA, and IATA, the auditor can perform tests of the cost levels of 
the airline. He can increase his confidence in the costs being reported by 
comparing them with those of other airlines. Items of comparison might 
include depreciation lives of aircraft and fuel costs.
2.40 Certain operating statistics are used universally within the airline 
industry. They provide an indication of the carrier’s operations and are used to 
derive other barometers of performance. (See the glossary for definitions.) 
Among these are
•  Available seat miles (ASMs)
•  Available ton miles (ATMs)
•  Average flight segment length
•  Block-to-block aircraft hours
•  Break-even load factor
•  Cargo ton miles (CTMs)
•  Load factor
•  Mail ton miles
•  Revenue passengers
•  Revenue passenger miles (RPMs)
•  Revenue and operating cost per available seat mile
•  Yield
2.41 These statistics basically indicate how much capacity the carrier 
provides and how much is filled. However, relying on these statistics alone to 
assess a carrier’s performance does not yield a meaningful evaluation. In 
attempting to use statistics and financial information to analyze the operations 
of a carrier, the auditor must recognize the complex interrelationship of the 
components of the carrier’s operations. For example, while an increase in 
revenue passenger miles can signify a growth in revenue, the increase need not 
be proportional, due to such factors as fare discounts, route and segment 
lengths, and changes in the mix of passengers paying full fares versus dis­
counted fares. Similarly, a change in available seat miles can result from the 
purchase of new equipment, a change in fleet mix (resulting from mothballing 
certain equipment and using alternate fleet types), schedule changes (result­
ing in a longer aircraft day or utilization period), or the reconfiguration of 
existing equipment by adding or removing seats.
2.42 By keeping these relationships in mind, the auditor can use statisti­
cal data effectively. To analyze the carrier’s performance, the auditor can first 
look at load factor as an overall indicator of the strength of operations. Load
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factor is the percentage of revenue passenger miles to available seat miles in 
revenue passenger service, representing the proportion of aircraft seating 
capacity that is actually used. For cargo, it is the percentage of cargo revenue 
ton miles to available cargo ton miles.
2.43 While RPMs and ASMs can be influenced by many factors, an 
increase in load factor usually means that more revenue passengers are being 
carried and, therefore, more revenue is being earned (if there has not been a 
greater, offsetting decrease in yield). Furthermore, since the carrier is gener­
ally not incurring significant additional costs to transport or serve those 
additional passengers, it is receiving a greater contribution towards operating 
income.
2.44 A  decreasing load factor usually indicates capacity in excess of 
market demand or a noncompetitive pricing, scheduling, or tariff structure. 
The carrier therefore transports fewer revenue passengers but still incurs the 
same fixed costs of providing service. Thus, the auditor will expect to see a 
decrease in operating income and an erosion in the carrier’s gross operating 
margin. While it is possible for a carrier to increase revenues with a decreasing 
load factor, such a situation involves operational decisions that are beyond the 
scope of this discussion.
2.45 The break-even load factor is a refinement of the load factor concept 
that examines the relationship of the revenues generated and the expenses 
incurred. The break-even load factor is the percentage of revenue passengers 
carried in scheduled revenue service that is required for scheduled passenger 
revenue less passenger traffic expenses to equal passenger capacity expenses.
2.46 This division of cost types does not strictly represent “fixed” versus 
“variable” costs as those terms are used in accounting literature. Capacity 
expenses are those expenses related to the provision of aircraft capacity, 
regardless of the degree to which that capacity is used. They include such cost 
elements as flying operations expense, maintenance expense, depreciation and 
amortization, and aircraft servicing expense. (Aircraft servicing expense is the 
total of all expenses incurred on the ground incident to preparation for aircraft 
arrival and takeoff, such as inspection and routine checking, fueling and 
servicing of aircraft, flight crew scheduling, and wages of ground personnel.) 
Traffic expenses are expenses that relate to, and may vary with, the traffic 
(passenger or cargo) transported. They include such cost elements as reserva­
tions and sales expense, food and beverage, and traffic servicing expense (all 
expenses incurred on the ground after the carrier has become responsible for 
providing air transportation, as evidenced by the boarding pass given to the 
passenger in exchange for his ticket).
2.47 The auditor can use the break-even load factor to review operating 
income and to investigate the cause of any significant changes in the gross 
operating margin. Splitting the statistic into its components will also allow the 
auditor to isolate operating expense variations.
2.48 In his analysis of operating expense variations, the auditor focuses 
primarily on two significant costs: salaries and wages, and fuel expenses. 
Because of the interaction of units of manpower or fuel and the price of the 
units, the most efficient way to examine these expenses is to use price and 
volume analysis. Such analysis simply seeks to explain the variation by break­
ing down the gross dollar amount into the change due to growth or decrease in 
units used (the volume component) and the increase or decrease in the price of 
such units (the price component). The change in certain operating statistics—
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for example, scheduled departures, block-to-block aircraft hours (the hours 
from the moment an aircraft first moves under its own power until it comes to 
rest at the next point of landing, including taxi time before takeoff and after 
landing), gallons of fuel consumed, or number of employees—will indicate the 
increase or decrease in volume or units used. The price component is more 
important and may be expressed as average price per gallon or average wage 
or salary per employee. By using price and volume analysis, the auditor can 
better isolate the causes of cost fluctuations and obtain more meaningful 
explanations.
2.49 The auditor can analyze other operating expenses by developing 
statistics from financial and nonfinancial operating data for the purpose of 
making historical comparisons. For example, the auditor can look at overall 
changes in operating expenses by relating total operating expenses to revenue 
miles flown, total available ton miles, or available seat miles. I f  current-year 
results deviate significantly from historical patterns, additional detailed 
analysis may be warranted. In that case, the auditor may look at the relation­
ship of aircraft servicing expenses to the total number of ground personnel or 
the relationship of traffic servicing expense to the total number of personnel in 
that function.
2.50 In analyzing flight operations expense variations, a useful bench 
mark is the number of block hours per day for the aircraft, because this 
measures how effectively the carrier is using its available capacity. As block 
hours per day vary, so do revenues and expenses. Many costs are directly 
related to the length of time the aircraft is in revenue service. For example, the 
auditor may analyze the change in the following ratios between years:
•  Flight crew salaries and expenses/total block hours.
•  Other flight personnel salaries and expenses/total block hours.
•  Fuel and oil expense/total block hours.
These ratios can also be reviewed on a fleet-type basis for further refinement 
of variation explanations.
2.51 For other flight operation expenses, a more meaningful bench mark 
may be total hours flown, because certain costs are incurred on that basis, 
regardless of whether the aircraft is in revenue service. Using this measure, 
the auditor can derive the following ratios:
•  Aircraft rentals/total hours flown.
•  Flight equipment maintenance/total hours flown.
•  Insurance/total hours flown.
2.52 Because a significant portion of passenger service expense varies 
with passenger traffic volumes, the following ratios are useful in explaining 
variations in that item:
•  Flight attendants’ salaries and expenses/revenue passenger miles.
•  Passenger meal expense/revenue passenger miles.
2.53 The auditor can use other operating statistics to analyze other key 
expense items. He can divide landing fees (in total, by fleet type, or by station) 
by scheduled departures to obtain an average cost per landing. Or, he may 
analyze agency commission expense by determining what percentage of agency 
sales it represents and comparing the result with commission rates. In short, 
most operating expenses can be analyzed effectively through the use of nonfi­
nancial statistics and data.
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2.54 In applying analytical procedures to revenues, the auditor should 
focus on an important statistic, which is the yield (the average revenue per unit 
of traffic carried in revenue service). It is usually calculated as average revenue 
per passenger mile, or cents per RPM. (For cargo, it is calculated as average 
revenue per cargo ton mile, or cents per CTM.)
2.55 Basically, yield indicates how well the carrier is pricing its product 
in a particular environment. While it does not bear a direct relationship to 
operating income, an increase or decrease in yield, if not offset by a correspond­
ing increase or decrease in operating costs, can have a significant effect on 
income from operations. The passenger revenue yield for a carrier is the 
product of a mathematical calculation that is composed of three variables:
Scheduled passenger revenues  
-------------- --------------------------  = Yield
Revenue passengers enplaned 
X average passenger trip lengths
Changing any one of the three variables will have an effect on the yield. 
Therefore, in its simplest form, a decrease or increase in yield can be attributed 
to one of three factors, assuming the other two factors are constant. Practically 
speaking, however, a change in yield results from a combination of factors. For 
example, as a carrier raises or lowers its fares, the number of passengers will 
increase or decrease, depending on such factors as the elasticity of demand, 
competitive pricing and scheduling responses from other carriers, and the 
availability of capacity to meet additional demand.
2.56 For purposes of illustration, assume that a carrier has one 200-pas­
senger aircraft, which flies a 5,000-mile route. In the base case, there is one 
fare, $500, and the aircraft operates with 100 passengers on board. As certain 
variables (fare and passengers carried) are changed, the effect on yield will be 
as shown in exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1
Determination of Yield
Scheduled
Case Fare
Passengers
Enplaned
Passenger
Revenues
Trip
Length RPMs
Yield
($ /)R P M
Base $500 100 $50,000 5,000 500,000 .10
I 500 150 75,000 5,000 750,000 .10
II 400 100 40,000 5,000 500,000 .08
III 400 150 60,000 5,000 750,000 .08
IV 550 100 55,000 5,000 500,000 .11
V 550 90 49,500 5,000 450,000 .11
2.57 This simple illustration ignores two other factors that will also affect 
yield: change in trip length and incremental pricing. Incremental pricing, as 
used by carriers today, means the selling of seats that otherwise would have 
gone empty at a discount from the regular fare. I f  a carrier uses incremental 
pricing correctly (after evaluating its break-even load factor, among other 
items), it will obtain an additional contribution towards operating income, 
assuming that it has recovered its fixed costs with regular-fare passengers and
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that the discounted fare exceeds the carrier’s traffic expense. The concept of 
covering fixed costs, and the resultant restrictions on the availability of dis­
count fares, is the key to incremental pricing. Unrestricted discount fares not 
only would mean a decrease in yield but could also result in a decrease in 
revenues and a decrease in operating income. Applied correctly, discount fares 
will result in a decrease in yield, but the carrier should experience an increase 
in overall revenues, with a favorable impact on operating income.
2.58 In explaining changes in a carrier’s yield, the auditor must be aware 
of the effect of all these variables. These, in turn, can be linked to changes in 
business conditions, in the marketplace, and in consumer demand to provide a 
meaningful and business-oriented explanation of changes in yield.
2.59 Because many elements of a carrier’s operations can be reviewed 
analytically, this discussion is not all-inclusive. Although the analysis of the 
data will need to be supplemented by inquiries and other procedures, the 
auditor can audit a carrier’s financial statements more effectively and effi­
ciently by increasing the use of such data within the guidelines of SAS No. 56.
Disclosures About Segments
2.60 Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 131, 
Disclosures about Segments o f an Enterprise and Related Information, estab­
lishes standards for the way that public business enterprises report informa­
tion about operating segments in annual financial statements and requires 
that those enterprises report selected information about operating segments in 
interim financial reports. It also establishes standards for related disclosures 
about products and services, geographic areas, and major customers.
Operating Segments
2.61 An operating segment is defined in FASB Statement No. 131 as a 
component of an enterprise:
a. That engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues 
and incur expenses (including revenues and expenses relating to 
transactions with other components of the same enterprise),
b. Whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the enterprise’s 
chief operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to 
be allocated to the segment and assess its performance, and
c. For which discrete financial information is available.
Airline operations are generally considered one business segment: air trans­
portation, the common carriage of passengers, freight, and mail over routes 
authorized by the DOT. However, some airlines manage their operations on a 
geographical basis, in which case each geographical operation might be consid­
ered a separately reportable segment. In addition, for those major airline 
carriers which also operate a regional airline or a low cost airline within the 
larger airline, these operating units must be evaluated to determine whether 
they qualify as operating segments as defined above. I f  an enterprise deter­
mines these operating units as well as the larger airline are separate operating 
segments and meet the quantitative thresholds described in paragraph 18 of 
FASB Statement No. 131, they are each separately reportable segments. 
However, these operating segments could be aggregated if they meet all of the 
aggregation criteria described in paragraph 17 of FASB Statement No. 131.
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2.62 Generally, cargo service provided by airlines is not as discrete as the 
regional airline within an airline or the low cost airline within an airline 
described above. Unlike these operating units, which are inherently similar to 
the larger airline operating unit as they involve transportation of passengers, 
the nature of cargo service, the class of customer and the method used to 
provide cargo service generally are different from passenger service. Therefore, 
i f  an airline is operating an all cargo fleet of aircraft within the airline, then 
this operating unit must be evaluated to determine whether it qualifies as an 
operating segment as defined above. However, cargo service is generally pro­
vided by most airlines through passenger aircraft baggage compartments and 
is dependent upon and linked to passenger traffic. In such circumstances it is 
unlikely that cargo would qualify as an operating segment, since financial 
information would most likely consist of revenue and only direct incremental 
costs and thus would not be in sufficient detail to allow the chief operating 
decision maker to adequately assess performance of or to allocate resources to 
cargo service.
2.63 Carriers also may have other operation such as food service or hotels, 
which may constitute reportable segments under FASB Statement No. 131. I f 
appropriate, the required disclosures should be made for these operations.
Information About Geographical Areas
2.64 FASB Statement No. 131 provides that an enterprise shall report the 
following geographic information unless it is impracticable to do so:
a. Revenues from external customers (1) attributed to the enterprise’s 
country of domicile and (2) attributed to all foreign countries in total 
from which the enterprise derives revenues. I f  revenues from exter­
nal customers attributed to an individual foreign country are mate­
rial, those revenues shall be disclosed separately. An enterprise shall 
disclose the basis for attributing revenues from external customers 
to individual countries.
b. Long-lived assets other than financial instruments, long-term cus­
tomer relationships of a financial institution, mortgage and other 
servicing rights, deferred policy acquisition costs, and deferred tax 
assets (1) located in the enterprise’s country of domicile and (2) 
located in all foreign countries in total in which the enterprise holds 
assets. I f  assets in an individual foreign country are material, those 
assets shall be disclosed separately.
The amounts reported shall be based on the financial information that is used 
to produce the general-purpose financial statements. I f  providing the geo­
graphic information is impracticable, that fact shall be disclosed. An enterprise 
may wish to provide, in addition to this information, subtotals of geographic 
information about groups of countries.
DOT Form 41
2.65 Information necessary to meet certain segment and geographical 
area disclosure requirements of FASB Statement No. 131 may, in some in­
stances, be similar to that which airlines report to the DOT on Form 41. The 
DOT currently requires air carriers to report earned revenues and related 
expenses by “entities.” These entities are defined as follows:
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•  Domestic operations
•  Operations via the Atlantic Ocean
•  Operations via the Pacific Ocean
•  Operations within Latin American areas
2.66 The DOT definition of foreign operations is based on international 
flights rather than on whether a revenue-producing operation exists in that 
geographic area. A  carrier with a flight to England has foreign revenue under 
the DOT definition, though it may not have “operations” in that country.
Revenues
2.67 Under the DOT definition, revenues are classified among the entities 
on the basis of a flight’s origin and destination. Exhibit 2 illustrates this 
classification.
Expenses
2.68 Certain expenses, such as flight payroll and fuel, may be directly 
attributable to an entity and are therefore directly charged to that entity. 
Other expenses, such as aircraft depreciation and maintenance expense, are 
allocated to the entities through the use of ratios, such as plane miles flown by 
entity to total plane miles flown, revenue passenger miles by entity to total 
revenue passenger miles, or some other measure of the total effort expended to 
produce the revenue.
Exhibit 2
Classification of Foreign Operation Revenues
Origin _________ Destination_________  ____________ Entity
Domestic
Atlantic
Allocate between domestic and 
Atlantic*
Latin America 
Atlantic
Allocate between Atlantic and 
Pacific*
Pacific
*
The allocation of revenue between entities can be made by dividing the total fare on 
the basis of the ratio of plane miles flown, local fares, or some other logical method of 
splitting the fares.
Segment Assets
2.69 Similarly, certain assets, such as inventory and other ground facili­
ties, may be directly attributable to an entity and therefore are identified 
directly with that entity. Other assets are generally used in more than one 
entity and therefore can be allocated to the entities by applying ratios similar 
to those used in the allocation of expenses.
Chicago New York 
Chicago London 
Chicago London (with stop in New York)
Chicago Sao Paulo, Brazil
London Rome
London Tokyo
Tokyo Chicago
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Audit Considerations
2.70 Auditing interpretation, “Applying Auditing Procedures to Segment 
Disclosures in Financial Statements” of SAS No. 31, Evidential Matter (AICPA, 
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9326), provides guidance for auditors of 
entities that have implemented FASB Statement No. 131. The interpretation 
addresses the following issues:
•  The auditor’s objective when applying auditing procedures to segment 
disclosures in an entity’s financial statements.
•  The auditor’s planning considerations with respect to segment disclo­
sures.
•  The procedures to be considered by auditors when evaluating whether 
the entity has appropriately identified its reportable operating segments.
•  The procedures to be considered by auditors when evaluating the 
adequacy and completeness of management’s disclosures about re­
portable operating segments and about products and services, geo­
graphic areas, and major customers.
•  The implications related to segment information for the auditor’s 
report on the financial statements.
Information About Major Customers
2.71 In general, airlines that provide the public with common carriage of 
passengers and cargo do not meet the major-customer criterion set forth in 
FASB Statement No. 131. However, an air carrier that specializes in either 
charter service or cargo carriage may do a substantial portion of its business 
with one travel agent or with a governmental unit or authority. In addition, 
FASB Statement No. 131 provides that a group of entities known to a reporting 
enterprise to be under common control shall be considered as a single cus­
tomer, and the federal government, a state government, a local government 
(e.g., a county or municipality), or a foreign government shall each be consid­
ered as a single customer. The auditor should be aware of this possibility and 
should determine whether appropriate consideration has been given to the 
need to disclose that 10 percent or more of the airline revenue is derived from 
a single customer or governmental unit.
Information About Products and Services
2.72 FASB Statement No. 131 also provides that an enterprise shall 
report the revenues from external customers for each product and service or 
each group of similar products and services unless it is impracticable to do so. 
The amounts of revenues reported shall be based on the financial information 
used to produce the enterprise’s general-purpose financial statements. I f  pro­
viding the information is impracticable, that fact shall be disclosed.
Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks 
and Uncertainties
2.73 The risks and uncertainties SOP 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Signifi­
cant Risks and Uncertainties, deals with can stem from the nature of the 
entity’s operations, from the use of estimates in the preparation of the entity’s 
financial statements and from significant concentrations in certain aspects of
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the entity’s operations. This SOP applies to financial statements prepared in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applicable to nongov­
ernmental entities. It applies to all entities that issue such statements. It does 
not apply to condensed or summarized interim financial statements. It re­
quires entities to include in their financial statements disclosures about:
•  The nature of their operations
•  Use of estimates in the preparation of financial statements
In addition, i f  specified disclosure criteria are met, it requires entities to include 
in their financial statements disclosures about:
•  Certain significant estimates
•  Current vulnerability due to certain concentrations
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Chapter 31 
Specific Accounting Principles and 
Auditing Procedures
Revenue Accounting
3.01 Airline revenue is derived primarily from the carriage of passengers, 
cargo, and mail. The objective of the revenue accounting system is to recognize 
revenue according to the principle, “Revenue is generally recognized when both 
of the following conditions are met: (1) the earning process is complete or 
virtually complete, and (2) an exchange has taken place.” 2
3.02 Since airline tickets usually are issued in advance of the scheduled 
transportation date, the ticket sales date seldom coincides with the revenue 
recognition date, also referred to as the service date. Therefore, the task for 
airline revenue accounting is twofold:
1. To record unearned revenue when a ticket is sold and scheduled 
service is at a later date.
2. To recognize revenue when the carrier provides the transportation 
service and thereby completes the earnings process.
3.03 Revenue recognition is a complex task within the airline industry. It 
involves the quantification for financial statement presentation of four major 
balances related to transportation revenues: earned revenue, unearned revenue, 
accounts receivable, and accounts payable. This process is complicated by the 
many fare types available (first class, coach, economy, joint, and various forms of 
discounts) and the possibility that one or more segments of a flight may be on 
another airline, requiring the total ticket fare to be prorated for each airline’s 
share. The process is further complicated by the large volume of tickets to be 
processed. In December 1999, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
issued Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 101, Revenue Recognition in Financial 
Statements. SAB No. 101 provides the SEC’s views on applying generally accepted 
accounting principles to revenue recognition in financial statements and is not 
intended to change current guidance in the accounting literature. The auditor 
should consider any implications arising out of SAB No. 101.
Types of Revenue
3.04 Approximately 90 percent of operating revenues (excluding subsi­
dies) is derived from passenger operations for certificated passenger carriers. 
Other operating revenue is derived from air cargo operations, principally air 
freight services, and mail services. Accounting for the paper flow is different 
for passenger and cargo operations. The primary emphasis of this chapter is on 
passenger revenue, since that is a carrier’s major operating revenue. A brief 
section on air cargo, however, is included.
1 Paragraphs 3.76, 3.77, 3.114 through 3.119, and 3.129 through 3.132 have been incorporated 
from SOP 88-1, Accounting for Developmental and Preoperating Costs, Purchases and Exchanges of 
Take-off and Landing Slots, and Airframe Modifications.
2 APB Statement No. 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial State­
ments of Business Enterprises (1970), chapter 6, paragraph 150. [Statement of Position 93-3, Rescis­
sion of Accounting Principles Board Statements, rescinds APB Statement No. 4. FASB Concepts 
Statement No. 5, Recognition and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, 
discusses matters similar to those discussed in APB Statement No. 4.]
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Ticketing Procedures
3.05 Tickets may be sold by airline ticketing agents at airports or other 
locations or by travel agents. Tickets may also be written by nonairline 
organizations using air carrier ticket stock from contracting airlines. Tickets 
may be paid for in cash, by check, by various credit cards, by government 
transportation request (GTR), or by the exchange of a previously purchased 
ticket.
3.06 A  ticket for air transportation is similar to a negotiable instrument 
and may be issued weeks or months before the scheduled departure date. An 
unused ticket for a scheduled flight is not forfeited and may eventually be 
refunded, used on another carrier for the same itinerary, or rerouted and 
reissued for a different flight. Adjustments in fares between carriers for 
segments actually flown or additional charges to customers when discounts do 
not apply can arise in these circumstances. A  ticket is usually valid for one 
year, with the specific period identified by a statement printed on the ticket.
3.07 An airline ticket consists of several coupons indicating the itinerary 
of the passenger. One copy is the auditor’s coupon, which is the initial docu­
ment used to record a sale. An additional coupon represents each segment (leg) 
of the passenger’s itinerary. This coupon is lifted (detached from the ticket 
booklet) by the carrier providing the transportation service at the boarding 
point as evidence of the service rendered.
3.08 A  ticket sold by an airline and ultimately used on that airline is 
referred to as an on-line (OL) sale; a ticket sold by one airline and used on 
another airline is referred to as an off-line (OAL) sale. One ticket can include 
several flight segments and, also, can include flights on various carriers. The 
carrier that issues the ticket collects the total fare from the passenger. Settle­
ments of this fare are made among the other carriers on the basis of interline 
agreements (described in a later section of this chapter). In this case, the 
selling carrier is known as the OL carrier, and all other carriers for which 
transportation is scheduled are the OAL carriers.
3.09 When a passenger ticket is sold and scheduled service is at a later 
date, the selling carrier uses the auditor’s coupon to recognize cash received or 
accounts receivable, air traffic liability representing unearned revenue (for its 
share of the ticket), and accounts payable (for other airlines’ shares of the 
ticket). The two sources of this sales information are station sales and travel 
agency sales.
3.10 Station Sales. A  significant portion of an airline’s operating reve­
nue is generated through sales made at airport stations or other sales loca­
tions. Airlines also sell tickets via mail and telephone orders, usually from one 
central or several regional reservation centers. Sales from all locations (sta­
tions) are controlled and processed in a similar manner.
3.11 Each station normally reports sales and refund activity to revenue 
accounting on a daily basis. The reporting can be accomplished via on-line 
computer processing, with each ticket automatically priced, printed, and re­
corded at the station. Reporting can also be performed manually by the 
preparation of daily ticket sales reports, which classify sales by ticket number 
as cash or charge sales. Under both systems, deposit slips and auditors’ 
coupons are then sent to revenue accounting for verification.
3.12 The carrier’s audit of sales can commence when all documents are 
received at the revenue accounting office. The degree of this audit function— 
from zero to 100 percent—varies according to the airline’s accounting policies
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and processing sophistication. The audit may include one or more of the 
following: verification of ticket number sequence, agreement of cash and 
charge sales with the sales reports, and, in some systems, ticket pricing and 
input of tickets into a sales file.
3.13 The accounting entry for station sales recognizes cash received and 
credit card receivables and the related commission, with corresponding credits 
to the air traffic liability and related transportation tax accounts.
3.14 Travel Agency Sales. A  large portion of airline industry ticket sales 
is generated through travel agencies. Since there are so many agencies, an 
important aspect of revenue accounting involves the settlement of revenues 
due the airlines and commissions due the agencies. The processing of sales 
through domestic travel agents and accounting for such sales are conducted 
under rules established by the Air Traffic Conference (ATC). Under the ATC 
guidelines, agency area settlement banks serve as the intermediaries between 
domestic travel agencies and airlines.
3.15 An agent indicates the airline to which the ticket sale is to be 
credited via the coding of designated or undesignated ticket stock. The agent 
also includes the tax and commission codes on the auditor’s coupon. The agent 
submits auditors’ coupons, credit card vouchers, miscellaneous charge forms, 
and checks, net of the agency commission, for amounts due the airline to the 
area settlement bank on a weekly basis.
3.16 The area settlement bank processes these documents and prepares 
invoices and reports necessary for settlement, including travel agency sales 
reports by airline and by agency, with the supporting auditors’ coupons. The 
bank makes the settlement for the tickets sold by the agencies for those airlines 
with accounts at the bank. The bank also submits invoices and associated 
charge documents to the respective credit card contractors, who calculate the 
net settlement (for the credit card commission) and make direct payment to 
each airline.
3.17 Airlines use the summary reports from the bank to record sales 
activity and associated commission expense. The issuing airline initially re­
cords the total agency commission, but, once transportation is provided, the 
servicing airline incurs the commission expense. Batching and repricing of 
tickets for specific ticket entry into the sales system and for the accumulation 
of sales data are performed at this point according to the carrier’s accounting 
policy and sophistication of processing. This sales input allows the airline to 
audit the travel agency product on a timely basis. Differences noted during the 
audit can then be charged back or credited to the travel agencies, with corre­
sponding debits or credits to the air traffic liability clearing account and related 
transportation tax account.
3.18 The accounting entry for travel agency sales recognizes a receivable, 
net of the related commission, and a credit to the air traffic liability account. 
Some carriers recognize commission as a prepaid expense and credit this 
account when transportation service has been provided.
Air Traffic Liability
3.19 When a passenger ticket is sold, the selling carrier records a cash 
receipt or account receivable and unearned transportation revenue. Air traffic 
liability (ATL) is the value of unused transportation sold by the reporting air 
carrier. This includes the liability for transportation to be provided by the 
carrier selling the ticket, as well as a liability for transportation that may be 
provided by other air carriers.
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3.20 With the concurrence of the Air Traffic Conference, members are 
permitted by regulatory authority to establish procedures for handling such 
interline operations. The details for these procedures are set forth in two 
primary interline agreements: the IATA bilateral agreement and a multilat­
eral agreement. Some airlines participate in both agreements. The agreements 
cover interline passenger ticketing, cargo, and baggage procedures, specify the 
source of accepted published fares and procedures, and describe the process of 
settling funds between participating airlines. The interline agreements are 
permitted in order to simplify the ticketing process for air travelers and to 
minimize the number of tickets necessary to complete an itinerary that in­
volves more than one air carrier.
3.21 Under the interline agreements, the air carrier providing the first 
flight shown on a ticket for a multicarrier itinerary is allowed to issue a ticket 
for the entire trip. This is the preferred practice since the carrier that issues 
an interline ticket collects the total fare from the passenger. As a general 
practice, however, the carrier making the reservation issues the ticket even if 
it is the second carrier or does not provide any service. On the basis of the 
interline agreements, the selling carrier prorates the fare among the carriers 
providing service on the itinerary. The proration is a method of dividing the 
total fare among carriers according to either accepted published joint fares or 
cost factors applied to unpublished joint fares.
3.22 Thus, the value of the interline ticket recorded in the air traffic 
liability account represents both the issuing carrier’s liability to provide air 
transportation to the passenger and its liability to other carriers for their share 
of the ticket sales. Although part of a carrier’s air traffic liability account 
represents interline amounts payable to other air carriers, other air carriers 
are also issuing interline tickets that the carrier has an obligation to service. 
Also, the actual obligation between carriers is not established until the trans­
portation service is provided. This is because a ticket can be used on different 
airlines and for flights different from those originally designated.
3.23 The carrier reduces unearned revenue in the air traffic liability 
account and recognizes earned revenue from on-line sales when transportation 
service is provided. The basic methods of accounting and invoicing other 
airlines after transportation service has been provided are described in the 
“Interline Accounting” and “Revenue Recognition” sections of this chapter.
Interline Accounting
3.24 The main objectives of the carrier’s passenger interline accounting 
department are to invoice other airlines for lifts of tickets that other airlines 
have issued and to audit interline payable billings from other airlines for lifts 
by those airlines that the carrier has sold. This department’s processing 
function also develops data to be used in the recognition of revenue.
3.25 OAL lifts represent interline receivables and revenue because the 
tickets were sold by another carrier and the service was provided by the airline. 
This service has not been previously recognized in the airline’s financial 
statements; therefore, the tickets must be processed to record revenue and to 
initiate interline receivable billings.
3.26 Flight coupons, which are collected and controlled at each boarding 
gate, provide the basis for processing interline receivables. All of the lifted 
documents should be cancelled and then transmitted to the revenue accounting 
office. An airline should have controls for the timely receipt of lifts that are
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by-products of systems established to meet the other daily statistical reporting 
requirements (such as origin and destination, passenger counts, and revenue 
passenger miles) that may apply.
3.27 OAL lifts must be assigned prices in order to create interline billings 
to collect earned revenue. Some airlines price all of these lifts; most perform 
this pricing from a lift sampling based on ticket number digits, as selected by 
the airlines, on a monthly basis. Pricing of tickets can be done manually, but 
for most fares it is done via computer processing systems.
3.28 To aid in billing interline receivables, the airline industry has estab­
lished clearinghouse settlement plans in which most carriers participate. The 
settlement procedures are described in the interline agreements. Airlines 
Clearing House, Inc., performs this interline settlement function for most 
western hemisphere carriers, and the IATA Clearing House performs this 
function on a worldwide basis. Some airlines are members of both clearing­
houses. Airlines transmit summaries of their interline invoices to the clearing­
house, which tabulates accounts receivable and accounts payable for each 
member airline and reports the balance semimonthly to each member. The net 
balances are calculated monthly in U.S. dollars, Canadian dollars, or pounds 
sterling, and settlement is made through each participating airline’s account. 
Each airline is also responsible for preparing invoices that detail the airline 
billed and the amount of the invoice and that identify the tickets that were 
priced. The invoice, all lifted tickets, and, in most instances, magnetic tapes 
summarizing the pricing that was performed are sent monthly to the appropri­
ate airline.
3.29 Each carrier is responsible for auditing the interline billings it 
receives. This audit is performed after the settlement through the clearing­
house. Any differences noted in the audit are rejected and rebilled to the 
appropriate carrier in subsequent months. The percentage of pricing for this 
audit (sampling or 100 percent) is a matter of airline choice. I f  a sample is used, 
the sampling method and size of sample is agreed upon by each airline clearing 
with the billing carrier.
Refunds and Exchanges
3.30 There are several types of refunds and exchanges that can be made 
for an airline ticket. They include refunds, reissue/even exchanges, reissue/ 
refunds, and reissue/additional charges. I f  a passenger does not want to use a 
ticket and does not have an alternative itinerary, a refund is required. I f  a 
ticket is surrendered in place of another ticket, for a different route or for a 
different airline with the same fare, a reissue/even exchange is required. I f  a 
ticket is surrendered in place of another ticket with a lower fare, a reissue/ 
refund is required. I f  a ticket is surrendered in place of a ticket with a higher 
fare, a reissue/additional charge to the passenger is required.
3.31 Refunds and exchanges can be executed at station locations, by 
travel agencies, by the airline refund department, or by other airlines. At a 
station, a refund draft, refund application, or additional charge is made, 
according to the type of exchange required. I f a new ticket is written, the old 
ticket is collected from the passenger. The old ticket, the auditor’s coupon of 
the new ticket, and refund drafts or refund applications are batched and 
submitted to revenue accounting with the daily ticket sales report documents. 
The revenue accounting department sorts such refund documents, logs them 
in a control record, and sends them to refund accounting for pricing, auditing, 
and, if applicable, issuance of checks.
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3.32 A  travel agency that issues a refund or an exchange voucher reports 
such items, after subtracting the original commission, in the usual manner 
through the area settlement bank or directly to the carrier involved. When the 
revenue accounting department receives the documents, they are logged in and 
sent to refund accounting for processing. When tickets are sold by travel agents 
and refunded by another source, the travel agency must be charged by the 
airline for the commission involved.
3.33 Refunds and exchanges can also be requested directly from the 
refund department, which then audits and processes the requests. A  refund 
department should maintain a check register and separate check stock for 
drafts written by the department. Most station locations also have a separate 
stock of drafts for passenger refunds.
3.34 I f  a carrier executes a refund or exchange for an OAL ticket, that 
carrier then bills the refund back to the OL carrier via the interline billing. This 
refund item is audited by the OL carrier as part of the interline payables audit; 
if any difference is noted, the item is rejected and rebilled.
3.35 An airline should list all refunds that it makes in a register, which 
is often prepared by on-line or keypunch processing, in order to track and 
control the documents. Such a listing is also used as input for a sales/match 
system of revenue accounting.
3.36 Refunds and exchanges are recorded in the air traffic liability ac­
count, in accounts receivable, and in cash accounts as part of the station, travel 
agency, and interline sales entries.
Revenue Recognition
3.37 Lifted flight coupons represent earned revenue, whether they origi­
nate as on-line or as off-line sales. On-line lifts indicate that one carrier has 
completed the sales cycle, both selling the ticket and providing the service. The 
carrier must process on-line lifts in order to determine the amount to be 
transferred from the unearned to the earned revenue account. Each OL coupon 
can be entered in a sales/lift match file i f  that is the method of revenue 
recognition used by the carrier. Such files range from a ticket number file to a 
detailed data history file for each coupon. Revenue may be determined by 
valuing each coupon lifted or by sampling the lifted coupons.
3.38 The carrier initially uses a sample of lifted coupons to obtain statis­
tical data that must be submitted to the DOT. Lifted coupons are then sorted 
into off-line and on-line batches for different processing activities.
3.39 OAL lifted coupons represent revenue to the OAL carriers for the 
transportation service provided. I f the carrier uses a sales/lift match system, 
the OAL lifts represent part of the credit entry to earned revenue. I f  the carrier 
uses a sampling method for recognizing revenue, off-line coupons must also be 
surveyed to determine the credit entry to earned revenue.
3.40 There are two basic methods for calculating earned revenue: the 
sales/lift match method and the sampling method.
3.41 Sales/Lift Match Method. The principal objectives of the sales/lift 
match method are to record all sales information by coupon and to match the 
usage of all recorded coupons. In this type of system, all OL coupons issued 
must be recorded in the air traffic liability account and tracked by ticket and
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coupon number. Lifted OL flight coupons are matched against the recorded 
coupons, and this usage amount is deducted from air traffic liability and added 
to earned revenue. Interline payable billings by other carriers also represent a 
usage of OL sales, which must be matched against the recorded coupons and 
deducted from the air traffic liability account. Adjustments to the unearned 
revenue account are made periodically for unmatched tickets, lost tickets, or 
tickets not processed for some other reason.
3.42 In such a system, OAL lifts are directly recorded as revenue. Since 
all tickets must be processed at the sales and usage points, this method is likely 
to require computer capacity to accommodate the large volume of processing.
3.43 Sampling Method. The objective of the sampling method is to rec­
ognize revenue on the basis of a survey of lifted off-line and on-line coupons for 
the period. There are two attributes for which a sample of lifted coupons may 
be tested: number of revenue passenger miles or number of revenue passen­
gers. When the revenue-passenger-mile attribute is used, a sample of the 
dollar value of coupons is accumulated and divided by RPMs flown to produce 
an average yield per RPM. This average yield is then multiplied by the total 
number of revenue passenger miles flown by the carrier to determine earned 
revenue. The number-of-passengers attribute system develops an average fare 
per passenger from the sample. Earned revenue is then determined by apply­
ing this average fare to the number of passengers transported for the period. 
The average yield per RPM is the most common attribute used for sampling 
systems.
3.44 Carriers use various methods to sample lifted coupons, such as 
testing all lifted coupons with a number ending in a selected digit. I f  statistical 
sampling methods are used by the airline, the independent auditor must be 
satisfied that the sampling plan has statistical validity, that it has been 
properly applied, and that the resulting precision and reliability, as defined 
statistically, are reasonable in the circumstances.
3.45 Under the sampling method, all off-line lifts are initially recorded in 
the air traffic liability account (in which on-line tickets were previously re­
corded). All lifts are processed for statistical data required by the DOT and for 
the required sampling data. Earned revenue is recognized on the basis of the 
sampling data of all lifts and is deducted from the total of coupons recorded in 
the air traffic liability account. Off-line coupons are recorded in the air traffic 
liability account to develop a total of all coupons sold, from which revenue of 
lifted coupons can then be recognized. Interline payable billings are deducted 
from the air traffic liability account when they are paid. Differences, such as 
those arising from clerical inaccuracies, between amounts originally recorded 
and amounts billed may be rejected and rebilled, or written off i f  the original 
recorded fare was incorrect.
Air Traffic Liability Verification
3.46 In order to validate the ATL account under the sampling method of 
revenue recognition, as well as to comply with DOT requirements, each air 
carrier annually performs a physical verification of its passenger revenue 
accounting practices. The purposes of this verification are to assess the degree 
of reliance that can be placed on the carrier’s earned passenger revenue and, 
at the same time, to assess the balance in the ATL account.
3.47 When a sampling method is used, the airline frequently opens a new 
account for unearned revenue on the first day of the month in which the test 
begins. Only credit entries for coupons sold for the new period are recorded in
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this account. All lifts, refunds, exchanges, and liabilities for OAL coupons must 
be segregated between those sold in the prior period and those sold in the new 
period. The applicable amounts are charged to the appropriate period’s un­
earned revenue account.
3.48 The carrier conducts a verification of the prior-period ending balance 
by analyzing lifted tickets, refunds, exchanges, and invoices for a period of time 
in the current period. The length of time of the analysis varies but rarely 
exceeds twelve months. All transactions with a validation date (sales date) 
prior to the first of the new period are accumulated in this analysis. When the 
flow of lifted coupons with a prior validation date becomes minimal, it can 
logically be concluded that virtually all such tickets have either been used or 
refunded.
3.49 The value of the prior-period coupons used in the verification may be 
derived from the priced fare of  each prior-period coupon lifted, or it may be an 
amount determined by the sampling of such coupons.
3.50 When the sales/lift match method is used, aging of the inventory of 
passenger ticket sales provides the required verification.
Air Cargo
3.51 The administrative and accounting aspects of the air cargo operation 
involve the processing required to route and trace shipments and to perform 
the accounts receivable and accounts payable functions for the associated 
shipping charges. Shipments and charges for each shipment are based on 
airbill information. The shipper or, in the case of an infrequent shipper, the 
carrier prepares an airbill when an air shipment is to be originated.
3.52 The carrier whose airbill is used for initiating and routing the 
shipment becomes the issuing airline; later, when transferring the shipment 
to another carrier, it becomes the transferring airline. The carrier accepting 
this transferred shipment becomes the receiving airline, and the carrier that 
terminates the shipment by delivery to the consignee becomes the delivering 
airline.
3.53 Revenue accounting for air cargo concerns the determination of what 
charges should be paid by whom for the air freight services performed. The 
revenue recognition process is similar to that for passenger transportation: to 
record unearned revenue when an airbill is sold and to recognize revenue when 
a carrier provides the shipping service and thereby completes the earning 
process.
3.54 The basic air cargo revenue accounting functions consist of airbill 
pricing and airbill invoicing. Airbill pricing includes the establishment of rates 
according to published tariffs, rate extension, and revenue apportionment 
between carriers. Airbill invoicing includes direct customer billing and inter­
line settlement.
3.55 This process is further complicated by rules regarding prepaid and 
collect shipments. On a prepaid shipment, the paid carrier is identified on the 
shipping instructions; therefore, all downline carriers can bill directly to the 
paid carrier. On a collect shipment, however, the identity of the collecting 
carrier frequently is not known to upline carriers because of shipment rerout­
ings; therefore, carriers that participate in a collect shipment perform “snow­
ball” billing. Each carrier bills the adjacent downline carrier in the route 
segment for all transportation services up to the point of transfer to that 
carrier, thus “snowballing” the bills to the collecting carrier.
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3.56 The issuing airline is responsible for retaining an accounting copy of 
each airbill, supplying airbill copies to the freight revenue accounting audit 
sections of participating carriers, and accepting invoices from delivering air­
lines for shipments carried on prepaid airbills. The delivering airline must 
accept invoices for collect shipments from the immediately previous transfer­
ring airline and can invoice the issuing airline for actual transportation 
charges for prepaid shipments. Interline settlements are handled in the same 
manner as settlements of passenger ticket lifts.
Auditing Considerations
3.57 Since many of the sales billing and revenue applications of a carrier 
are computerized, the auditor should consider using computerized audit 
programs.
3.58 Station Sales. The auditor should consider the following proce­
dures when testing station sales:
a. Tests of controls. The following are some of the control activities that
an auditor would expect to find:
•  Ticket sales credited to the ATL account are supported by ticket 
sales reports, which are balanced with auditors’ coupons on a 
daily basis.
•  The numerical sequence of tickets and all other accountable 
documents is accounted for via inventory reports on a daily basis.
•  Ticket stock is maintained and disbursed by the carrier or an 
independent source, with ticket issues reported to the main office.
•  Internal verification of cash and charge sales on the ticket sales 
report is performed.
•  Segregation of duties exists between the sale of tickets and 
collection of cash, the recording of sales, the recording of ac­
counts receivable, and the processing of lifted coupons.
•  Deposits are made daily, and bank reconciliations are prepared 
by a person independent of the cash receipts function.
•  Tickets are repriced on a test basis to the extent considered 
necessary and are appropriately recorded.
b. Review of the bank reconciliations of station accounts for propriety.
c. Test of the cutoff of station sales at the fiscal year-end.
d. Review of input to the air traffic liability account and the sales/lift
match system, if  applicable.
3.59 Travel Agency Sales. The auditor should consider the following 
procedures when testing travel agency sales:
a. Tests of controls. The following are some of the control activities that
an auditor would expect to find:
•  Tickets and reports are received from travel agencies or from 
appropriate area settlement banks on a scheduled basis.
•  The entry to receivables and air traffic liability is supported by 
travel agency reports and auditors’ coupons.
•  Tickets may be priced individually and introduced into the sales 
system via a subsidiary sales file, which is balanced with travel 
agency reports.
•  Differences between the airline and travel agencies are adjusted 
on a timely basis.
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•  Segregation of duties exists between the sale of tickets, the 
recording of ticket sales, and the recording of accounts receivable.
•  The deposit of cash is performed by the settlement bank.
•  The ATA periodically audits the agencies to ensure that ticket 
sales are properly reported to the banks.
•  Provision has been made for review of the carrier’s controls, and 
procedures exist for determining unreported agency sales. (A 
sales/lift match system or a variation thereof is the best control 
for unreported sales.)
b. Review of the area settlement bank statements and bank reconcili­
ations for propriety.
c. Confirmation of receivable balances with the area settlement banks 
during the period under audit. (See SAS No. 67, The Confirmation 
Process.)
d. Test of the sales cutoff at the fiscal year-end.
e. Investigation of the differences arising from the carrier’s audit of 
agency tickets and notation of the disposition of such differences.
f. Review of the input to the air traffic liability account and the sales/lift 
match system, if  applicable.
g. Agreement of recorded commissions with the travel agency sales 
summary.
h. Test of commissions withheld from the agency.
i. Test of agency debit and credit memoranda.
j. Review and test the commission override process.
3.60 Interline Receivables. The auditor should consider the following 
procedures when testing interline receivables:
а. Tests of controls. The following are some of the control activities that 
an auditor would expect to find:
•  Receivables are supported by lifted tickets.
•  Internal verification of ticket pricing for billing purposes is 
performed.
•  Procedures require the billing and recording of sales on a current 
basis.
•  Segregation of duties exists for the recording of sales and ac­
counts receivable and the reconciliation of clearinghouse bank 
statements.
b. Examination of subsequent receipts per the clearinghouse statements.
c. Confirmation of receivable balances with carriers or performance of 
alternative tests. (See SAS No. 67.)
d. Review of documentation in support of tickets rejected and rebilled.
3.61 Interline Payables. The auditor should consider the following pro­
cedures when testing interline payables:
a. Tests of controls. The following are some of the control activities that 
an auditor would expect to find:
•  Internal verification of coupons included in the billing from other 
carriers is performed for pricing and accuracy.
•  I f  differences are discovered during the audit, the affected items 
are rejected and rebilled to carriers on a timely basis.
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•  Individually priced ticket files are matched and deducted from 
the sales file.
•  Segregation of duties exists between the payables input and 
payment processing.
b. Agreement of the payable amount during the period under audit.
c. Agreement of subsequent payments with clearinghouse statements.
d. Review of documentation in support of tickets rejected in the payable 
audit and assurance that such tickets are included in the receivable file.
3.62 Revenue Recognition. The auditing considerations are different for 
the two types of revenue recognition methods.
1. Sales/lift match method
a. Tests of controls over additions of coupons to the unearned 
revenue file. The following are some of the control activities that 
an auditor would expect to find:
•  Station sales are supported by ticket sales reports, which 
are balanced with auditors’ coupons on a daily basis.
•  Internal verification of cash and charge station sales on the 
ticket sales report is performed.
•  Tickets are repriced to the extent considered necessary 
before they are recorded in the sales file.
•  The entry to receivables and air traffic liability is compared 
with travel agency reports and auditors’ coupons.
•  The subsidiary sales file of tickets is balanced with travel 
agency reports.
•  A cutoff of station and travel agency sales is performed.
b. Tests of controls, such as the following, over deductions of 
coupons from the unearned revenue file:
•  The flight movement report (FMR) or ticket lift report (TLR) 
is used as a control for lifted tickets received from stations.
•  On-line tickets are matched and deducted from the sales file.
•  Interline payable billings from other carriers are internally 
verified and repriced before being deducted from the sales file.
c. Tests of specific additions and deductions from this file for the 
period under audit.
d. Tests of selected coupons in the unearned file at one point in time 
for propriety and cutoff.
e. Review of the aging of this unearned file for unusual items.
f. Test of the cutoffs of the file via a review of lifts prior and 
subsequent to the period under audit for proper deletion from 
and inclusion in the file.
g. Apply analytical procedures to balances, key passenger statis­
tics, and activity in the revenue and air traffic liability accounts 
for reasonableness.
h. Tests of aging and controls of on-line tickets lifted for which no 
sale has been recorded.
i. Test of the pricing system file and changes thereto.
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2. Sampling method
a. Review of the sampling method and tests of the carrier’s method 
for generating the statistical sample and calculating yield en­
tries for the period under audit.
b. Tests of controls, such as the following, over additions of coupons 
to the unearned revenue file:
•  Station sales are supported by ticket sales reports, which 
are balanced with auditors’ coupons on a daily basis.
•  Internal verification of cash and charge station sales on the 
ticket sales report is performed.
•  Tickets are repriced to the extent considered necessary 
before they are recorded in the sales file.
•  The entry to receivables and air traffic liability is compared 
with travel agency reports and auditors’ coupons.
•  The subsidiary sales file of tickets is balanced with travel 
agency reports.
•  A  cutoff of station and travel agency sales is performed.
c. Tests of controls, such as the following, over deductions of 
coupons from the unearned revenue file:
•  The flight movement report is used as a control for lifted 
tickets received from stations.
•  Interline payable billings from other carriers are internally 
verified and repriced before being deducted from the sales file.
d. Review of the balance in the air traffic liability at the audit date 
and of the earned revenue accounts for the period under audit 
by testing the verification procedure performed by the carrier 
via pricing of lifts, refunds, and interline receivables and pay­
ables subsequent to the audit date.
e. Apply analytical procedures to balances, key passenger and 
revenue statistics, and activity in the revenue and air traffic 
liability accounts for reasonableness.
f. Tests of aging and controls of on-line tickets lifted for which no 
sale has been recorded.
Airframe and Engine Overhaul Expense3,*
3.63 The Federal Aviation Administration has established overhaul cy­
cles for each airframe and engine component in an effort to prevent potential 
hazards and to ensure transportation safety.
3 See paragraphs 3.76 and 3.77 for a discussion of accounting for airframe modifications.
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment of APB Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB  
pronouncements that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the guidance in this section. A  final pronouncement is expected to 
be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
In addition, on March 16, 2000 the EITF issued Topic D-88, Planned Major Maintenance 
Activities, which provides certain accounting and disclosure requirements pending the completion of 
the AcSEC project.
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3.64 For accounting purposes, airframe and aircraft engine overhauls 
encompass all inspections or replacements of major components, which the 
civil air regulations require at specific maximum periodic intervals to recertify 
that the frame or engine is completely airworthy. An overhaul does not include, 
however, the cost of routine replacement of minor parts and servicing or 
inspection of airframes and aircraft engines. Also excluded from overhauls are 
costs accounted for as restoration of assets, such as extraordinary costs associ­
ated with the renewal of major structural parts beyond the scope of normal 
periodic overhauls, and other costs with a life span similar to the depreciable 
service life of the related airframe or aircraft engine.
3.65 Overhauls may be performed on a continuous basis or in one opera­
tion (block or one-shot basis). In recent years technological advances in the 
maintenance of airframes and aircraft engines have resulted in the wider use 
of continuous overhaul programs. However, entrants to the airline industry 
may not be suited to the continuous overhaul program. In addition, the aircraft 
fleets and inventories of aircraft engines operated by most air carriers have 
grown to the point at which actual overhaul costs have become fairly stable 
from year to year. As a result of these technological advances and the growth 
in aircraft fleets, many air carriers now recognize all of their overhaul and 
maintenance costs as expenses as they are incurred.
Leased Aircraft*
3.66 Lease agreements often contain provisions that require the aircraft to 
be returned to the lessor with a minimum number of hours remaining to the next 
overhaul. Cash payments to the lessor may be required if the aircraft is returned 
with fewer hours remaining than the minimum required by the lease agreement.
3.67 This factor should be considered in the carrier’s policy of accounting 
for overhauls. The impact will vary according to the overhaul accounting 
method used and the terms of the individual lease agreements. The objective 
is to avoid having either unamortized overhaul costs or an unneeded accrual 
on the books when the aircraft is returned. Also, if it appears that a cash 
payment will be required, the objective is to recognize the expense as the 
related aircraft hours accumulate. The specific methods used to achieve these 
objectives depend on the circumstances. The selection of an accounting method 
may be influenced by these factors.
Used Aircraft
3.68 Used aircraft are acquired in various conditions and at various times 
between overhauls. The existing stage of overhaul may need to be considered 
in determining the amount and timing of overhaul expense. For example, the 
built-in overhaul accounting method requires the buyer to allocate the total 
purchase price between the cost of the aircraft and the overhaul component. 
The aircraft’s stage of overhaul when purchased would have an impact on the 
amount of the overhaul component, as well as the initial overhaul amortization 
period. Similar considerations may be required when other overhaul account­
ing methods are used in order to avoid distorting overhaul expense, particu­
larly in the period between the purchase date and the first overhaul performed 
(see “Accounting Methods”).
* In June 2001, Financial Accounting Standards Board issued FASB Statement No. 143, 
Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations. FASB Statement No. 143 addresses financial 
accounting and reporting for obligations associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets 
and the associated asset retirement costs. The new guidance could affect an airlines accounting policy 
for lease return conditions. FASB Statement No. 143 is effective for financial statements issued for 
fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2002 with earlier application encouraged.
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3.69 Air carriers should adopt an accounting method that recognizes 
overhaul expenses in the appropriate period. This may result in different 
methods for different aircraft, as well as different methods for airframe over­
hauls and engine overhauls. The method chosen should recognize, among other 
things, the carrier’s operating practices with respect to airframe and engine 
overhauls. The following accounting methods are most often employed:
•  Direct expensing method
•  Built-in overhaul method
•  Deferral method
•  Accrual method
3.70 Direct Expensing Method. All trunk carriers and some others recog­
nize the cost of overhauls as expenses as they are incurred because, in the case of 
carriers with large fleets, such costs are relatively constant from period to period.
3.71 Built-in Overhaul Method. The built-in overhaul method is based 
on segregation of the aircraft costs into those that should be depreciated over 
the useful life of the aircraft and those that require overhaul at periodic 
intervals. Thus, the estimated cost of the overhaul component included in the 
purchase price is set up separately from the cost of the airframe and engines 
and is amortized to the date of the initial overhaul. The cost of the initial 
overhaul is then capitalized and amortized to the next overhaul, at which time 
the process is repeated.
3.72 Deferral Method. Under the deferral method, the actual cost of 
each overhaul is capitalized and amortized to the next overhaul.
3.73 Accrual Method. The accrual method provides for estimating the 
cost of the initial overhaul and accruing the cost, based on an hourly rate, to 
the overhaul. At that time, the actual cost of overhaul is charged to the accrual, 
with any deficiency or excess charged or credited to expense. The cost of the 
next overhaul is then estimated, based on the new rate, and accrued to that 
overhaul, at which time the process is repeated.
Auditing Considerations
3.74 In the case of the built-in overhaul and accrual methods, the esti­
mated cost of initial overhauls should be tested by reference to manufacturers’ 
specifications, historical experience, and the like. Actual capitalized costs of 
succeeding overhauls should be examined for propriety. Time between over­
hauls (TBO) should be tested by reference to FAA overhaul requirements, 
manufacturers’ specifications, or the carrier’s experience. Resulting rates and 
their application should be tested for reasonableness.
3.75 In the case of the deferral method, the appropriateness of the capi­
talized cost should be tested. In addition, the amortization period should be 
tested by reference to FAA overhaul requirements, manufacturers’ specifica­
tions, or the carrier’s experience.
Airframe Modifications
3.76 Historically, airlines have undertaken major programs to modify 
interior configurations of certain aircraft types—including the reconfiguration 
and replacement of seats, galley equipment, and storage space—in response to 
market forces and passenger demands. Since deregulation, such changes have 
been more frequent.
Accounting Methods
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3.77 I f  the modifications enhance the usefulness of the aircraft, the costs 
associated with the changes should be capitalized and depreciated over the 
estimated useful life of the aircraft or the modifications, whichever is less. With 
respect to the cost of the replaced asset net of accumulated depreciation and 
anticipated recovery value, the guidance in FASB Statement No. 144, Account­
ing for the Impairment or Disposal o f Long-Lived Assets * should be applied, as 
appropriate. Detailed records may often be inadequate to permit identification 
of the cost of the replaced asset; therefore, estimates may be required.**
Insurance
3.78 Insurance programs for airlines normally include passenger liabil­
ity, hull, contents, and group and workmen’s compensation insurance. Con­
tents and group and workmen’s compensation insurance are comparable to the 
insurance practices of other industries.
3.79 Passenger liability insurance relates to the insurance of risks asso­
ciated with providing air transportation services to passengers. Premiums are 
normally determined on the basis of a rate for passenger miles flown. The rate 
is normally fixed; passenger miles flown is a variable.
3.80 Hull insurance relates to flight equipment, and rates are normally 
based on dollar value of insured equipment. The insured value of equipment 
may be determined in several ways (net book value, replacement cost, or 
estimated fair value). The rate applicable to insured value of equipment is 
normally fixed.
3.81 The recognition of insurance expense is based on the policies and 
rates in effect for the period. For example, insurance expense for passenger 
liability and hull insurance can be based on actual data for the period; that is, 
the expense recognized with regard to passenger liability insurance is based on 
a policy rate times the number of passenger miles flown.
Auditing Considerations
3.82 The auditor’s objective relative to an airline’s insurance program is 
to satisfy himself that the costs of obtaining insurance have been recognized in 
the appropriate period.
3.83 The auditor should review the insurance policies in force to deter­
mine that the costs of coverage have been accounted for properly. The auditor 
should obtain an analysis of prepaid insurance, accrued premiums payable,
* FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, 
supersedes FASB Statement No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for 
Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 144 are effective for 
financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods 
within those fiscal years. Early application is encouraged. If FASB Statement No. 144 has not been 
adopted, see FASB Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the impairment of long-lived assets.
** In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment of APB  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB pronounce­
ments that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the guidance in this paragraph. A  final pronouncement is expected 
to be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
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and insurance expense and compare it with the financial records. He should 
consider testing the amounts recorded on the policies in force and related 
actual data for policies with variable items, such as the number of revenue 
passengers and the dollar value of insured equipment.
Payroll (Flight Personnel)
3.84 Payroll expenses represent a substantial amount of an airline’s 
operating expenses, with a significant portion of that expense for payment of 
flight personnel. The pay of flight personnel is usually determined by applying 
the rates specified in the contractual provisions between the airline and the 
respective employee bargaining group to the following items: number of hours 
flown, the type of equipment flown, whether the hours flown were day or night 
hours, seniority, and flying status (pilot, copilot, flight engineer, flight atten­
dant). Crew members are also reimbursed at a specified rate for the number of 
hours spent away from their assigned home base.
3.85 After a flight has been completed, the senior officer on the flight 
prepares a report (time sheet) detailing the other crew members working the 
flight, actual travel time on all segments of the flight, the flight number, and 
equipment type. The time sheet is then submitted to either the payroll depart­
ment or the crew members’ base station, where the data is posted to a monthly 
summary schedule maintained for each individual.
3.86 The airline calculates the employees’ pay by applying the rates 
specified in the union contract to the time flown. The payroll check repre­
senting monthly salary, less any advance, is forwarded to the crew member 
along with a copy of the monthly flight summary and the calculation that was 
used to arrive at the pay. An example of the calculation of an individual’s pay 
for a single flight is shown in exhibit 3.88. Alternatively, under some labor 
agreements, flight crews may be paid a monthly guaranteed salary, based on 
a certain level of flight time credit. I f  the individual has worked less than the 
base flight time credit, he will receive the guaranteed salary. I f  the individual 
works more than the base flight time credit, then he will receive added 
compensation for his overtime. Under this approach, the complex data gather­
ing and price-out are not performed to calculate an individual’s pay but rather 
to allocate his base guarantee and overtime to various flights.
3.87 In addition to the normal month-end salary accrual, other accruals 
frequently are associated with the payroll costs of flight personnel:
•  Flight time over the maximum. Most union contracts specify a maxi­
mum number of hours that a crew member can fly during a month. 
Frequently, flight personnel exceed that maximum because of sched­
uling problems or other reasons. Certain airlines establish a credit 
plan account, required by union contract, which is used to accumulate 
hours flown in excess of the maximum. The crew member can use that 
time at his discretion in future periods in lieu of working the required 
hours. At any point in time, the accumulated credit plan account hours 
valued at the current pay rate represent a liability to the airline and 
are accrued. Airlines that do not have such a plan pay crew members 
on a current basis for all hours flown.
•  Vacation accrual. Vacation time earned during one fiscal year must 
be taken during the next fiscal year. Accordingly, for each accounting 
period, the airline accrues the liability for earned vacation time for 
estimated probable future payments attributable to employees’ service 
during that period.
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•  Retroactive pay accrual. When employees continue to work after the 
expiration date of their contract, the airline generally accrues an 
amount representing the anticipated increase in wage rates and 
certain fringe benefits because such increases are generally retroac­
tive to the expiration date of the prior contract. Consideration should 
be given to the provisions of FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for 
Contingencies. Determinations should be made of the probability that 
the increase will be retroactive and of whether the amount is reason­
ably estimable at the audit date.
Exhibit
3.88
Sample Wage Calculation for One Flight for a Crew Member
Equipment 707
Actual departure time 1724
Ramp minutes1 97
Scheduled minutes 99
Day Night
Pay minutes2 36 63
Rate ($)3 .8600 .8800
Total pay ($) 30.96 55.44
Total flight pay ($) 86.40
1 This is the flight time reported by the pilot on his time sheet.
2 The union contract stipulates that the crew member will be paid the greater of ramp 
time or scheduled time. Also, any flight time between 18:00 and 6:00 (24 hour clock) 
is considered to be night flight time.
3 The rate is determined by type of equipment flown, crew member seniority, and flying 
status as specified in the union contract.
Auditing Considerations
3.89 Controls over payroll in the airline industry are similar to those in 
effect in other industries. When the auditor tests controls in the payroll area, 
the objectives include assurance of the following:
•  Employees shown on the payroll records were authorized and hired by 
the appropriate persons.
•  Payrolls were accurately calculated, using the proper measures of 
service time and the authorized rates for reimbursement.
•  Payroll deductions were determined in accordance with legal require­
ments or employee authorizations and were paid to the government, 
unions, and other parties.
•  Payroll transactions were properly recorded at the dates that wages 
were earned or paid, whichever was appropriate.
•  Payroll expenses were charged against operations in the proper ac­
counting period.
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3.90 In addition to the procedures normally applied in testing payroll 
transactions, such as system review and the application of analytical proce­
dures to test the overall reasonableness of the various categories of payroll 
expense, the following procedures should be considered when testing the 
payroll of flight personnel:
•  Documentation and testing of the internal controls in effect for the 
transmittal of flight times to the payroll department.
•  Verification of crew members’ seniority by examination of their per­
sonnel records.
•  Testing of scheduled minutes for reasonableness by comparison with 
the airline’s timetable of arrivals and departures.
•  Testing of ramp hours by agreeing arrival and departure times with 
the flight logs.
•  Tests of the split between day and night hours, as well as the calcula­
tion of hours to be paid (ramp hours or scheduled hours).
•  Tests of the type of equipment flown by reference to the flight logs.
•  Verification of pay rates applied to hours to be paid by agreement with 
the union contract.
•  Tests of the accumulated vacation time and credit plan account hours.
•  Discussion of the status of union contract negotiations with company 
officials.
Fixed Assets and Depreciation Policies*
3.91 An air carrier’s fixed assets generally consist of flight equipment, 
ground property and equipment, and capital leases. Rotable parts and assem­
blies and work-in-progress accounts used to accumulate costs to be capitalized 
are also classified as fixed assets. Some air carriers include progress payments 
on flight equipment purchase contracts made to aircraft manufacturers as 
fixed assets; however, some carriers include these under other noncurrent 
asset captions.
3.92 Flight equipment consists of airframes, engines, and improvements 
to owned or leased aircraft. Flight equipment is classified as operating or 
nonoperating in accordance with DOT regulations. Operating property and 
equipment include all items in use in air transportation services or in services 
related to air transportation. In addition, property and equipment undergoing 
overhaul, modification, or repair and property and equipment held for standby 
use (ready for immediate use as backup) remain in the operating accounts.
3.93 Ground property and equipment consist of land, buildings, leasehold 
improvements (such as those made in passenger and cargo terminals), and 
equipment (including that used to service aircraft and traffic loads on airport 
ramps and in terminals, to prepare and service food, to maintain flight and 
ground properties, and to conduct sales, training, and other office functions).
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment of APB Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB 
pronouncements that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
A  final pronouncement is expected to be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be 
alert to any final pronouncement.
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3.94 Capital leases recorded by an air carrier include leases that meet the 
requirements for capitalization of FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for 
Leases, as amended, and related interpretations. Both flight equipment and 
ground property and equipment may be acquired through capital leases.
3.95 The auditor should adopt procedures to determine that the aircraft 
exist and are owned by the carrier. This is in addition to the usual audit 
procedures performed on fixed assets, other than rotable parts. Such steps may 
include:
•  Physical inspection of aircraft.
•  Review of flight logs.
•  Confirmation with the FAA that the carrier owns the aircraft.
Elements of Asset Valuation
3.96 The total cost recorded by the air carrier for property and equipment 
includes all expenditures applicable to its acquisition. These include the manu­
facturer’s sales price, sales tax, freight costs, and costs of any additions, 
improvements, and modifications. In addition, interest related to funds for 
major project expenditures (such as progress payments on aircraft purchase 
contracts and many construction projects) generally are capitalized as part of 
the cost of the asset and disclosed in accordance with FASB Statement No. 34, 
Capitalization of Interest Cost.
Purchase Incentives
3.97 Airlines frequently negotiate purchase incentives with aircraft 
manufacturers whereby, as an inducement to purchase a particular manufac­
turer’s aircraft, the manufacturer will issue credits, which can be used for the 
purchase of spare parts but may not be applied as part of the purchase price of 
aircraft. Examples of other incentives are guaranteed trade-in values and 
purchase credits for flight crew training equipment (flight simulators). For 
accounting purposes, though, the credit can be applied as a reduction of the 
purchase price of the aircraft or amortized over the life of the related aircraft.
Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets**
3.98 FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal 
of Long-Lived Assets, addresses financial accounting and reporting for the 
impairment or disposal of long-lived assets. FASB Statement No. 144 requires 
that a long-lived asset (asset group) to be held and used be tested for recover­
ability whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that its carrying
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment of APB  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB pronounce­
ments that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the guidance in this paragraph. A  final pronouncement is expected 
to be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
* Guidance provided in this section is consistent with provisions of FASB Statement No. 144, 
Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, which supersedes FASB Statement 
No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be 
Disposed Of. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 144 are effective for financial statements issued 
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods within those fiscal years. 
Early application is encouraged. If FASB Statement No. 144 has not been adopted, see FASB 
Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the impairment of long-lived assets.
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amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss shall be recognized only 
if  the carrying amount of a long-lived asset (asset group) is not recoverable and 
exceeds its fair value. The carrying amount of a long-lived asset (asset group) 
is not recoverable if it exceeds the sum of the undiscounted cash flows expected 
to result from the use and eventual disposition of the asset (asset group). That 
assessment shall be based on the carrying amount of the asset (asset group) at 
the date it is tested for recoverability, whether in use or under development. 
An impairment loss shall be measured as the amount by which the carrying 
amount of a long-lived asset (asset group) exceeds its fair value.
3.99 FASB Statement No. 144 also requires that a long-lived asset to be 
disposed of other than by sale (for example, by abandonment, in an exchange 
for a similar productive long-lived asset, or in a distribution to owners in a 
spinoff) be considered held and used until it is disposed of. A  long-lived asset 
to be abandoned is considered to be disposed of when it ceases to be used.
3.100 FASB Statement No. 144 requires a long-lived asset meeting the 
criteria to be classified as held for sale to be measured at the lower of its 
carrying amount or fair value less cost to sell and to cease depreciation 
(amortization). FASB Statement No. 144 requires that the accounting model 
for long-lived assets to be disposed of by sale be used for all long-lived assets, 
whether previously held and used or newly acquired.
3.101 FASB Statement No. 142 provides specific guidance for testing 
goodwill and intangible assets that are not subject to amortization for impair­
ment. Goodwill should be tested for impairment at least annually using a 
two-step process that begins with an estimation of the fair value of a reporting 
unit. The first step is a screen for potential impairment, and the second step 
measures the amount of impairment, if any. However, if certain criteria are 
met, the requirement to test goodwill for impairment annually can be satisfied 
without a remeasurement of the fair value of a reporting unit. Intangible assets 
that are not amortized should be tested for impairment at least annually by 
comparing the fair value of those assets with their recorded amounts.*
3.102 In November 1999, the SEC issued SAB No. 100, Restructuring and 
Impairment Charges.** Among other things, SAB No. 100 provides the SEC’s 
views on applying generally accepted accounting principles to impairments of 
long-lived assets. The SAB is not intended to change current guidance in the 
accounting literature. The reader should consider any implications arising out 
of SAB No. 100.
* Guidance provided in this paragraph is consistent with provisions of FASB Statement No. 142, 
Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets. FASB Statement No. 142 amends FASB Statement No. 121, 
Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of, to 
exclude from its scope goodwill and intangible assets that are not amortized. FASB Statement No. 
144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, supersedes FASB Statement 
No. 121 and provides guidance on accounting and reporting for the impairment or disposal of 
long-lived assets, including intangible assets that are subject to amortization. The provisions of FASB 
Statement No. 142 shall be applied in fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001. Early 
application is permitted for entities with fiscal years beginning after March 15, 2001, provided that 
the first interim financial statements have not been issued previously. If FASB Statement No. 142 
has not been adopted, see FASB Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the impairment of 
goodwill and intangible assets.
* Guidance provided in SAB No. 100 regarding the recognition of impairment charges is based 
on Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets, and FASB Statement No. 
121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to be Disposed Of, 
both of which were recently superseded by FASB Statement No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible 
Assets, and by FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived 
Assets, respectively. The SEC staff plans to reconsider the guidance provided in SAB No. 100 in light 
of those developments. Readers should be alert to any changes made to SAB No. 100.
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3.103 The function of depreciation is to allocate, over the expected period 
of use, the cost of the asset and any capitalized improvements, less estimated 
residual value. This is accomplished through the use of any acceptable depre­
ciation method. The straight-line method is the prevalent one in the industry.
3.104 A  depreciation method may be applied to a single asset (unit 
depreciation) or to a group or pool of assets that are similar in nature (group 
depreciation). Under the unit method, the airline depreciates the cost of the 
individual items of property and equipment. Under the group method, the 
airline depreciates the aggregate cost of a group of equipment that is fairly 
homogeneous, despite differences in the service lives of individual items.
3.105 An air carrier can use unit or group depreciation methods on 
different groups of assets. Group depreciation usually is applied to groups of 
assets that are significant in number but have relatively small unit values, 
such as rotable parts and assemblies. In these cases, the ease of application is 
the basis of selection between the two methods. Unit depreciation is generally 
used for other fixed assets, such as aircraft and engines, that have large unit 
costs and are comparatively few in number.
3.106 The period over which an asset is depreciated (its expected useful 
life) and its estimated residual value are determined on the basis of many 
factors. Aircraft are maintained in relatively the same condition throughout 
their service lives; therefore, property and equipment are replaced primarily 
because of market growth, technological developments, operating cost effi­
ciency, and revenue-generating capability. Because such factors may affect 
each carrier in a different way, various air carriers often have different 
estimated useful lives for the same type of equipment. Residual values for the 
same type of equipment also vary among air carriers for the same reason. The 
determination of aircraft lives and residual values also varies according to each 
company’s projections of when aircraft will be replaced, its ability to finance 
replacements, length of flights, number of takeoffs and landings, and similar 
factors affecting the cost of maintaining aircraft in flying condition.
3.107 Once depreciation of an aircraft begins, it continues—even if the 
aircraft is temporarily out of service, for example, because of strikes, lack of traffic, 
or other grounding reasons—until the aircraft is permanently removed from 
service. I f an airline commits to a plan to abandon an aircraft before the end of its 
previously estimated useful life, but continues to operate the aircraft, depreciation 
estimates shall be revised in accordance with Accounting Principles Board (APB) 
Opinion No. 20, Accounting Changes, to reflect the use of the aircraft over its 
shortened useful life. However, the aircraft may be subject to an impairment 
charge as a held for use asset, if anticipated undiscounted cash flows over the 
estimated useful life are less than the book value of the assets. For purposes of 
recognition and measurement of an impairment loss, paragraph 10 of FASB 
Statement No. 144 requires that an aircraft be grouped with other assets and 
liabilities at the lowest level for which identifiable cash flows are largely inde­
pendent of the cash flows of other assets and liabilities (for example, at a fleet level)
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* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment of APB  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB 
pronouncements that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the guidance in this section. A  final pronouncement is expected to 
be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
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(see paragraphs 3.98-3.102 for further guidance on impairment). FASB State­
ment No. 144 requires an aircraft to be disposed of by sale, to be measured at 
the lower of its carrying amount or fair value less cost to sell and not be 
depreciated while it is classified as held for sale. Aircraft to be held and used, 
for which an impairment loss has been recognized, shall be accounted for at its 
new cost, with depreciation recognized over the asset’s remaining useful life.
Leased Property and Equipment*
3.108 All leases should be classified as either capital or operating in 
accordance with FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases. That state­
ment contains a number of definitions, and a carrier should review it and all 
its amendments and interpretations carefully before determining whether a 
lease is capital or operating. (Subleases of equipment should be reviewed for 
classification in the same manner as all other leases.)
3.109 Although the practice is uncommon, some air carriers lease fixed 
assets to other carriers. The carrier should review such leases to determine 
that they are classified and accounted for in accordance with the provisions of 
FASB Statement No. 13 and all its interpretations and amendments.
3.110 Specific criteria apply to leases involving government-owned property 
(for example, municipally operated airports). FASB Interpretation No. 23, Leases 
of Certain Property Owned by a Governmental Unit or Authority, issued in August 
1978, states that, if certain conditions are met, such leases should be classified as 
operating. (If the conditions are not met, the lease is subject to FASB Statement No. 
13 criteria for classifying leases not involving government-owned property.) The 
most significant condition listed in FASB Interpretation No. 23 is the following:
The lessor, or in some cases a higher governmental authority, has the explicit 
right under the lease agreement or existing statutes or regulations applicable 
to the leased property to terminate the lease at any time during the lease term, 
such as by closing the facility containing the leased property or by taking 
possession of the facility.
Also, FASB Emerging Issues Task Force Issue No. 99-13, Application of Issue 
97-10 and FASB Interpretation No. 23 to Entities that Enter into Leases with 
Governmental Entities, provides guidance in this area.
Disposals of Property and Equipment*,**
3.111 An airline can dispose of property and equipment either by sale, by 
abandonment or by involuntary conversion. For property and equipment covered
* FASB has a project on its agenda addressing consolidations of Special Purpose Entities 
(SPE’s). FASB plans to issue an Exposure Draft of proposed guidance for dealing with entities that 
lack sufficient independent economic substance in the second quarter of 2002. The new guidance may 
affect the way airlines account for certain aircraft and airport facility leasing transaction, which 
frequently involve SPE structures. Readers should be alert to the status of that project.
* Guidance provided in this section is consistent with provisions of FASB Statement No. 144, 
Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, which supersedes FASB Statement 
No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be 
Disposed Of. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 144 are effective for financial statements issued 
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods within those fiscal years. 
Early application is encouraged. I f  FASB Statement No. 144 has not been adopted, see FASB 
Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the impairment of long-lived assets.
*** In June 2001, Financial Accounting Standards Board issued FASB Statement No. 143, 
Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations. FASB Statement No. 143 addresses financial 
accounting and reporting for obligations associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets 
and the associated asset retirement costs. FASB Statement No. 143 is effective for financial 
statements issued for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2002 with earlier application encouraged.
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by FASB Statement No. 144 the gain or loss resulting from the difference 
between the proceeds realized on a sale or involuntary conversion and the 
cost of the property less accumulated depreciation is included in income 
from continuing operations before income taxes. Airlines presenting a sub­
total such as “income from operations,” must include such gains or losses in 
that subtotal.
3.112 Aircraft to be disposed of, as covered by FASB Statement No. 144, 
for which management, having the authority to approve the action, has com­
mitted to a plan to dispose of the assets by sale, shall be reported at the lower 
of carrying amount or fair value less cost to sell. The best evidence of fair value 
is quoted market prices in active markets and, i f  available, shall be used as the 
basis for such measurement. Where applicable, the auditor should review the 
sales prices of similar aircraft, and the other publicly available sources of 
aircraft valuations. I f  aircraft is to be disposed of other than by sale (for 
example, by abandonment), FASB Statement No. 144 requires it to continue to 
be classified as held and used until it is disposed of. For purposes of FASB 
Statement No. 144, a long-lived asset to be abandoned is disposed of when it 
ceases to be used.
3.113 Occasionally, a carrier retires a major portion of its fleet. At such a 
time, in addition to considering management’s evaluation of whether the 
carrying amount of the aircraft is impaired, the auditor should focus attention 
on the carrying value of the related rotable and expendable parts. Those parts 
that can be used only on the retired aircraft and those whose carrying value 
exceeds net realizable value are written down.
Developmental and Preoperating Costs
3.114 Developmental and preoperating costs are as follows:
•  Developmental costs include those types of costs directly related to the 
development of new routes (or extension of existing routes), such as 
advertising and promotion expenses, related travel and incidental 
expenses, and expenses of regulatory proceedings.
•  Preoperating costs include flight crew training, maintenance training, 
prerevenue flight expenses, insurance, and depreciation. Like devel­
opmental costs, preoperating costs relate directly to specific preoperat­
ing projects, such as preparation for operation of new routes or 
integration of new types of aircraft.
3.115 Before deregulation, costs meeting the foregoing criteria for devel­
opmental and preoperating costs were normally deferred and amortized over 
the expected period of benefit, generally two-to-five years. In that regulated 
environment, the expected future benefit and recoverability of such costs was 
generally not in doubt.
3.116 Under the ADA, new domestic routes can be obtained more readily 
without regulatory delay, and there is presently little domestic protection 
against new entrants. The designation of additional U.S. cities as gateway 
cities with direct service to various international cities, as well as the increased 
competition over traditional international routes, has altered the historical 
competitive relationship and earnings potential that previously existed on 
given routes. Therefore, the future benefits to be derived from new routes may 
be uncertain in the present operating environment.
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3.117 Because of the current deregulated environment and the uncer­
tainty regarding the recoverability of route developmental costs, the majority 
of the Accounting Standards Executive Committee, 1987-1988 (AcSEC) be­
lieves that developmental costs, other than advertising costs, related to prepa­
ration of operations of new routes should not be capitalized, as previously 
permitted under this guide. (Advertising costs should be accounted for in 
conformity with the guidance in SOP 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs.) 
Route expansion or alteration has become a recurring activity among the 
airlines, and any related cost is considered a normal and recurring cost of 
conducting business.
3.118 A  minority of AcSEC, 1987-1988 believes that the current account­
ing model permits the capitalization of developmental costs. They believe that 
the airline industry should not be precluded from capitalizing those costs.
3.119 SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs of Start-Up Activities, requires 
preoperating costs related to the integration of new types of aircraft and 
developmental costs (other than advertising costs) to be expensed as incurred.
Rotable and Expendable Parts
3.120 Rotable parts and assemblies of significant value are classified 
along with flight equipment as fixed assets, and expendable parts are classified 
as current assets.
3.121 Both rotable and expendable parts relate to flight equipment. Their 
classification ordinarily depends on the carrier’s maintenance program.
3.122 Some carriers base the distinction between rotable and expendable 
parts on manufacturer or engineering studies, while other carriers have a unit 
value limitation below which a rotable part becomes an expendable part.
3.123 Because they are fixed assets, the asset valuation of rotable parts 
and assemblies is similar to that of all other property and equipment. Rotable 
parts and assemblies are normally depreciated over their useful lives or service 
lives according to a group method of depreciation. Generally, the cost of 
repairing rotables is charged to expense as it is incurred.
3.124 Expendable parts are recorded at cost in a current asset account for 
spare parts and supplies, which is similar in nature to a prepaid expense, and 
are charged to expense as they are used. Materials and supplies held in small 
quantities and purchased as needed are charged to expense when they are 
purchased.
3.125 Reusable spare parts and supplies recovered in connection with 
construction, maintenance, or retirement of property and equipment are in­
cluded with expendable parts at the average cost of comparable items. This 
valuation is typically based on the condition of the part or group of parts and 
their continuing utility.
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment o f A P B  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB  Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB  Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB pronounce­
ments that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the guidance in this paragraph. A  final pronouncement is expected 
to be issued in the third quarter of 2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
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3.126 An airline generally establishes an allowance for obsolescence to 
distribute the cost of the base support stock of expendable parts over the 
service lives of the related equipment. In making this calculation, the carrier 
can classify parts by type of aircraft. The carrier also takes into account the 
estimated useful life of each aircraft fleet, the estimated cost of expendable 
parts expected to be on hand at the end of the useful life, and the estimated 
salvage value of the parts.
3.127 Typically, the provision is made by dividing the net book value of 
the spare parts (cost or average cost of the parts less accumulated allowances 
for obsolescence) by the remaining useful or service life of the aircraft to which 
they relate. A  good management practice would be to review the allowance 
accounts periodically for reasonableness in relation to changes in technology 
and changes in the estimated useful or service lives of the aircraft.
Auditing Considerations
3.128 The auditor usually can test controls over expendable and rotable 
parts, looking for controls over such functions as receiving and shipping (to line 
stations or maintenance shops), parts requisitioning, surplus and obsolescence 
parts declaration, scrap sales, and physical inventory verification. The auditor 
may observe the physical counting of the expendable and rotable parts or 
perform other procedures to determine the reasonableness of the inventory 
quantities of these items, such as test counts on a cycle count basis, confirma­
tion of line stores and inventory quantities with the station personnel, and 
cutoff work on receiving and shipping. In addition, customary inventory proce­
dures to discover surplus and obsolete parts and to determine the realizability 
of the related costs should also be performed. Furthermore, the auditor should 
test the assumptions employed in determining the provision for obsolescence 
and fleet phase-out by referring to engineering or management studies of 
market and salvage values and useful or service lives.
Take-off and Landing Slots
3.129 New entrants to a market and airlines expanding in markets need 
gates, and take-off and landing slots available to them at the airports in those 
markets. At certain airports, the frequency of take-offs and landings at all 
times is generally at capacity. At other airports, the slots during popular travel 
times are at capacity.
3.130 Because an airline cannot enter a market where no slots are avail­
able, the DOT has adopted a rule under which airlines may sell or trade slots. 
These transactions frequently include the sale of or access to gates for the 
acquiring airlines. Although slots, particularly those in high-demand time 
periods, have always had intrinsic value, the DOT policy of transferability 
through sale or exchange has made the slot a salable right.
3.131 When airlines buy slots, the recorded asset is a recognized intangi­
ble asset that should be accounted for in conformity with FASB Statement 
No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets.* The accounting for a recognized
* FASB Statement No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, supersedes Accounting 
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 142 
shall be applied in fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001. Early application is permitted for 
entities with fiscal years beginning after March 15, 2001, provided that the first interim financial 
statements have not been issued previously. If FASB Statement No. 142 has not been adopted, see 
APB Opinion No. 17 for guidance concerning intangible assets.
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intangible asset is based on its useful life to the reporting entity. An intangible 
asset with a finite useful life is amortized; an intangible asset with an indefi­
nite useful life is not amortized but rather is tested at least annually for 
impairment. When establishing a policy for amortization of intangible assets 
with finite useful lives, the following factors should be considered:
•  The accelerated pace of change in the airline industry and the effects 
of competition among airports
•  The uncertainty of the continuation of the current governmental policy 
regarding sale of and access to landing slots
•  The terms of existing facility leases at airports
•  Probability of new airport construction to serve the same metropolitan 
area
•  Traffic patterns and trends and local operating restrictions
3.132 When an airline exchanges slots with another airline, the slots 
acquired in the exchange are nonmonetary assets that should be recorded in 
conformity with APB Opinion No. 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary Transac­
tions, and accounted for in accordance with FASB Statement No. 142.*
* FASB Statement No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, supersedes Accounting 
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 142 
shall be applied in fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001. Early application is permitted for 
entities with fiscal years beginning after March 15, 2001, provided that the first interim financial 
statements have not been issued previously. If FASB Statement No. 142 has not been adopted, see 
APB Opinion No. 17 for guidance concerning intangible assets.
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Chapter 4 
Regulatory Matters
[Chapter deleted as the result of changes in regulation of the industry.]
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Chapter 5 
Illustrative Financial Statements
5.01 The following sample financial statements of an airline are included 
for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to establish reporting 
requirements. Furthermore, the dollar amounts shown are illustrative only 
and are not intended to indicate any customary relationship among accounts. 
The sample financial statements do not include all of the accounts and trans­
actions that might be found in practice. The notes indicate the subject matter
 generally required to be disclosed, but they should be expanded, reduced, or 
modified to suit individual circumstances or materiality considerations. In 
addition to the illustrative notes that are presented, some of which are more or 
less peculiar to airlines, the notes to an airline’s financial statements should 
include information concerning related-party transactions, subsequent events, 
pension plans, postretirement benefits other than pensions, postemployment 
benefits, stock options, lease commitments, extraordinary items, accounting 
changes, off-balance-sheet risks, concentrations of credit risk, and other mat­
ters that are not unique to airlines.
5.02 
Independent Auditor’s Report
The Stockholders and Board of Directors 
Example Air Lines, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Example Air Lines, Inc. 
as of December 31, 20X2 and 20X1, and the related statements of income and 
retained earnings and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial 
statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our respon­
sibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our 
audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on 
a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used 
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a 
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in 
all material respects, the financial position of Example Air Lines, Inc. as of [at] 
December 31, 20X2 and 20X1, and the results of its operations and its cash 
flows for the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles gener­
ally accepted in the United States.
(Firm Signature) 
Certified Public Accountants
City, State 
February 18, 20Y0
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5.04
Example Air Lines, Inc. 
Statements of Earnings2 and Retained Earnings 
Years Ended December 31, 20X2 and 20X1
(in thousands)
Operating revenues 
Passenger 
Cargo 
Mail 
Other
20X2 20X1
$570,187
63,366
10,867
12,646
$476,942
48,854
10,562
15,106
Total operating revenues 657,066 551,464
Operating Expenses 
Flying operations 
Maintenance 
Passenger service 
Aircraft and traffic servicing 
Promotion and sales3 
General and administrative 
Depreciation and amortization
200,468
115,013
56,213
79,787
76,411
31,687
49,547
156,839
106,537
46,218
53,782
63,186
33,769
49,235
Total operating expenses 609,126 509,566
Operating income 47,940 41,898
Nonoperating expense and (income)
Interest expense 
Interest capitalized
Gain on disposition of property and equipment 
Other, net
27,803
(2,127)
(3,644)
(690)
32,779
(3,078)
(1,786)
4,204
Total nonoperating expense, net 21,342 32,119
Income before income taxes 26,598 9,779
Taxes on income 956 570
Net income 25,642 9,209
Retained earnings at beginning of year 
Less cash dividends ($ .50 per share)
76,570
(3,577)
67,361
Retained earnings at end of year $ 98,635 $ 76,570
Earnings per common share $ 3.58 $ 1.29
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
2 FASB Statement No. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income, establishes standards for the 
reporting and display of comprehensive income and its components. The Statement requires that all 
items that are required to be recognized under accounting standards as components of 
comprehensive income be reported in a financial statement that is displayed with the same 
prominence as other financial statements. The Statement does not require a specific format for that 
financial statement but requires that an enterprise display an amount representing total 
comprehensive income for the period in that financial statement. The Statement does not apply to an 
enterprise that has no items of other comprehensive income in any period presented.
3 SOP 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs, provides guidance on financial reporting on adver­
tising costs in annual financial statements.
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5.05
Example Air Lines, Inc. 
Statements of Cash Flows 
Years Ended December 31, 20X2 and 20X1
(in thousands)
20X2 20X1
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net earnings $ 25,642 $ 9,209
Adjustments to reconcile net earnings to net cash 
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation 49,547 49,235
Provisions for losses on accounts receivable (1,383) 1,267
Provisions for obsolescence on expendable parts 599 203
Deferred income taxes 203 —
Gain on sale of property and equipment (3,644) (1,786)
Other 1,086 243
Changes in assets and liabilities:
(Increase) decrease in receivables (23,373) 12,868
(Increase) decrease in expendable parts (1,998) (543)
(Increase) decrease in prepaid expenses 753 (223)
(Increase) decrease in developmental
costs and other assets (1,427) (1,382)
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable 7,711 (2,263)
Increase (decrease) in air traffic liability 13,553 (390)
Increase (decrease) in accrued liability (1,007) (2,039)
Net cash provided by operating activities 66,262 64,399
Cash flows from investing activities:
(Increase) decrease in short-term investments (10,053) (10,042)
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 4,436 6,052
Payments from acquisition of property and equipment (25,795) (16,786)
Increase (decrease) in advance payments 459 723
Net cash used in investing activities (30,953) (20,053)
Cash flows from financing activities:
Payments of long-term debt (47,040) (30,611)
Payments for capital leases (4,764) (5,827)
Cash dividends paid (3,577) 0
Net cash used in financing activities (55,381) (36,438)
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents (20,072) 7,908
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 36,745 28,837
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $ 16,673 $ 36,745
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow data: 
Cash paid during the years for:
Interest (net of amounts capitalized) $ 21,271 $ 24,732
Income taxes $ 492 $ 526
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Example Air Lines, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
Years Ended December 31, 20X2 and 20X1
1. Nature of Operations and Summary of Significant Accounting 
Policies
Nature of operations. Example Air Lines, Inc. is a regional air carrier 
operating in the Southern region of the United States. Example provides 
predominantly commuter service for 70 markets in 15 states from hubs at 
Atlanta and Dallas/Fort Worth.
Use of estimates. The preparation of financial statements in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make esti­
mates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabili­
ties and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the 
reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Cash and cash equivalents. Cash and cash equivalents include cash, money 
market funds, commercial paper and certain U.S. Government securities with 
an original maturity of three months or less. The carrying amount approxi­
mates fair value.
Marketable securities. Management determines the appropriate classifica­
tion of its investments in debt and equity securities at the time of purchase and 
reevaluates such determination at each balance sheet date. Debt securities for 
which the Company does not have the intent or ability to hold to maturity are 
classified as available-for-sale, along with the Company’s investment in equity 
securities. Securities classified as available-for-sale are carried at fair value, 
with the unrealized gains and losses, net of tax, reported in other comprehen­
sive income.
The amortized cost of debt securities classified as available-for-sale is ad­
justed for amortization of premiums and accretion of discounts to maturity. 
Such amortization and interest are included in interest income. Realized gains 
and losses are included in other income or expense. The cost of securities sold 
is based on the specific identification method.
Receivables* Receivables from providing passenger, cargo, and mail trans­
portation are based on contracted prices. The company provides an allowance 
for doubtful accounts which is based upon a review of outstanding receivables, 
historical collection information, and existing economic conditions. Normal 
trade receivables are due 30 days after the date of sale. Trade receivables past 
due more than 120 days are considered delinquent. Delinquent receivables are 
written off based on individual credit evaluation and specific circumstances of 
the customer.
5.06
* In December 2001, AcSEC issued SOP No. 01-6, Accounting by Certain Entities (Including  
Entities With Trade Receivables) That Lend to or Finance the Activities o f Others. SOP No. 01-6 
provides certain presentation and disclosure changes for entities with trade receivables as part of the 
objective of requiring consistent accounting and reporting for like transactions. This note has been 
added to conform to the disclosure requirements of SOP No. 01-6. Practitioners should refer to SOP 
No. 01-6 for further guidance. SOP No. 01-6 is effective for annual and interim financial statements 
issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001. Earlier application is encouraged.
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Expendable parts. Flight equipment expendable parts are priced at average 
cost. An allowance for obsolescence is provided for flight equipment expendable 
parts to allocate the costs of these assets, less estimated residual value, over 
the useful lives of the related aircraft and engines.
Preoperating costs. Significant costs, related to the introduction of new types 
of aircraft are expensed as incurred.
Property and equipment* Flight equipment and other property are carried at 
cost. Major additions, betterments, and renewals are capitalized. Maintenance 
and repairs, including major overhauls, are charged to operating expenses as 
they are incurred. Depreciation and amortization to estimated residual values 
are computed on the straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the 
related assets, which are fourteen years for new aircraft, to a common retire­
ment date of 20Y6 for used aircraft and all related flight equipment, and two 
to ten years for other property and equipment.
At the time assets are retired or otherwise disposed of, the cost and accumu­
lated depreciation and amortization are removed from the related accounts, 
and the difference, net of proceeds, is recorded as a gain or loss.
Long-lived assets to be held and used are tested for recoverability whenever 
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the related carrying amount 
may not be recoverable. When required, impairment losses on assets to be held 
and used are recognized based on the fair value of the asset. Certain long-lived 
assets to be disposed of by sale are reported at the lower of carrying amount or 
fair value less cost to sell.
Interest related to deposits on aircraft purchase contracts is capitalized as 
part of the aircraft.
Leases primarily for flight equipment are classified and accounted for as 
capital leases under FASB Statement No. 13.
Passenger and cargo revenues. Passenger and cargo sales are recognized as 
earned revenue when the transportation is provided.
Investment tax credits. [Deleted—Investment tax credits are generally not 
available for equipment placed in service after 1985.]
Income taxes. Provisions for income taxes are based on taxes payable or 
refundable for the current year and deferred taxes on temporary differences 
between the amount of taxable income and pretax financial income and be­
tween the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their reported amounts in the 
financial statements. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are included in the 
financial statements at currently enacted income tax rates applicable to the 
period in which the deferred tax assets and liabilities are expected to be realized 
or settled as prescribed in FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment o f A P B  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FASB  Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission of 
FASB  Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB pronounce­
ments that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the presentation and disclosure requirements with respect to prop­
erty, plant and equipment. A  final pronouncement is expected to be issued in the third quarter of 
2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
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Taxes. As changes in tax laws or rate are enacted, deferred tax assets and 
liabilities are adjusted through the provision for income taxes.
Basic earnings per common share. Basic earnings per common share were 
computed by dividing income available to common stockholders by the weighted 
average number of common shares outstanding for the year. Diluted earnings 
per share are not presented because the Company has issued no dilutive 
potential common shares.
Segment information. The company provides predominantly commuter air 
service, and, accordingly, no segment information is provided.
2. Cash and Cash Equivalents
The company maintains cash and cash equivalent balances at several finan­
cial institutions in ABC City, State. Accounts at each institution are insured 
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation up to $100,000. At December 31, 
20X2, the Company’s uninsured bank balances total $XXX,XXX.
3. Investments in Debt and Equity Securities
At December 31, 20X2, all of the Company’s investments in debt and equity 
securities were classified as marketable securities. These investments are 
diversified among high credit quality securities in accordance with the Com­
pany’s investment policy.
The following is a summary of the estimated fair value of available for sale 
securities by balance sheet classification at December 31, 20X2:
Marketable securities (in thousands)
U.S. Treasury obligations $ 5,043
Marketable equity security 1,200
Corporate debt securities 3,810
$10,053
As of December 31, 20X2, the estimated fair value of each investment 
approximates cost or amortized cost, and therefore, there are no unrealized 
gains or losses in other comprehensive income. In addition, at December 31, 
20X2, the Company had no investments classified as trading or held to maturity.
The estimated fair value of available-for-sale debt securities by contractual 
maturity at December 31, 20X2 is as follows:
(in thousands)
Due after three months through one year $4,829
Due after one year through three years 2,215
Due after three years 1,809
$8,853
Actual maturities may differ from contractual maturities because the issuers 
of the securities may have the right to prepay obligations without prepayment 
penalties.
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4. Receivables*
Receivables are composed of the following:
(in thousands) 
December 31,
20X2 20X1
Passenger $43,537 $32,968
Cargo 16,870 11,432
Mail 12,217 6,696
Other 6,345 4,500
Less: Allowance for doubtful accounts (1,045) (2,428)
$77,924 $53,168
5. Flight Equipment**
The company was committed at December 31, 20X2, to acquire aircraft at a 
total cost of $ 25,100,000, of which $ 2,665,000 has been paid in advance.
The company leases, or has constructed as leasehold improvements on leased 
real property, its principal facilities, including airport and terminal facilities, sales 
offices, overhaul and maintenance bases, training center, and general offices. The 
leases are generally on a long-term net rent basis whereby the company pays taxes, 
maintenance, insurance, and certain other operating expenses applicable to the 
leased premises. Management expects that, in the normal course of business, 
leases that expire will be renewed or replaced by other leases.
The assets and related obligations for capital leases were initially recorded 
at amounts equal to the present value of future minimum lease payments using 
incremental borrowing rates at the inception of the leases. The assets are 
amortized over the life of the lease by the straight-line method. Interest expense 
is accrued on the basis of the outstanding obligations under capital leases. 
Leased equipment under capital leases is included in the balance sheets at 
December 31, 20X2 and 20X1, as follows.
20X2 20X1
(in thousands)
Flight equipment $105,350 $105,350
Other property and equipment 6,765 5,250
112,115 110,600
Less accumulated amortization 33,635 26,544
$ 78,480 $ 84,056
* In December 2001, AcSEC issued SOP No. 01-6, Accounting by Certain Entities ( Including 
Entities With Trade Receivables) That Lend to or Finance the Activities o f Others. SOP No. 01-6 
provides certain presentation and disclosure changes for entities with trade receivables as part of the 
objective of requiring consistent accounting and reporting for like transactions. This note has been 
added to conform to the disclosure requirements of SOP No. 01-6. Practitioners should refer to SOP 
No. 01-6 for further guidance. SOP No. 01-6 is effective for annual and interim financial statements 
issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001. Earlier application is encouraged.
* In July 2001, AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Certain Costs 
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. Concurrently, the FASB issued an exposure 
draft of a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Accounting in Interim and Annual 
Financial Statements for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment, an 
amendment o f A P B  Opinions No. 20 and 28 and FA S B  Statements No. 51 and 67 and a rescission o f  
FA S B  Statement No. 73. That proposed Statement includes amendments to certain FASB pronounce­
ments that would be made in conjunction with issuance of the proposed SOP.
The proposed SOP may amend the presentation and disclosure requirements with respect to prop­
erty, plant and equipment. A  final pronouncement is expected to be issued in the third quarter of 
2002. Readers should be alert to any final pronouncement.
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At December 31, 20X2, minimum lease payments under leases expiring after 
December 31, 20Y0, were as follows.
Capital Operating
leases leases
(in thousands)
20Y0 $ 11,218 $ 7,213
20Y1 9,911 6,789
20Y2 9,595 6,506
20Y3 9,595 6,318
20Y4 9,595 6,108
Thereafter 114,933 84,663
Total minimum lease payments 164,847 $117,597
Less amount representing interest4 65,842
Present value of obligations— 
capital leases 99,005
Less current portion of capital leases 5,755
Long-term obligations—capital leases $ 93,250
4 Amount necessary to reduce minimum lease payments to present value calculated at 
the company’s incremental borrowing rates at the inceptions of the leases.
Total rental expense for all operating leases, net of sublease rentals, was 
$10,988,000 for 20X2 and $10,225,000 for 20X1. Contingent rentals, sublease 
rentals, and rental payments under leases with terms of a month or less that 
were not renewed are not disclosed separately since they are immaterial.
The above minimum rental payments and total rental expense do not include 
landing fees, which amounted to $11,709,000 for 20X2 and $10,335,000 for 
20X1.
Note: FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Dis­
posal of Long-Lived Assets,* requires certain disclosures if an impairment 
loss is recognized for assets to be held and used. An example of such a 
disclosure is shown below:
The Company owns and operates Boeing 707’s which, according to regula­
tions issued by the Federal Aviation Administration, must be eliminated 
from commercial passenger fleets by December 31, 20X3 unless they are 
upgraded to meet certain regulatory specifications. Due to the significant 
costs of such modifications, the Company has decided to reassign these 
aircraft to its cargo fleet. As a result, pursuant to FASB Statement No. 144, 
Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, an 
impairment loss of$X,XXX has been recognized for these aircraft and included 
as a component of income before income taxes under the caption “Flying 
operations.”  In calculating the impairment loss, fair value was determined 
by reviewing quoted market prices for current sales of similar aircraft.
* FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal o f Long-L ived Assets, 
supersedes FASB Statement No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment o f Long-Lived Assets and for 
Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of. The provisions of FASB Statement No. 144 are effective for 
financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods 
within those fiscal years. Early application is encouraged. If FASB Statement No. 144 has not been 
adopted, see FASB Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the impairment of long-lived assets.
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6. Long-Term Debt
Long-term debt is summarized as follows.
20X2 20X1
Notes payable to banks, 1/4 to 3/4 over prime 
and 8% to 9%, payable in varying installments 
to 20X2
Notes payable to institutional lenders,
5 1/4% to 10 1/2%, payable to 20XX, of which 
$11,786,000 is secured by real property 
Notes payable, other, 1% over prime, 
payable to 20Y7
Total long-term debt 
Less current installments of 
long-term debt
Net long-term debt
(in thousands)
$ 96,811 $ 119,644
48,258
75,335
220,404
45,859
53,847
93,953
267,444
38,153
$ 174,545 $ 229,291
The aggregate amounts of principal maturities of debt outstanding at Decem­
ber 31, 20X2, for the five subsequent years are as follows.
20Y0 $ 45,859,000
20Y1 35,757,000
20Y2 36,991,000
20Y3 37,496,000
20Y4 10,908,000
7. Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes consists of the following:
20X2 20X1
(in thousands)
Current $ 753 $ 570 
Deferred 203 ____0
Total $ 956 $ 570
FASB Statement No. 109 requires recognition of deferred tax liabilities and 
assets for the expected future tax consequence of events that have been 
included in the financial statements or tax returns. The components of the net 
deferred tax liability are as follows:
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20X2 20X1
(in thousands)
Current deferred tax assets
Noncurrent deferred tax assets (liabilities) 
Deferred income 
Capitalized software 
Accelerated depreciation 
Operating leases for income tax reporting
Deferred noncurrent tax liability, net
0
13,155
(25,665)
( 11,220)
(19,775)
14,746
(23,110)
(12,624)
(22,314)
(43,505) (43,302)
The reconciliation of income tax computed at statutory rates to income tax 
expense (credit) is as follows:
Statutory rate
Permanent differences on assets sold 
Research and development tax credits 
Life insurance, net 
Other
Effective tax rate
20X2
34.0%
(23.0)
(5.0)
(2.0)
4.0%
20X1
34.0%
(17.9)
(4.8)
(5.3)
6.0%
8. Contingent Liabilities
The Company is a defendant in several legal actions regarding environ­
mental issues (primarily noise), alleged employee discrimination, and other 
matters.
Because of the unsettled status of the law involved in many of the areas, the 
outcome of these actions is difficult to predict. It is, however, the present opinion 
of management, based on advice from legal counsel, that final disposition of 
these matters will have no material adverse effect on the Company’s financial 
statements.
9. Vulnerability Due to Certain Concentrations
The Company provides commuter service connecting with flights operated 
by a major domestic carrier pursuant to a joint marketing program. This 
arrangement, from which the Company derives approximately 37 percent 
of total passenger revenues, is due to expire in the next fiscal quarter. While 
the Company expects that the program will be renegotiated, as it has been 
in the past, a severe impact could result from the dissolution of this business 
relationship.
In response to competitive pressures, and in line with current industry trends, 
the Company has embarked upon an aggressive cost-cutting program. Efforts 
to incorporate cost reductions in the collective bargaining agreements due to 
expire in the coming year are expected to meet with significant resistance from 
several labor guilds (approximately 75 percent of the Company’s labor force is 
covered by collective bargaining agreements, while approximately 40 percent 
of the Company’s labor force is covered by collective bargaining agreements 
that will expire within one year). Given these circumstances, and the Company’s
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past experience with work stoppages, management believes that it is reason­
ably possible that a protracted strike will take place, thus resulting in a severe 
impact in the near term.
10. Fair Value of Financial Instruments5
The carrying amounts of the Company’s cash and cash equivalents, market­
able securities, and current installments of long-term debt, approximate their 
fair value. The fair value of net long-term debt, which is based upon borrowing 
rates currently available to the Company for debt issues with similar terms and 
maturities, is $173,845 (20X1, $228,640).
5 FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption from Certain Required Disclosures about Financial 
Instruments for Certain Nonpublic Entities, an amendment o f FASB  Statement No. 107, as amended 
by FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, amends 
FASB Statement No. 107, Disclosures about Fair Value o f Financial Instruments, to make the 
disclosures about fair value of financial instruments prescribed in FASB Statement No. 107 optional 
for entities that meet all of the following criteria:
a. The entity is a nonpublic entity.
b. The entity’s total assets are less than $100 million on the date of the financial statements.
c. The entity has no instrument that, in whole or in part, is accounted for as a derivative instru­
ment under FASB Statement No. 133 during the reporting period.
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Appendix A
Statement of 88-1
Position
Accounting for Developmental 
and Preoperating Costs, 
Purchases and Exchanges of 
Take-off and Landing Slots, 
and Airframe Modifications
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NOTICE TO  READERS
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division present 
the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting Standards 
Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of the 
AICPA authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of financial 
accounting and reporting. Statement on Auditing Standards No. 69, 
The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Ac­
cepted Accounting Principles, identifies AICPA Statements of Posi­
tion as sources of established accounting principles that an AICPA 
member should consider if  the accounting treatment of a transaction 
or event is not specified by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203 of 
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. In such circumstances, the 
accounting treatment specified by this Statement of Position should 
be used or the member should be prepared to justify a conclusion that 
another treatment better presents the substance of the transaction 
in the circumstances. However, an entity need not change an account­
ing treatment followed as of March 15, 1992 to the accounting treat­
ment specified in this Statement of Position.
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SUMMARY
This statement of position (SOP) provides guidance on applying generally 
accepted accounting principles in accounting for developmental and preoperat­
ing costs, purchases and exchanges of take-off and landing slots, and airframe 
modifications. Briefly, the SOP recommends the following:
•  Developmental costs related to preparation of operations of new routes 
should not be capitalized as previously permitted under Audits of 
Airlines, the AICPA Industry Audit Guide. However, preoperating 
costs related to integration of new types of aircraft would continue to 
be eligible to be capitalized, as permitted by the guide. The amortiza­
tion period for such deferred preoperating costs should begin when the 
new aircraft is ready to be placed in service.
•  The costs of acquiring take-off and landing slots are identifiable 
intangible assets that should be accounted for in conformity with 
Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets. When 
airlines exchange slots, the slots acquired should be recorded in 
conformity with APB Opinion No. 17 and APB Opinion No. 29, Ac­
counting for Nonmonetary Transactions.
•  The costs associated with airframe modifications that enhance the 
usefulness of the aircraft should be capitalized and depreciated over 
the estimated useful life of the aircraft or the modifications, whichever 
is less. The cost of the replaced asset net of accumulated depreciation 
and anticipated recovery value should be charged to income in the 
current period.
The provisions of this statement are effective for transactions initiated after 
September 30, 1988.
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Accounting for Developmental and Preoperating Costs, 
Purchases and Exchanges of Take-off and Landing 
Slots, and Airframe Modifications 
Industry Developments 
Deregulation
1. In 1981, when the AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits of Airlines, was 
issued, airlines were regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). How­
ever, the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (ADA) terminated the CAB’s author­
ity over rates and route access on January 1, 1983, and its responsibility for 
evaluating the fitness of new entrants on January 1, 1985.
2. In addition to liberalizing the general provisions for awarding certifi­
cates to new airlines, the ADA established new provisions for automatic 
market entry and issuance of experimental certificates on a temporary basis. 
Other provisions eased restrictions on suspension and reduction of service and 
expedited market entry and exit. As a result, the ADA has enabled many new 
entrants to gain access to domestic markets and has allowed trunk, local 
service, and commuter carriers to expand and otherwise alter their service 
patterns. Airlines are now classified as certificated scheduled (route) airlines, 
certificated nonscheduled (charter) airlines, air-cargo airlines, and intrastate 
airlines. Within the route airline classification, airlines are now identified as 
major, national, regional, and air-taxi operators.
3. In addition, the ADA transferred responsibility for overseeing airline 
operations to the Department of Transportation (DOT). The DOT has assumed 
responsibility for both monitoring the air safety and fitness characteristics of 
the various airlines and approving merger proposals and sales of airline routes. 
In this new competitive environment, marketing strategies, pricing of tickets, 
and costs of service have become important business issues for the airlines.
International Air Transportation
4. Airline operations between countries continue to be governed by spe­
cific bilateral agreements between the countries. The access of U.S. airlines to 
routes between the United States and other countries requires the approval of 
the respective countries for both landing rights at specified airports and 
frequency of flights.
5. The International Air Transport Association (IATA), a voluntary or­
ganization of international airlines, was established in 1946 to negotiate 
international air fares, cargo rates, conditions of service, and ancillary matters. 
The Federal Aviation Act required U.S. airlines participating in such an 
organization to obtain approval from the CAB. In 1946, the CAB granted U.S. 
airlines immunity from antitrust laws, permitting them to participate in IATA 
conferences for the purpose of establishing fares and rates. Agreements 
reached by the airlines at those meetings are subject to the approval of the 
respective governments.
6. In anticipation of deregulation in the United States, IATA established 
two types of airline participation: one deals with facilitation matters and is 
mandatory for all members; the other sets fares and rates for air transporta­
tion. Participation in the latter is optional, but a member choosing to partici­
pate in fare and rate conferences must do so for all areas served.
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Air Transport Association of America (ATA)
7. Founded in 1936, the Air Transport Association of America is a trade 
and service organization representing member U.S. scheduled airlines. The 
joint interests of the airlines as an industry are expressed through a system of 
councils and related committees on which airline and ATA representatives 
work together.
8. Because travel agent sales constitute a significant portion of the airline 
business, the ATA designed the Area Settlement Plan (ASP), which is operated 
by the Airlines Reporting Corporation. The plan enables each travel agent to 
submit one sales report to an area processing center that then distributes the 
agent’s sales and receivable transactions to the respective airlines. Because the 
dollar volumes involved and competitive needs for sales information are sub­
stantial, the ASP program requires continuous monitoring and updating. This 
service is provided to the airlines and travel agents by the ATA.
9. Other plans, called bank settlement plans (BSPs), have been estab­
lished recently in Japan, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Ger­
many, and other countries. The BSPs, although not identical to the ASP, 
contain many of the same features.
Regional Airline Association
10. The Regional Airline Association, formerly the Commuter Airline 
Association, is the national association of member airlines engaged in sched­
uled air transportation of passengers and cargo in local, feeder, and short-haul 
markets throughout the United States and its territories. In addition, the 
association’s finance and accounting committee has developed a uniform sys­
tem of accounts for regional airline use.
Regulations and Reporting
11. Although the CAB is no longer in existence, airline accounting infor­
mation continues to be reported to the DOT in conformity with the Uniform 
System of Accounts and Reports (USAR) previously issued by the CAB. The 
USAR consists of a list of titles and account numbers and instructions for their 
use. DOT—and, previously, CAB—policy has been to conform its accounting 
requirements to generally accepted accounting principles.
12. Financial data and reports based on the USAR must be filed with the 
DOT on Form 41 quarterly and annually. Securities and Exchange Commis­
sion filings and annual financial reports frequently follow the wording and 
captions of the USAR accounts.
Computerized Reservation Systems (CRSs)
13. Computerized reservation systems (CRSs) developed by several air­
lines (CRS vendors) have significantly affected the industry. The systems are 
marketed to travel agents as an efficient method of accessing airline schedules 
and information regarding hotels, car rentals, and so forth. The CRSs permit 
the agency user to, among other things, check seat availability, make reserva­
tions, and print tickets for flights on participating domestic and international 
airlines. In 1984, the CAB ordered the elimination of display preference in the 
systems for all participating airlines (those paying a fee to participate) and 
required CRS vendors to charge uniform booking fees for airline users of CRSs, 
based on the level of service received. Nonparticipating airline schedules are 
also included in the CRSs for informational purposes.
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14. The CRS vendors receive booking fees per segment from participating 
airlines on which flights are booked and user fees from the travel agencies. 
Some airlines have contracted with CRS vendors to process all of their reser­
vations through the CRS vendors’ reservation systems, thereby eliminating 
the need for the airlines’ in-house reservation systems.
15. The CRSs increase the amount of information that may be captured 
online at the time the reservation is booked. This information normally in­
cludes passenger name, ticket number, the travel agent selling the ticket, 
itinerary, class of service, and price.
Marketing Arrangements
16. One of the developments in the deregulated environment is the hub 
and spoke strategy that has been adopted by many airlines. Under this concept, 
the airline identifies certain cities as hub cities to serve both long-haul flights 
and connecting short-haul flights. This strategy has led carriers operating from 
a hub city to enter into agreements with other carriers to coordinate flight 
schedules at the hub city to facilitate the interchange of passengers. The 
advantage to both airlines is that each feeds passengers to the other. The 
agreements may include joint promotion and advertising efforts, use of the 
major carrier’s reservation system, and dual designation of flights in a CRS or 
other reservation systems and the official airline guide. The dual designation 
of flights (that is, a national or regional flight arriving at or departing the hub 
city using the same flight number as the major carrier) is the subject of 
controversy within the industry.
Commissions
17. Before deregulation, commissions to travel agents were limited to 
amounts authorized by the CAB or foreign governments. Since deregulation, a 
myriad of commission arrangements has evolved both domestically and inter­
nationally. In addition to basic commissions, travel agents may be entitled to 
incentive commissions for certain routes, travel periods, and defined volumes. 
The independent accountant should consider the increasingly significant cost 
of travel agents’ commissions when designing compliance and substantive 
tests of commissions expense.
Accounting Issues
18. The guidance presented in this statement modifies certain aspects of 
the guide and addresses issues that have developed as a result of deregulation.
Developmental and Preoperating Costs
19. Developmental and preoperating costs are as follows:
Developmental costs include those types of costs directly related to the develop­
ment of new routes (or extension of existing routes), such as advertising and 
promotion expenses, related travel and incidental expenses, and expenses of 
regulatory proceedings.
Preoperating costs include flight crew training, maintenance training, prere­
venue flight expenses, insurance, and depreciation. Like developmental costs, 
preoperating costs relate directly to specific preoperating projects, such as 
preparation for operation of new routes... or integration of new types of 
aircraft...
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20. Before deregulation, costs meeting the foregoing criteria for develop­
mental and preoperating costs were normally deferred and amortized over the 
expected period of benefit, generally two-to-five years. In that regulated envi­
ronment, the expected future benefit and recoverability of such costs was 
generally not in doubt.
21. Under the ADA, new domestic routes can be obtained more readily 
without regulatory delay, and there is presently little domestic protection 
against new entrants. The designation of additional U.S. cities as gateway 
cities with direct service to various international cities, as well as the increased 
competition over traditional international routes, has altered the historical 
competitive relationship and earnings potential that previously existed on 
given routes. Therefore, the future benefits to be derived from new routes may 
be uncertain in the present operating environment.
Division's Conclusions
22. Because of the current deregulated environment and the uncertainty 
regarding the recoverability of route developmental costs, the majority of the 
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) believes that develop­
mental costs, other than advertising costs, related to preparation of operations 
of new routes should not be capitalized, as previously permitted under the 
guide. (Advertising costs should be accounted for in conformity with the 
guidance in SOP 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs.) Route expansion or 
alteration has become a recurring activity among the airlines, and any related 
cost is considered a normal and recurring cost of conducting business.
23. Preoperating costs related to the integration of new types of aircraft 
would continue to be eligible to be capitalized, as permitted in the guide.*
24. A  minority of AcSEC believes that the current accounting model 
permits the capitalization of developmental costs. They believe that the airline 
industry should not be precluded from capitalizing those costs.
25. After the decision has been made to defer certain preoperating costs, 
questions arise about the appropriate cost-accumulation periods (in other 
words, the end-of-the-deferral period) and the date on which amortization of 
deferred costs should begin. Generally, current practice is to terminate the 
cost-deferral period and, consequently, begin the cost-amortization period on 
the date scheduled air service commences. AcSEC believes that it is inappro­
priate to defer preoperating costs after the new aircraft type is ready to be 
placed in service and that the amortization period for such costs should begin 
when the new aircraft is ready to be placed in service.*
Take-off and Landing Slots
26. New entrants to a market and airlines expanding in markets need 
gates, and take-off and landing slots available to them at the airports in those 
markets. At certain airports, the frequency of take-offs and landings at all 
times is generally at capacity. At other airports, the slots during popular travel 
times are at capacity.
27. Because an airline cannot enter a market where no slots are available, 
the DOT has adopted a rule under which airlines may sell or trade slots. These
* SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f Start-Up Activities, amends this SOP (a) to require that 
preoperating costs be expensed as incurred rather than capitalized, and (6) to delete paragraph 25. 
SOP 98-5 appears in appendix C of this Guide.
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transactions frequently include the sale of or access to gates for the acquiring 
airlines. Although slots, particularly those in high-demand time periods, have 
always had intrinsic value, the DOT policy of transferability through sale or 
exchange has made the slot a salable right.
Division's Conclusions
28. When airlines buy slots, the recorded asset is an identifiable intangi­
ble asset that should be accounted for in conformity with Accounting Principles 
Board Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets. When establishing a policy for amor­
tization of the cost of such intangible assets, the following factors should be 
considered:
•  The accelerated pace of change in the airline industry and the effects 
of competition among airports
•  The uncertainty of the continuation of the current governmental policy 
regarding sale of and access to landing slots
•  The terms of existing facility leases at airports
•  Probability of new airport construction to serve the same metropolitan 
area
•  Traffic patterns and trends and local operating restrictions
29. When an airline exchanges slots with another airline, the slots ac­
quired in the exchange are nonmonetary assets that should be recorded in 
conformity with APB Opinion No. 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary Transac­
tions, and amortized in accordance with APB Opinion No. 17.
Airframe Modifications*
30. Historically, airlines have undertaken major programs to modify 
interior configurations of certain aircraft types—including the reconfiguration 
and replacement of seats, galley equipment, and storage space—in response to 
market forces and passenger demands. Since deregulation, such changes have 
been more frequent.
Division's Conclusions
31. I f  the modifications enhance the usefulness of the aircraft, the costs 
associated with the changes should be capitalized and depreciated over the 
estimated useful life of the aircraft or the modifications, whichever is less. The 
cost of the replaced asset net of accumulated depreciation and anticipated 
recovery value should be charged to income in the current period. However, 
detailed records may often be inadequate to permit identification of the cost of 
the replaced asset; therefore, estimates may be required.
Effective Date
32. The conclusions in this statement of position should be applied to 
transactions initiated after September 30, 1988. Restatement of previously 
issued financial statements is not permitted.
* Readers should consider the requirements of FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the 
Impairment or Disposal o f Long-Lived Assets, and its implications regarding airframe modifications. 
FASB Statement No. 144 supersedes FASB Statement No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment o f  
Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of. The provisions of FASB Statement 
No. 144 are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 
2001, and interim periods within those fiscal years. Early application is encouraged. If FASB 
Statement No. 144 has not been adopted, see FASB Statement No. 121 for guidance concerning the 
impairment of long-lived assets.
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Appendix B 
Consensus Decisions of the FASB's Emerging 
Issues Task Force (EITF)*
The EITF frequently discusses accounting issues of importance to the airline 
industry. A  description of issues of importance to this industry is provided 
below; however, readers should consult detailed minutes for additional infor­
mation.
EITF Issue No. 89-20, Accounting for Cross Border Tax Benefit Leases, 
discusses whether the cash consideration received by the U.S. enterprise from 
the foreign investor for tax benefits that the foreign investor will obtain in the 
foreign tax jurisdiction should be immediately recognized in income or deferred.
EITF Issue No. 93-11, Accounting for Barter Transactions Involving Barter 
Credits, discusses whether APB Opinion No. 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary 
Transactions, should be applied to an exchange of a nonmonetary asset for 
barter credits and, i f  so, the amount of profit or loss, if any, that should be 
recognized.
EITF Issue No. 97-10, The Effect of Lessee Involvement in Asset Construction, 
addresses the issue of how an entity (lessee) that is involved with the construc­
tion of an asset that it will lease when construction is completed should 
determine whether it should be considered the owner of that asset during the 
construction period.
EITF Issue No. 99-13, Application of Issue No. 97-10 and FASB Interpretation 
No. 23 to Entities that Enter into Leases with Governmental Entities, addresses 
the issue of whether projects involving the construction of government-owned 
properties that involve a lease of the completed improvements that would be 
classified as an operating lease under Interpretation 23 should be excluded 
from the scope of Issue 97-10.
EITF Issue No. 00-8, Accounting by a Grantee for an Equity Instrument to Be 
Received in Conjunction with Providing Goods or Services, discusses (1) what 
date(s) the grantee should use to measure the fair value of those equity 
instruments for revenue recognition purposes and (2) for those transactions in 
which any of the terms of the equity instruments are subject to adjustment 
after the measurement date, how the grantee should account for an increase in 
fair value as a result of an adjustment (upon resolution of the contingency after 
the measurement date) as revenue.
EITF Issue No. 00-2, Accounting for Web Site Development Costs, discusses 
how an entity should account for costs incurred during various stages of 
development of Internet web sites.
* The above list includes only those EITF consensus positions relevant to the airlines industry 
that have been adopted at meetings of the EITF held through January 2002. Two additional issues 
are being discussed by the EITF; however no consensuses on these issues have been reached as of 
March 2002. Those are Issue No. 00-21, Accounting for Multiple-Element Revenue Arrangements, and 
Issue No. 00-22, Accounting for “Points” and Certain Other Time-Based or Volume-Based Sales 
Incentive Offers, and Offers for Free Products or Services to Be Delivered in the Future. Readers 
should be alert to any final decisions reached on those issues.
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EITF Issue No. 00-13, Determining Whether Equipment Is “Integral Equip­
ment” Subject to FASB Statements No. 66 and No. 98, clarifies the definition of 
“integral equipment” provided in FASB Interpretation No. 43, Real Estate 
Sales.
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NOTE
Statements of Position on accounting issues present the conclusions 
of at least two-thirds of the Accounting Standards Executive Com­
mittee, which is the senior technical body of the Institute authorized 
to speak for the Institute in the areas of financial accounting and 
reporting. Statement on Auditing Standards No. 69, The Meaning of 
Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles, identifies AICPA Statements of Position that have been 
cleared by the Financial Accounting Standards Board as sources of 
established accounting principles in category b of the hierarchy of 
generally accepted accounting principles that it establishes. AICPA 
members should consider the accounting principles in this Statement 
of Position i f  a different accounting treatment of a transaction or 
event is not specified by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203 of the 
AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. In such circumstances, the 
accounting treatment specified by the Statement of Position should 
be used, or the member should be prepared to justify a conclusion 
that another treatment better presents the substance of the transac­
tion in the circumstances.
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SUMMARY
This Statement of Position (SOP) provides guidance on the financial reporting 
of start-up costs and organization costs. It requires costs of start-up activities 
and organization costs to be expensed as incurred.
The SOP broadly defines start-up activities and provides examples to help 
entities determine what costs are and are not within the scope of this SOP.
This SOP applies to all nongovernmental entities and, except as stated in the 
last paragraph, is effective for financial statements for fiscal years beginning 
after December 15, 1998. Earlier application is encouraged in fiscal years for 
which annual financial statements previously have not been issued.
Except for certain entities noted in the last paragraph, initial application of 
this SOP should be reported as the cumulative effect of a change in accounting 
principle, as described in Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 20, 
Accounting Changes. When adopting this SOP, entities are not required to 
report the pro forma effects of retroactive application.
Entities that report substantially all investments at market value or fair value, 
issue and redeem shares, units, or ownership interests at net asset value, and 
have sold their shares, units, or ownership interests to independent third 
parties before the later of June 30, 1998, or the date that the SOP is issued 
should adopt the SOP prospectively.
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FOREWORD
The accounting guidance contained in this document has been cleared by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). The procedure for clearing 
accounting guidance in documents issued by the Accounting Standards Execu­
tive Committee (AcSEC) involves the FASB reviewing and discussing in public 
board meetings (1) a prospectus for a project to develop a document, (2) a 
proposed exposure draft that has been approved by at least ten of AcSEC’s 
fifteen members, and (3) a proposed final document that has been approved by 
at least ten of AcSEC’s fifteen members. The document is cleared if  at least five 
of the seven FASB members do not object to AcSEC undertaking the project, 
issuing the proposed exposure draft or, after considering the input received by 
AcSEC as a result of the issuance of the exposure draft, issuing the final 
document.
The criteria applied by the FASB in their review of proposed projects and 
proposed documents include the following.
1. The proposal does not conflict with current or proposed accounting 
requirements, unless it is a limited circumstance, usually in special­
ized industry accounting, and the proposal adequately justifies the 
departure.
2. The proposal will result in an improvement in practice.
3. The AICPA demonstrates the need for the proposal.
4. The benefits of the proposal are expected to exceed the costs of 
applying it.
In many situations, prior to clearance, the FASB will propose suggestions, 
many of which are included in the documents.
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Reporting on the Costs of Start-Up Activities 
Introduction and Background
1. The Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) had on its 
agenda a series of projects on reporting the costs of activities that are under­
taken to create future economic benefits.
2. The first phase of AcSEC’s series of projects resulted in its issuance of 
Statement of Position (SOP) 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs. It was 
AcSEC’s intention to use SOP 93-7 as a guide in developing guidance for 
reporting costs of other kinds of activities undertaken to create future economic 
benefits. This SOP on start-up costs is the next phase.
3. A  review of a number of public-company financial statement disclo­
sures indicates that some entities capitalize start-up costs whereas others 
expense start-up costs as they are incurred. In addition, entities that capitalize 
start-up costs use diverse amortization periods. These diverse practices exist 
within and across industries. AcSEC believes this SOP will significantly reduce 
these diversities in financial reporting.
4. AcSEC issued an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Reporting on the 
Costs of Start-Up Activities, on April 22, 1997. AcSEC received more than 
eighty comment letters in response to the exposure draft.
Scope
5. For purposes of this SOP, start-up activities are defined broadly as 
those one-time activities related to opening a new facility, introducing a new 
product or service, conducting business in a new territory, conducting business 
with a new class of customer1 or beneficiary, initiating a new process in an 
existing facility, or commencing some new operation. Start-up activities in­
clude activities related to organizing a new entity (commonly referred to as 
organization costs). This SOP provides guidance on accounting for the costs of 
start-up activities.
6. In practice, various terms are used to refer to start-up costs, such as 
preopening costs, preoperating costs, organization costs and start-up costs. For 
purposes of this SOP, these costs are referred to as start-up costs.
Note: As noted in subsequent paragraphs, the accounting for certain costs 
incurred in conjunction with start-up activities are not covered by this SOP. An  
entity should not infer that costs outside the scope of this S O P  should be 
capitalized. Such costs should not be capitalized unless they qualify for capitali­
zation under other generally accepted accounting principles.
1 This SOP does not address the financial reporting of costs incurred related to ongoing 
customer acquisition, such as policy acquisition costs in Financial Accounting Standards Board 
(FASB) Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises, and loan origination 
costs in FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with 
Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs o f Leases. The SOP addresses the more 
substantive one-time efforts to establish business with an entirely new class of customers (for 
example, a manufacturer who does all of its business with retailers attempts to sell merchandise 
directly to the public).
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7. For purposes of this SOP, activities related to routine, ongoing efforts 
to refine, enrich, or otherwise improve upon the qualities of an existing 
product, service, process,2 or facility are not start-up activities and are not 
within the scope of this SOP. In addition, activities related to a merger or 
acquisition and to ongoing customer acquisition3 are not start-up activities.
8. Certain costs that may be incurred in conjunction with start-up activi­
ties are not subject to the provisions of this SOP. Such costs should be 
accounted for in accordance with other existing authoritative accounting litera­
ture. For example, the following costs are outside the scope of this SOP:
•  Costs of acquiring or constructing long-lived assets and getting them 
ready for their intended uses (However, the costs of using long-lived 
assets that are allocated to start-up activities [for example, deprecia­
tion of computers] are within the scope of this SOP.)
•  Costs of acquiring or producing inventory
•  Costs of acquiring intangible assets (However, the costs of using 
intangible assets that are allocated to start-up activities [for example, 
amortization of a purchased patent] are within the scope of this SOP.)
•  Costs related to internally developed assets (for example, internal-use 
computer software costs) (However, the costs of using those assets that 
are allocated to start-up activities are within the scope of this SOP.)
•  Costs that are within the scope of Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) Statement No. 2, Accounting for Research and Develop­
ment Costs, and FASB Statement No. 71, Accounting for the Effects o f 
Certain Types o f Regulation
•  Costs of fund raising incurred by not-for-profit organizations
•  Costs of raising capital
•  Costs of advertising
•  Costs incurred in connection with existing contracts as stated in 
paragraph 75d of SOP 81-1, Accounting for Performance o f Construc­
tion-Type and Certain Production-Type Contracts
9. Illustrations 1 through 3 in the Appendix provide examples of costs 
that are and are not within the scope of this SOP.
10. This SOP applies to all nongovernmental entities (including not-for- 
profit organizations) and it applies to development-stage entities as well as 
established operating entities.
11. This SOP amends the following AICPA SOPs and Audit and Account­
ing Guides that address start-up costs:
a. SOP 81-1, Accounting for Performance o f Construction-Type and 
Certain Production-Type Contracts, paragraph 75a
b. SOP 88-1, Accounting for Developmental and Preoperating Costs, 
Purchases and Exchanges o f Take-off and Landing Slots, and A ir ­
frame Modifications, paragraphs 23 and 25
c. Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Airlines, paragraphs 3.115 and 3.117
d. Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Casinos, paragraph 2.06
2 Costs addressed in Emerging Issues Task Force Issue No. 97-13, Accounting for Costs Incurred 
in Connection with a Consulting Contract or an Internal Project That Combines Business Process 
Reengineering and Information Technology Transformation, are outside the scope of this SOP.
3 See footnote 1.
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e. Audit and Accounting Guide Construction Contractors, paragraph 
2.14a
f. Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Federal Government Contrac­
tors, paragraph 3.09
g. Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Investment Companies, para­
graphs 5.14, 8.10, 8.16, 8.17, and appendix K
Conclusions
Accounting for Start-Up Costs
12. Costs of start-up activities, including organization costs, should be 
expensed as incurred.
Amendments to Other Guidance
13. This SOP amends SOP 81-1 by requiring precontract costs that are 
start-up costs to be expensed as incurred. The following sentence is added to 
the end of paragraph 75a:
Those costs should be expensed as they are incurred if they are within the scope 
of SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f  Start-Up Activities.
14. This SOP amends SOP 88-1 by requiring preoperating costs to be 
expensed as incurred rather than capitalized. Paragraph 23 is amended as 
follows:
Preoperating costs related to the integration of new types of aircraft should be 
expensed as incurred.
In addition, paragraph 25 is deleted.
15. This SOP amends the Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Airlines by 
requiring preoperating costs to be expensed as incurred rather than capital­
ized. Paragraph 3.115 is amended as follows:
Preoperating costs related to the integration of new types of aircraft should be 
expensed as incurred.
In addition, paragraph 3.117 is deleted.
16. This SOP amends the Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Casinos 
by requiring preopening costs to be expensed as incurred. Paragraph 2.06 is 
amended to include the following at the end of the first sentence:
Preopening costs, however, should be charged to expense as incurred.
17. This SOP amends the Audit and Accounting Guide Construction 
Contractors by requiring precontract costs that are start-up costs to be ex­
pensed as incurred. The following sentence is added to the end of paragraph 
2.14a:
Those costs should be expensed as they are incurred if they are within the scope 
of SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f  Start-Up Activities.
18. Paragraph 3.09 of the Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Federal 
Government Contractors refers to paragraph 75 of SOP 81-1 as the applicable 
guidance for accounting for precontract costs. This SOP amends paragraph 
3.09 of the Guide as follows:
Precontract costs should be accounted for in conformity with paragraph 75 of 
SOP 81-1, as amended by SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f Start-Up  
Activities.
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19. This SOP amends the Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of Invest­
ment Companies by requiring organization costs to be expensed as they are 
incurred. The last two sentences of paragraph 8.10 are deleted and replaced by 
the following:
Organization costs should be expensed as they are incurred. Entities should 
adopt the transition provisions of paragraphs 22 and 23 of SOP 98-5, Reporting 
on the Costs of Start-Up Activities.
In addition, paragraphs 8.16 and 8.17 are deleted, and the following footnote 
is added after the words deferred organization expense in paragraph 5.14 and 
in the Statement of Assets and Liabilities in appendix K (SOP 93-4, Foreign 
Currency Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation for Investment 
Companies).
Organization costs should be expensed as they are incurred. Entities should 
adopt the transition provisions of paragraphs 22 and 23 of SOP 98-5, Reporting 
on the Costs of Start-Up Activities.
20. The following sentence is added to the accounting policies footnote for 
organization costs in the illustrative financial statements in paragraph 9.10 of 
the Audit and Accounting Guide Guide for Prospective Financial Information:
(Note: SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs of Start-Up Activities, requires that 
organization costs be expensed as they are incurred.)
Effective Date and Transition
21. Except for certain entities noted in paragraph 23, this SOP is effective 
for financial statements for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1998. 
Earlier application is encouraged in fiscal years for which annual financial 
statements have not been issued. Restatement of previously issued financial 
statements is not permitted.
22. Except for certain entities noted in paragraph 23, initial application 
of this SOP should be reported as the cumulative effect of a change in account­
ing principle, as described in Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No.
20, Accounting Changes. When adopting this SOP, entities are not required to 
report the pro forma effects of retroactive application. Entities are required to 
disclose the effect of adopting this SOP on income before extraordinary items 
and on net income (and on the related per share amounts) in the period of the 
change.
23. Entities that meet all of the following conditions should not report the 
effect of initial application of this SOP as a cumulative effect of a change in 
accounting principle: (a) the entities’ specialized accounting practices include 
accounting for substantially all investments at market value or fair value; (b ) 
the entities’ shares, units, or ownership interests are issued and redeemed at 
net asset value; and (c) the entities’ shares, units, or ownership interests are 
sold to independent third parties (for example, parties other than founders, 
sponsors, and investment advisors) before the later of June 30, 1998, or the 
date that the SOP is issued. Capitalized costs incurred by these entities prior 
to initial application of this SOP should not be adjusted to the amounts that 
would have been expensed as incurred had this SOP been in effect when those 
costs were incurred. These entities should apply the SOP prospectively for all 
costs of start-up activities and organization costs incurred at the later of June
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30, 1998, or the date that the SOP is issued. For these entities, costs previously 
deferred that continue to be reported as assets should continue to be amortized 
over the remaining life of the original amortization period used by the entity, 
or a shorter period if the expected period of benefit is reduced. The unamortized 
balance of deferred start-up costs or organization costs and the remaining 
amortization period should be disclosed.
24. Except for those entities noted in paragraph 23, initial application of 
this SOP should be as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which the SOP is 
first adopted.
The provisions of this Statement need 
not be applied to immaterial items.
Basis for Conclusions 
Scope
25. AcSEC based its broad definition of start-up activities on the defini­
tion used in the 1973 FASB Discussion Memorandum (DM), Accounting for 
Research and Development Costs. That DM defines start-up costs as “those 
unusual one-time costs incurred in putting a new plant into operation, opening 
a new sales outlet, initiating a new process in an existing plant, or otherwise 
commencing some new operation.”
26. Some respondents to the exposure draft indicated that the definition 
of start-up activities is imprecise and leads to confusion about what differenti­
ates start-up costs from certain other costs, such as costs incurred to get a 
long-lived asset ready for its intended use.
27. AcSEC believes it is not possible to develop a detailed, all-inclusive 
definition of start-up activities and start-up costs. AcSEC believes the broad 
definition of start-up activities together with the identification of certain costs 
that are not start-up costs and the examples provided in the Appendix help the 
reader understand the kinds of activities and costs that may be involved in a 
start-up situation. Regardless, AcSEC believes that costs previously capital­
ized as either start-up costs or organization costs should now be expensed as 
they are incurred.
28. AcSEC understands that entities may engage in start-up activities to 
generate revenue or increase efficiencies; AcSEC believes that it is unneces­
sary to distinguish between the objectives for undertaking start-up activities 
for purposes of this SOP.
29. AcSEC recognizes that some entities use the terms start-up, preopen­
ing, preoperating, and organization interchangeably and that these terms are 
used inconsistently in practice. AcSEC believes that it is unnecessary to define 
the terms individually for purposes of this SOP.
30. AcSEC also recognizes that some entities differentiate between pre­
opening/preoperating costs and start-up costs as follows:
a. Preopening/preoperating costs are incurred before the commence­
ment of operations or production.
b. Start-up costs are incurred after operations have begun, but before 
normal productive capacity is reached.
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AcSEC believes that this distinction is not made consistently in practice. 
AcSEC also believes that the guidance in this SOP should be followed regard­
less of the terms used to describe the activities included in the scope.
31. AcSEC decided that it was not necessary to develop boundaries for 
when the start-up period begins and ends. The definition of start-up activities 
is based on the nature of the activities and not the time period in which they 
occur. AcSEC believes that costs previously capitalized by entities as start-up 
costs will be expensed as incurred as start-up costs or some other costs, such 
as general and administrative.
32. It is not uncommon for start-up activities to occur simultaneously 
with other activities, such as the acquisition or development of assets. Para­
graph 8 provides examples of costs excluded from the scope of this SOP. AcSEC 
did not attempt to provide an all-inclusive detailed list of such costs because 
entities have different accounting policies for the kinds of costs capitalized 
under existing generally accepted accounting principles (for example, property, 
plant, and equipment). AcSEC believes entities are best capable of identifying 
those costs.
33. This SOP applies to start-up activities of development stage entities 
as well as established operating entities, as those terms are discussed in FASB 
Statement No. 7, Accounting and Reporting by Development Stage Enterprises. 
Paragraph 10 of FASB Statement No. 7 states, “Generally accepted accounting 
principles that apply to established operating enterprises shall govern the 
recognition of revenue by a development stage enterprise and shall determine 
whether a cost incurred by a development stage enterprise is to be charged to 
expense when incurred or is to be capitalized or deferred.” This SOP sets forth 
the generally accepted accounting principles for costs of start-up activities and 
thus applies to both kinds of entities.
34. A  majority of respondents to the exposure draft did not address issues 
related to organization costs. The majority of those who did address these 
issues believes that organization costs should not be included in the scope of 
the SOP. One reason proposed to exclude organization costs from the scope of 
this SOP was to avoid unnecessary bookkeeping resulting from book/tax differ­
ences. AcSEC concluded that organization costs are similar to start-up costs 
and that it could not justify excluding organization costs from the scope of the 
SOP. Further, i f  organization costs were excluded from the scope of the SOP, 
AcSEC believes that it would have needed to define organization costs to help 
entities distinguish between start-up and organization costs. AcSEC’s defini­
tion of organization costs would have been narrower than that contained in the 
Internal Revenue Code. Therefore, AcSEC concluded that temporary tax dif­
ferences would result for some entities whether AcSEC included or excluded 
organization costs from the scope of the document.
Accounting for Start-Up Costs
35. About half of the respondents to the exposure draft believe that 
start-up costs should be reported as assets. AcSEC considered requiring capi­
talization and amortization of the costs of start-up activities, including organi­
zation costs. AcSEC believes that entities incur costs related to start-up and 
organization activities with an expectation that there will be future benefits. 
However, AcSEC believes that this is also often the case with other costs, such 
as costs related to research and development activities.
36. Paragraph 86 of FASB Concepts Statement No. 5, Recognition and 
Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, states, “Con­
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sumption of economic benefits during a period may be recognized either 
directly or by relating it to revenues recognized during the period: . . . ” 
Paragraph 148 of FASB Concepts Statement No. 6, Elements of Financial 
Statements, states, “Other costs are also recognized as expenses in the period 
in which they are incurred because the period to which they otherwise relate 
is indeterminable or not worth the effort to determine.”
37. Some AcSEC members believe that start-up costs may meet the 
definition of an asset. However, they note that some items that meet the 
definition of an asset are not recognized as assets because of uncertainty. 
Paragraph 175 of FASB Concepts Statement No. 6 states, "... business enter­
prises engage in research and development activities, advertise, develop mar­
kets, open new branches or divisions, and the like, and spend significant funds 
to do so. The uncertainty is not about the intent to increase future economic 
benefits but about whether and, if so, to what extent they succeeded in doing 
so. Certain expenditures for research and development, advertising, training, 
start-up and preoperating activities, development stage enterprises, relocation 
or rearrangement, and goodwill are examples of the kinds of items for which 
assessments of future economic benefits may be especially uncertain.”
38. Paragraph 24 of APB Opinion 17 states, “Costs of developing, main­
taining, or restoring intangible assets which are not specifically identifiable, 
have indeterminate lives, or are inherent in a continuing business and related 
to an enterprise as a whole—such as goodwill—should be deducted from 
income when incurred.” Start-up costs as defined in this SOP meet all three 
conditions: they are not specifically identifiable, have indeterminate lives, and 
are inherent in a continuing business and related to an enterprise as a whole.
39. AcSEC decided that the SOP should not amend paragraph 75d of SOP 
81-1. AcSEC believes that start-up costs incurred in connection with existing 
contracts are contract costs related to a specific source of revenue that should 
be subject to the accounting prescribed in SOP 81-1. Further, AcSEC decided 
that start-up costs incurred in connection with existing contracts and in 
anticipation of follow-on or future contracts for the same goods and services 
should also be accounted for as contract costs within the existing contract 
because those costs are expected to be recovered. AcSEC also believes that it is 
impracticable to bifurcate incremental learning curve or start-up costs that 
may be incurred under existing contracts in anticipation of follow-on or future 
contracts.
Disclosure and Transition
40. AcSEC considered requiring entities to disclose start-up costs in­
curred in an accounting period and total start-up costs expected to be incurred 
over the life of a project. AcSEC decided that, for many entities, the costs of 
recordkeeping to identify separately start-up costs incurred in an accounting 
period likely would outweigh the related benefits of disclosing those costs to 
users of financial statements. AcSEC also believes that it cannot provide an 
all-inclusive definition of start-up costs, which would ensure comparability 
between entities. In addition, AcSEC believes that, if an entity discloses total 
start-up costs expected to be incurred, it is likely to do so outside the financial 
statements (for example, in Management’s Discussion and Analysis for a 
public company).
41. Some entities currently report certain costs, such as depreciation 
incurred in conjunction with start-up activities, as start-up costs. Other enti­
ties currently report those costs under captions such as “depreciation.” This 
SOP does not require entities to report those costs as start-up costs.
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42. AcSEC decided that entities that report substantially all investments 
at market value or fair value, issue and redeem shares, units, or ownership 
interests at net asset value, and have sold their shares, units, or ownership 
interests to independent third parties before the later of June 30, 1998, or the 
date that the SOP is issued should adopt the SOP prospectively. Examples of 
such entities include open-end mutual funds, regardless of their load features, 
because open-end mutual funds issue and redeem shares at net asset value 
(however, closed-end funds would not be examples because those funds may 
trade at a premium or discount in relation to net asset value). Before opera­
tions begin, these entities often incur start-up or organization costs. The 
expectation is that all shareholders will bear the costs as amortization gradu­
ally decreases asset value. Alternatively, the sponsors could pay the start-up 
or organization costs and get reimbursed through fees charged to the entity 
that would be borne by the shareholders. AcSEC believes that existing share­
holders would experience negative economic consequences if previously capi­
talized costs were required to be expensed immediately, thereby causing an 
immediate decrease in net asset value per share. AcSEC believes that it has 
made a practical decision to ensure that the adoption of the SOP does not cause 
economic harm to existing shareholders in entities that report substantially all 
investments at market value or fair value and issue and redeem shares, units, 
or ownership interests at net asset value.
Other Authoritative Literature
43. AcSEC considered the following other authoritative literature in its 
deliberations of financial reporting of start-up costs. However, the guidance in 
the following literature is not affected by the provisions of this SOP: (a) FASB 
Statement No. 19, Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas Produc­
ing Companies, and the related AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of 
Entities With Oil and Gas Producing Activities; (b) FASB Statement No. 34, 
Capitalization of Interest Cost; (c) FASB Statement No. 50, Financial Report­
ing in the Record and Music Industry; (d ) FASB Statement No. 51, Financial 
Reporting by Cable Television Companies; (e) FASB Statement No. 53, Finan­
cial Reporting by Producers and Distributors of Motion Picture Films; (f ) FASB 
Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises; (g ) 
FASB Statement No. 67, Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations of 
Real Estate Projects; and (h) FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonre­
fundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and 
Initial Direct Costs of Leases.
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APPENDIX
Illustrations
The Illustrations provide examples that should not be interpreted to be all-in­
clusive. Accounting for certain costs incurred in conjunction with start-up 
activities are not covered by this SOP. An entity should not infer that costs 
outside the scope of this S O P  should be capitalized. Such costs should not be 
capitalized unless they qualify for capitalization under other generally accepted 
accounting principles.
Illustration 1
Scenario—A  major U.S. beverage company (the Company) begins construction 
of a new plant in China. This represents the Company’s initial entry into the 
Chinese market. As part of the overall strategy, the Company plans to introduce 
into China, on a locally produced basis, the Company’s major U.S. beverage 
brands. Following are some of the costs that might be incurred in conjunction 
with start-up activities that are subject to the provisions of this SOP:
•  Travel costs, employee salary-related costs, and consulting costs re­
lated to feasibility studies, accounting, legal, tax, and governmental 
affairs
•  Training of local employees related to production, maintenance, com­
puter systems, engineering, finance, and operations
•  Recruiting, organization, and training related to establishing a distri­
bution network
•  Nonrecurring operating losses
•  Depreciation, if any, of new computer data terminals and other com­
munication devices
The following costs incurred in conjunction with start-up activities are outside 
the scope of this SOP (as noted in paragraphs 7 and 8):
•  Costs of long-lived asset additions, such as the new plant, production 
equipment, and packaging lines
•  Internal-use computer software systems development costs
•  Costs that are capitalizable as inventory
•  Deferred financing costs
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Illustration 2
Scenario—A retail chain is constructing and opening two new stores. One will 
open in a territory in which the entity already has three stores operating. The 
other will open in a territory new to the entity. (Costs related to both openings 
are treated the same for purposes of this SOP.) All of the stores provide the 
same products and services. Following are some of the costs that might be 
incurred in conjunction with start-up activities that are subject to the provi­
sions of this SOP:
•  Salary-related expenses for new employees
•  Salary-related expenses for the management store opening team
•  Training costs and meals for newly hired employees
•  Hotel charges, meals, and transportation for the opening team
•  Security, property taxes, insurance, and utilities costs incurred after 
construction is completed
•  Depreciation, i f  any, of new computer data terminals and other com­
munication devices
•  Nonrecurring operating losses
The following costs incurred in conjunction with start-up activities are outside 
the scope of this SOP (as noted in paragraphs 7 and 8):
•  Store advertising costs
•  Coupon giveaways
•  Costs of uniforms
•  Costs of furniture and cash registers
•  Costs to obtain licenses, if any
•  Security, property taxes, insurance, and utilities costs related to 
construction activities
•  Deferred financing costs
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Scenario—A not-for-profit organization that has provided meals to the home­
less is opening a shelter to house the homeless. The organization will rent the 
facility. This will be the organization’s first shelter and it will conduct a 
fund-raising campaign to raise money to start up the shelter. The organization 
will lease space for the shelter and will incur capital expenditures for leasehold 
improvements and furniture. The organization expects that it will require three 
months to set up the space for the shelter. The organization will hire a security 
firm to secure the premises during the three-month period in which the shelter 
is built. Following are some of the costs that might be incurred in conjunction 
with start-up activities that are subject to the provisions of this SOP:
•  Employee salary-related costs related to needs and feasibility studies
•  Staff recruiting and training
•  Rent, security, insurance, and utilities
•  Consultant fees for developing policies and procedures for operating 
the shelter
•  Amortization and depreciation, if any, of leasehold improvements and 
furniture
•  Costs of social workers
The following costs incurred in conjunction with start-up activities are outside 
the scope of this SOP (as noted in paragraphs 7 and 8):
•  Costs of fund-raising
•  Costs of leasehold improvements and furniture
•  Architect fees for the leasehold improvements
•  Advertising costs to publicize the shelter
Illustration 3
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Appendix D 
Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Guide is available through 
various publications and services listed in the table that follows. Many non­
government and some government publications and services involve a charge 
or membership requirement.
Fax services allow users to follow voice cues and request that selected 
documents be sent by fax machine. Some fax services require the user to call 
from the handset of the fax machine, others allow the user to call from any 
phone. Most fax services offer an index document, which lists titles and other 
information describing available documents.
Internet Web Site services allow users to read, copy, and exchange informa­
tion electronically. Most are available using a modem and standard communi­
cations software. Some bulletin board services are also available using one or 
more Internet protocols.
Recorded announcements allow users to listen to announcements about a 
variety of recent or scheduled actions or meetings.
All telephone numbers listed are voice lines, unless otherwise designated as 
fax (f) lines.
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Appendix E 
Schedule of Changes Made to Audits 
of Airlines
As of May 2002
Beginning May 2001, all schedules of changes reflect only current year activity 
for improved clarity.
Reference
General
Paragraph 1.28 
(footnote 2)
Paragraph 1.35
Paragraph 1.38
Paragraph 1.39
Paragraphs 2.16, 
2.17, 2.18, 2.19,
2.20, footnotes 
2, 3, and 4
Former 
paragraph 2.19
Renumbered
paragraphs
2.21, 2.22,
2.24, 2.25, 
and 2.26
Renumbered
paragraph
2.23
Renumbered 
paragraphs 
2.29 and 2.30
Renumbered 
paragraph 2.34 
(Footnote 9)
Paragraph 3.63 
(heading)
Change
Footnotes renumbered to begin each chapter and 
appendix with footnote number 1. Additional changes to 
footnotes described below.
Footnote * renumbered as footnote 2 to reflect the 
permanent status of the footnote.
Revised to clarify guidance.
Revised to reflect the issuance of SSAE No. 10; 
Footnotes * and ** renumbered as footnotes 3 and 4 to 
reflect the permanent status of the footnote.
Revised to reflect the issuance of SSAE No. 10; Footnote
* renumbered as footnote 5 to reflect the permanent 
status of the footnote.
Added to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 96; Subsequent 
paragraphs renumbered; footnote * added.
Deleted.
Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 94; Footnotes
5, 6, 7, and 8 added; Subsequent paragraphs further 
renumbered.
Added to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 94.
Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 94; 
Subsequent paragraphs further renumbered.
Added to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 96.
Footnote * renumbered as footnote 3 to reflect the 
permanent status of the footnote; Footnote * revised.
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Reference
Paragraph 3.66 
(heading) 
(footnote *)
Paragraph 3.77
Paragraph 3.91 
(heading)
Paragraph 3.96 
(Footnote *)
Paragraphs 
3.98, 3.99, 
3.100, 3.101, 
and 3.102
Paragraph 3.103 
(heading)
Paragraph 3.107
Paragraph 3.108 
(heading) 
(footnote *)
Paragraph 3.111 
and 3.112
Paragraph 3.123 
(footnote *)
Paragraphs 
3.131 and 3.132
Paragraph 5.03
Paragraph 5.04
Paragraph 5.06
Appendix A 
Appendix B
Change
Added.
Revised due to an exposure draft of a proposed SOP and 
the issuance of FASB Statement No. 144; Footnotes * 
and ** added.
Footnote * revised.
Added.
Revised to clarify guidance; Footnotes * and ** added.
Footnote * added.
Revised to clarify guidance.
Added.
Revised to reflect the issuance of FASB Statement Nos. 
143 and 144; Footnotes ** and *** added.
Added.
Revised to reflect the issuance of FASB Statement No. 
142; Footnotes * and ** added.
Revised to clarify guidance; Footnote * renumbered as 
footnote 1 to reflect the permanent status of the footnote.
Footnote * renumbered 2 to reflect the permanent status 
of the footnote; Subsequent footnotes renumbered.
Revised to reflect the issuance of authoritative 
literature; Footnotes * and ** added; Footnote * 
renumbered as footnote 4 to reflect the permanent 
status of the footnote.
Revised to clarify guidance.
Revised to clarify guidance.
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airbill. The nonnegotiable shipping document used by domestic air carriers as 
evidence of an air freight shipment. The document contains shipping 
instructions, commodity descriptions, and transportation charges applica­
ble to the freight shipped. Sometimes the term is used interchangeably 
with air waybill; however, these terms are correctly synonymous only when 
the domestic airbill meets the uniformity requirements of the air waybill 
set by the Warsaw Convention. (See air waybill.)
air cargo. In the United States, the total volume of freight, mail, and express 
traffic that is transported by air. U.S. air cargo consists of the following 
classes of service: priority mail (airmail and air parcel post), nonpriority 
mail (airlift of first-class mail on a space available basis), foreign mail (mail 
destined to or from foreign countries), air express (priority movement of 
packages, generally under fifty pounds), and air freight (the airlift of 
commodities of all kinds).
air carrier. Any person who undertakes, whether directly or indirectly or by 
a lease or any other arrangement, to engage in air transportation.
aircraft miles flown. The miles (computed in airport-to-airport distances) for 
each flight stage actually completed, whether or not performed in accord­
ance with the scheduled pattern. For this purpose, operation to a flag stop 
is a stage completed, even though a landing is not actually made. In cases 
in which the interairport distances are inapplicable, aircraft miles flown 
are determined by multiplying the normal cruising speed for the aircraft 
type by the airborne hours.
aircraft servicing expense. Compensation of ground personnel and other ex­
penses incurred on the ground incident to the protection and control of the 
in-flight movement of the aircraft; scheduling or preparation of aircraft 
operational crews for flight assignment; landing and parking of aircraft; 
visual inspection; routing, checking, servicing, and fueling of aircraft; and 
other expenses incurred on the ground incident to readying for aircraft 
arrival and takeoff.
airframe. The structure of an aircraft, excluding engines and accessories. The 
principal parts of the airframe of an airplane include the fuselage (the 
body), wings, empennage (the assembly of stabilizing and control surfaces 
at the tail), landing gear, and nacelles or pods (engine housings).
air freight forwarder. Any indirect air carrier that, in the ordinary and usual 
course of its undertaking, (1) assembles and consolidates, or provides for 
assembling and consolidating of, property for shipment by air, or performs 
or provides for the performance of break-bulk and distributing operations 
for consolidated shipments, and (2) is responsible for the transportation of 
property from the point of receipt to the point of destination and uses, for 
the whole or any part of the transportation, the services of a direct air 
carrier.
air traffic liability. The value of air transportation services sold but as yet 
unused by the passenger, including sales for air transportation to be 
provided by the reporting air carrier and air transportation to be provided 
by another air carrier for whom sales were made. This is sometimes 
referred to as unearned transportation revenue.
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air waybill. The nonnegotiable uniform shipping document used in air freight 
transportation (especially in international transportation) by air carriers 
as evidence of a shipment. The document contains shipping instructions, 
commodity description, and transportation charged applicable to the 
freight shipped. While the document is standardized for international 
shipments by the Warsaw Convention, the term is sometimes used inter­
changeably with airbill—a largely domestic document that may or may not 
have uniformity within a county. (See airbill.)
airworthiness. The ability of a particular aircraft or component part to per­
form its function satisfactorily through a range of operations determined 
by the Federal Aviation Administration.
available load. The maximum salable load. It is the allowable gross weight, 
less the empty weight, less all justifiable aircraft equipment, and less the 
operating load (consisting of minimum fuel load, oil, flight crew, steward’s 
supplies, etc.). For passenger aircraft, the available load must not exceed 
the weight of the maximum number of passengers who can be accommo­
dated in the seats installed in the aircraft, plus the weight of the traffic 
that can be accommodated in the cargo space.
available seat miles (ASMs). The aircraft miles flown on each flight segment 
multiplied by the number of seats available for revenue use on that 
segment.
available seats. Installed seats in an aircraft (including seats in lounges), 
exclusive of any seats not offered for sale to the public by the carrier, 
provided that in no instance shall any seat sold be excluded from the count 
of available seats.
available ton miles (ATMs). The aircraft miles flown on each flight segment 
multiplied by the number of tons available for the transportation of 
passengers, freight, mail, and express for revenue use on that segment.
average flight segment length. The average distance in statute miles cov­
ered by an aircraft in revenue service from takeoff to landing.
block-to-block aircraft hours. The hours from the moment an aircraft first 
moves under its own power (including taxi time before takeoff and after 
landing) for purposes of flight until it comes to rest at the next point of 
landing. This term is sometimes referred to as ramp-to-ramp aircraft 
hours.
bonded fuel. Aircraft fuel imported into the United States that is destined for 
use only in international operations and upon which federal taxes are not 
levied. Such fuel must be segregated from fuel used in domestic operations 
and stored under a carrier’s or supplier’s bond that the tax-exempt fuel will 
be used only in international operations.
break-even load factor. The load factor in scheduled revenue service that is 
required for scheduled passenger revenue less passenger traffic expense 
to equal passenger capacity expense. (The split into types of cost is not 
strictly “fixed” versus “variable” costs as those terms are used in accounting 
literature. See traffic expense and capacity expense.)
built-in overhaul. The portion of the cost of flight equipment that represents 
the estimated cost of the initial overhaul of the flight equipment.
capacity expense. Expense related to the provision of available aircraft ca­
pacity, regardless of the degree to which that capacity is utilized.
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cargo ton mile (CTM). One ton of cargo (freight, express, and mail) trans­
ported one mile.
certificate of public convenience and necessity. [Deleted as the result of 
changes in regulation of the industry.]
certificated point. A city, place, or population center authorized to receive 
scheduled air service under a certificate of public convenience and neces­
sity or under an exemption issued to an air carrier.
certificated route air carrier. One of a class of air carriers holding certifi­
cates of public convenience and necessity issued by the DOT authorizing 
the performance of scheduled air transportation over specified routes and 
a limited amount of nonscheduled operation. This general carrier grouping 
includes all-purpose carriers and all-cargo carriers.
commission override. The payment by direct air carriers to travel agents of 
a higher amount of commission than the standard rate provides.
conjunction ticket. Two or more tickets concurrently issued to a passenger 
that together constitute a single contract of carriage.
coupon. See flight coupon and ticket.
deplaned traffic. A count of the number of passengers exiting and tons of 
cargo being unloaded from an aircraft. For this purpose, passengers and 
cargo on aircraft leaving a carrier’s system on interchange flights are 
considered to be deplaning at the interchange point; and passengers and 
cargo moving from one operation to another operation of the same carrier, 
for which separate reports are required by the DOT, are considered to be 
deplaning at the junction point.
developmental and preoperating costs. Costs accumulated and deferred in 
connection with the alteration of operational characteristics, such as the 
development and preparation for operation of new routes and the integra­
tion of new types of aircraft or services.
domestic trunk. Domestic operation of the domestic trunk carriers. This 
group of carriers operates primarily within and among the fifty U.S. states 
over routes serving primarily the larger communities.
dry lease. An aircraft lease in which the lessor provides only the aircraft.
economy class. Transport service established for the carriage of passengers 
at fares and quality of service below that of coach service.
enplaned traffic. A count of the number of passengers boarding and tons of 
cargo being loaded on an aircraft. For this purpose, passengers and cargo 
on aircraft entering a carrier’s system on interchange flights are considered 
to be enplaning at the interchange point; passengers and cargo moving 
from one operation to another operation of the same carrier, for which 
separate reports are required by the DOT, are considered to be enplaning 
at the junction point.
expendable parts. Parts that are ordinarily used up and replaced with new 
parts, as opposed to those parts that are capable of being used over and 
over after being refurbished ( rotable flight equipment).
fare. The amount per passenger or group of persons stated in the applicable 
tariff for the transportation, including baggage, unless otherwise specified.
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fare dilution. The difference between the revenue that should be received for 
the carriage of traffic at published full fares and the revenue that is 
actually received for that carriage. The fare dilution reflects the effect of 
discount, promotional, and other less-than-full fares on revenues.
fare ladder (fare calculation column). The “for issuing office only” box of a 
ticket containing the individual fares for each portion of a passenger’s 
itinerary, the sum of which constitutes the passenger’s total fare for the 
transportation authorized by the ticket.
first class. Premium quality services provided to passengers.
fixed-base operator. One who conducts a business operation at an airport or 
airfield, involving the selling or servicing of aircraft, flying instructions, 
charter flights, etc.
flag stop. A point on an air carrier’s certificated route that is scheduled to be 
served only when traffic is to be picked up or discharged.
flight coupon. A coupon in a ticket issued for transportation that contains the 
itinerary of the passenger(s) but is valid only for carriage between the 
passenger’s point of enplanement and deplanement on a single flight, as 
noted on the coupon. It also includes the class of service, stopover code, 
carrier, date of travel, flight number, and applicable fee. (See ticket.)
flight equipment. Airframe, aircraft engines, aircraft propellers, aircraft 
communications and navigational equipment, miscellaneous equipment 
used in the operation of the aircraft, and improvements to leased flight 
equipment.
flight equipment expendable parts. Flight equipment replacement parts of 
a type recurrently expended and replaced rather than repaired for reuse.
group depreciation. A plan under which (1) depreciation is based on the 
application of a single depreciation rate to the total book cost of all property 
included in a given depreciable property and equipment account or class, 
despite differences in service life of individual items of property and 
equipment, (2) the full original cost, less any salvage realized, of a retired 
item of depreciable property or equipment is charged to the allowance for 
depreciation regardless of the age of the item, and (3) no gain or loss is 
recognized on the retirement of individual items.
group ticket. A single ticket valid for the transportation of two or more 
passengers over the same itinerary.
hours per aircraft per day—carrier’s equipment, revenue. Average hours 
of productive use per day in revenue service of a reporting carrier’s 
equipment, determined by dividing (1) aircraft days assigned to the service 
carrier’s equipment into (2) revenue aircraft hours minus revenue hours 
on another carriers interchange equipment plus total hours by others on 
the carrier’s interchange equipment.
hours per aircraft per day—carrier's routes, revenue. Average hours o f 
productive use per day in revenue service on a reporting carrier’s routes, 
determined by dividing aircraft days assigned to the service carrier’s routes 
into revenue aircraft hours.
interchange agreement. An agreement under which aircraft of one air carrier 
are used to provide one-plane service over its own routes and the routes of 
other air carriers.
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joint fare. A fare, published as a single factor, that applies to transportation 
over the joint lines or routes of two or more carriers and is made and 
published by arrangements or agreement among the carriers, evidenced 
by concurrence or power of attorney. (See local fare.)
joint rate. A rate, published as a single factor, that applies to transportation 
over the lines or routes of two or more carriers and is made and published 
by arrangement or agreement among the carriers, evidenced by concur­
rence or power of attorney.
landing fees. Fees paid to an airport or other governmental authority for each 
aircraft landing. Usually, the fees are levied on the weight of the aircraft 
that has landed.
load factor. The percentage of revenue passenger miles to available seat miles 
in revenue passenger service, representing the proportion of aircraft seat­
ing capacity that is actually utilized. For cargo, the term refers to the 
percentage of cargo revenue ton miles to available cargo ton miles.
local fare. A fare that applies to transportation over the lines or routes of one 
carrier only. (See joint fare.)
local service carriers. Certificated domestic route air carriers operating 
routes of lesser density between smaller traffic centers and between those 
centers and principal centers.
mail revenue ton mile. All of the priority U.S. mail, nonpriority U.S. mail, 
and foreign mail times the miles transported in revenue service.
mail ton mile. One ton of U.S. and/or foreign mail transported one mile.
nonoperating property and equipment—net. Costs, less related accumu­
lated depreciation or amortization, of property and equipment (1) assigned 
to other than air transportation and its incidental services but not ac­
counted for within a nontransport division and (2) held for future use.
nonrevenue traffic. Passengers and cargo transported by air for which no 
remuneration or token service charges are received by the air carrier. 
Airline employees, officers, and directors or other persons, except for 
ministers of religion, who are traveling under reduced-rate transportation 
authorized by section 403(b) of the Federal Aviation Act and part 223 of 
the board’s economic regulations, as well as travel agents, cargo agents, 
and tour conductors traveling at reduced fares, are also considered non­
revenue traffic.
oversale (overbooking). The sale of (or, in the case of overbooking, the accep­
tance of reservations for) more space (passenger seats) than is actually 
available on a flight. A  practice that is used sometimes by the air carriers 
as an allowance for that historical percentage of passengers who fail, for 
some reason, to use the space they have reserved on a flight. In those cases 
in which the actual number of passengers with purchased tickets exceeds 
the available space for a flight, the carrier is liable for denied boarding 
compensation to those passengers not accommodated on the flight or on 
comparable air transportation.
passenger mile. One passenger transported one mile. Passenger miles are 
computed by multiplying the aircraft miles flown on each flight stage by 
the number of passengers transported on that stage.
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passenger service expense. All expenses chargeable directly to activities con­
tributing to the comfort, safety, and convenience of passengers while in 
flight and when flights are interrupted.
prepaid ticket advice (PTA). A form used by air carriers to indicate that 
payment for air transportation has been made in a different place than 
where the transportation commences.
proportional rate. A rate that may be used only to construct a combination 
rate on traffic that (1) originates at a point beyond the point from which 
the proportional rate applies, (2) is destined to a point beyond the point to 
which the proportional rate applies, or (3) both originates at a point 
specified in (1) and is destined to a point specified in (2).
proration. Division of a joint fare among the concerned carriers on an agreed 
basis or the relationship of the local fare of each carrier to the total 
combination of local fares.
ramp-to-ramp aircraft hours. See block-to-block aircraft hours.
rate. The amount per unit stated in the applicable tariff for the transportation 
of property.
reporting unit. The different operations, such as domestic and international 
and territorial operations, that may be conducted by a carrier, for which 
separate detail data are reported.
revenue passenger. One fare-paying passenger transported by the carrier.
revenue passenger load factor. The percentage of seating capacity that is 
actually sold and utilized, computed by dividing revenue passenger miles 
flown by available seat miles flown in scheduled revenue passenger service.
revenue passenger mile (RPM). One fare-paying passenger transported one 
mile. Revenue passenger miles are computed by multiplying the number 
of revenue passengers by the miles that they are flown.
revenue ton mile. One ton of revenue traffic transported one statute mile. 
Revenue ton miles are computed by multiplying tons of revenue traffic 
(passengers, freight, mail, and express) by the miles that this traffic is 
flown.
revenue ton mile load factor (overall revenue load factor and ton load 
factor). The percentage of total capacity available for passengers, freight, 
and mail that is actually sold and utilized, computed by dividing total 
revenue ton miles actually flown by total available ton miles.
revenue traffic. Passengers and cargo transported by air for which remunera­
tion is received by the air carrier. Airline employees, officers, and directors 
or other persons, except ministers of religion, who are traveling under 
reduced-rate transportation authorized by section 403(b) of the Federal 
Aviation Act and part 223 of the board’s economic regulations; travel 
agents; cargo agents; tour conductors traveling at reduced fares; and other 
passengers and cargo carried for token service charges are not considered 
revenue traffic.
rotable flight equipment. Rotable parts are normally repaired and reused, as 
opposed to those parts that are consumed in the operations (expendable 
parts).
scheduled departure. A takeoff scheduled at an airport, as set forth in pub­
lished schedules.
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seat mile. One passenger seat transported one statute mile. This statistic is 
used to report available passenger-carrying capacity on an aircraft; how­
ever, when the seat is occupied by a revenue passenger, the measurement 
unit is referred to as a revenue passenger mile (RPM).
spare parts. Parts, appurtenances, and accessories of aircraft (other than 
aircraft engines and propellers), of aircraft engines (other than propellers), 
of propellers, or of appliances that are maintained for installation or use 
in an aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance but that are not yet 
installed or attached.
subsidy. [Deleted as the result of changes in regulation of the industry.]
tariff. The notice of fares and rates applicable to the transportation of persons 
or property and the rules relating to or affecting such fares and rates of 
transportation.
through fare. The total fare from point of origin to destination. It may be a 
local fare, a joint fare, or a combination of separately established fares.
ticket. A  printed document that serves as evidence of payment of the fare for 
air transportation. Generally, this takes the form of the standard Air 
Traffic Conference ticket, which is composed of an auditor’s coupon, agent’s 
coupon, flight coupon(s), and passenger’s coupon. It authorizes carriage 
between the points and via the routing indicated and also shows the 
passenger’s name, class of service, carrier(s), flight number(s), dates of 
travel, and all conditions of the contract of carriage.
ticket liability. The value of transportation sold but unremitted for travel 
supplied by other carriers.
ton mile. One ton transported one mile. Ton miles are computed by multiply­
ing the aircraft miles flown on each flight stage by the number of tons 
transported on that stage.
traffic expense. Expense that relates to, and varies with, the traffic (passen­
ger and/or cargo) actually transported. It includes such cost elements as 
traffic servicing expenses, reservations and sales expense, and advertising 
and publicity expense.
traffic servicing expense. Compensation of ground personnel and other ex­
penses incurred on the ground incident to handling traffic of all types and 
classes on the ground subsequent to the issuance of documents establishing 
the air carrier’s responsibility to provide air transportation. It includes 
expenses attributable to the operation of air traffic offices but not costs of 
reservation sales centers. It also includes expenses of enplaning and 
deplaning traffic.
travel agent commission. The payment by airlines to a travel agent of speci­
fied amounts of money in return for the agent’s sales of air transportation. 
Travel agents’ commissions usually are charged to expense and paid by 
each carrier as a percentage of the value of the air transportation sold on 
that air carrier.
unearned transportation revenue. See air traffic liability.
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wet lease. An aircraft lease in which the lessor provides both the aircraft and 
the crew.
yield. The average revenue per unit of traffic carried in revenue service. 
Usually, yield is calculated as average revenue per revenue passenger mile, 
or cents per RPM. For cargo, it is calculated as average revenue per cargo 
revenue per ton mile, or cents per CTM.
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